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PREIWCE

This book contains the series o£ ton lectures delivered

by me on the ''Evolution of Indian Polity '^ under the

Presidency of the Hon. Dr. Sir Asutosh Mookerjee, Presi-

dent of the Council of the Post-Graduate Studies in Arts

at the Calcutta University in the months of March and

April 1919. The first staf^e in the evolution^ as detailed

in the first lecture, is found universal and as such it

I'equires no additional proof. The Institution of Elective

Monarchy of Bachelor kings begotten by priests on a

family of queens or cows as they are called, is peculiar to

India ; and no other nation has as yet been found to have

passed through the institution of bachelor kings to heredi-

tary monarchy which forms the third stage in the evolu-

tion of Indian polity. lu all these stages, the monarchical

element seems to have been under the powers of the Peoples'

Assembly composed of priests, nobles (Rajas), traders and

Agriculturists (Vis). As stated in the Mimansa Sutras

of Jaimini, the king had no power over laud, and was

entitled only to Jrth of the produce.' Banishment or

degradation of kings was one of the constitutional checks

frequently employed for the prevention of the kings'

extravagant proceedings and gambling and other vices.

^

The same constitutional checli seems to have been

employed even in the few Buddhist republics that

prevailed side by side with monarchical institutions.

What strikingly distinguishes India from the other

contemporary nation-; in the application of sucii consti-

tutional checks as banishment or degradation of tyrannical

* See Appendix C. (EtE^

' Appendix A.
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kings is its calm and peaceful procedure as contrasted

with the bloody rev^olutioas aeeompaaied with horrible

destruction of person and property in other nations.

It is Atmamedha, also called prayopavesa or the vow of

abstinence to death on the part of the people en masse^

till the removal of the cause of their grievances.

The fourth stage in the evolution seems to have been

the Damma-Chakka or Empire of Righteousness of the

Jainas and the Buddhists. The rise of Jainism and

Buddhism in India is not merely a religious revolt against

the Brahmanic animal sacrifices but an indirect and per-

suasive appeal to Vedic kings to abstain from their bloody,

warfare and animal sacrifices. Unlike the French revolu-

tion and the American War of Independence for man's

rights of equality, fraternity and liberty, the directly reli-

gious and indirectly political propaganda of the Jainas and

the Buddhists proclaiming equality and fraternity of men

and charity to man and beast alike on the socio-political

side, and control of passions and renunciation of the world

for Nirvana or final emanci))ation on the spiritual side has

with no destruction of property and person converted

India into a peaceful Damma-Chakka or Empire of

Righteousness and moral law on the ruins of old Brahmanic

Institutions, swept off the land together with their direct

privileges and prerogatives. This Dhamma-Chakka is

followed in its turn by the revival of old Dravidian

monarchical institutions under the control of Brahman

priests and ministers and jirivilegeJ castes, as desired by

the politicians of the Kautilya period. The Andhras in

Central India and the Pandyas, Cholas and Keralas in the

South stood inasmuch need of the support of the Brahmans

for their revival as the latter in need of the support of the

' Appeudix B.
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Dravidians for the revival of their Yedie culture and in-

stitution. In the Vedic and Brahmanic literature the

Aryan monarch figured as a Kshatra or soldier paid for

with bali or tax in the form of agricultural produce for

protection of person and jDroperty of the people against

enemies. In the Buddhistic literature he was Gana-dasa*

or servant of the Buddhist Sangha fed by |^tli of the

agricultural produce of the people. For his guilt, if any,

he was liable to banishment, degradation or even the

gallows. A monarch of such limited power could never be

thought of as a reliable support of BrrUimanic culture just

reviving or almost revived. The old Dravidians who had

hitherto been regarded as Yrishalas or persons of Sudra

birth could scarcely afford shelter to Brahmanic culture.

It was therefore necessary to devise a new theory of

monarchy and invest the Dravidian kings with the right

of Sarvabhaumatva or power over all the land and people,

as opposed to the old theory of the Mimansakas that the

king has no right of ownership over land or people. A
new theory of theocratic monarchy making the kind's

person divine and investing him with power over land and

people in virtue of his building temples and setting up

of idols of gods in the temples with rich endowments has

been accordingly devised by the Bhatta school of the later

Mimansakas {8th century onwards) and is thus stated in

the first Didhiti of the Rajadharmakanstabha by Anantha-

deva, son of Khandadeva, the author of Bhattadipika on

the Mimansa sutras :

—

" In the Sribhagavatha the king is said to accniire his

right of ownership of land of all kinds (Sarvaprak.lra

bhumisvamya) only in virtue of his having set up idols of

gods. ' He acquires ownership of all the land in virtue of

» p. 12, Ancient Uistoiy of Iiulii l)y R. (.i. lihaiularkar.
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his setting idols of gods, of the three worlds in virtue of

his erecting a temple ; of the abode of Brahma in virtue of

his making endowments for the worship of gods ; and he

will attain equality with me (God Krishna) in virtue of

his performances of the above three ? Likewise in the

Vishnudharmottara :
—

* Kings desirous of attaining to

heaven should in the Kali age set up new cities after

erecting temples/ Here the word cities implies villages

and fortified towns also. The verse quoted from the

Bbfigavata laj's down that a king who is desirous of acquir-

ing ownership of the cities, villages, towns and the like,

which he establishes, should at first erect temples. Who-

ever is desirous of acquiring such ownership in virtue of

his being anointed as a king shall also erect palace and

other buildings at first. Hence it is that in enumerating

the duties of a king, the erection of temples, palaces and

the like are enumerated first. In the verse of the Bhaga-

vata the king is said to acquire his ownership of all the

land in virtue of his setting up idols of gods and temples.

In this connection there crop up two alternatives : whether

the word 'mahipala,' ' king' in the verse means a person

who is alread}- exercising his royal duties as stated in the

prima facie view in the Jaimini's Mimansa Sutra*

or any other person of the ruling caste, as stated in

the conclusion of the commentary on the same sutra ?

It cannot bf the first meaning, for in that case there can

be no necessity for the anointment of such a person.

Nor is the erection of temple, etc., the duty of a person

who is already exercising liis royal duties, for his exercise

of his royal duties is dependent on his acquisition of that

power in virtue of his erection of temples or the like.

Nor can it be the second, i.e., any person of the ruling

' U. 3. 3.
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caste, for in that case the construction of palaces and

temples, etc., which can be undertaken hy all, irrespective

of caste and creed, would become a special duty of the

Kshatriya caste. Not so ; for though the erection of

palaces and temples in general be undertaken by all, still,

the construction of temples and palaces prior to the work

of laying out cities, and villages can be regarded as a

special duty of a person of Kshatriya caste in view of

acquiring the right of sovereignty. In fact only such a

person as is possessed of braver}', martial courage and

other manly cpialities befitting him to be a capable pro-

tector of people is taken as worthy of being anointed as

a king. Hence like cpialities such as bravery, courage,

and capacity to protect, the construction of temples and

other buildings befits a person to be a sovereign of the

people.''

There is no doubt that this new theory of theocratic

monarchy was universally accepted in India in mediaeval

period. The existence of a great number of temples in

the ruined capitals of ancient kings in India, especially in

the Dekhan, proves it beyond doubt. It lias been usual

with historians to regard this form of monarchy as despotic.

But I doubt whether the temple-builders of the mediaeval

period were so despotic as they were believed to have

been. As a matter of fact effective religious restraint and

priestly domination seem to have been the characteristic

features of Indian monarchies in general, and of mediaeval

states in special. AVith this last step ends the evolution

of Indian polity, having its growth arrested bv Maha-
madan concpiest of India in the North, while in the South

a number of Hindu kings vied with each other in establish-

ing their sovereign rights by studding the land with

temples. It is true that we regret to miss such sweet

and bewitching words as Ecpiality, Eraternitv, Libertv
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Self-determination and the like in the political history

of India. Yet I am inclined to believe that such reli-

gious and moral restrain' s as Self-denial, Conquest of

the Six Passions, Preparation for Moksha or Nirvana by

renunciation frequently preached to the prince and the

poor alike were scarcely less poveerful than the constitu-

tional and legal checks of Western nations of modern times.

How far the modern constitutional checks based more on

utilitarian than ethical principles are preferable to religious

or philosophical restraints which are applicable to all is

a question yet to be decided.

I shall be guilty of ingratitude if I close the preface

without acknowledging my thankfulness to Sir Asutosh

Mookerjee, the President and Founder of Post-Graduate

Studies in Arts in the Calcutta University, for his kind

invitation to me at a great distance fiom Calcutta to read

a series of lectures on subjects connected with the Artha-

sastra in that Institution which is unique and the only

one of its kind in India. I confess that in my naturally

ready response to his generous invitation, I have fallen

far short of what was expected of me as the discoverer

and translator of the Kantiliya Arthasastra. For this I

beg to apologize to the worthy President of the Council

of Post-Graduate Studies as well as to the world of

scholars at large. My thanks are also due to the Senate

of the Calcutta University for the iniblieation of my

lectures.

}

Mysobe,

: R. s.

The lOth September, 1920.
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EvoLL JioN OF Indian Polity

LECTURE I

TRIBAL ^TATE OF SOCIETY

It is chiefly to woman that man owes his eivihsation.

Such of her natural ([uaHties as sweetness, beauty and love

seem to have infused or awakened in him the qualities

that are neeessaa' for sociability. Taking advantajge of

the natural feeling of love which man has hn- woman,

she seems to have brought him under her intluenee and

taught him the art of extending that love first towards

her Ovvn children ami next to her distant blood-relations.

While this is as much true of beasts and birds, the dift'er-

ence between beasts and birds on the one hand and man
on the other lies in his retentive memory and his natural

capacity to repeat in word and action the impressions made

on his memory. This natural gift of memory and tongue

would have (uiabled him to evolve under the influence of

woman knowinglv or unknowingly a kind of society con-

genial for the exercise of his natural talents. But the brute

force which man has in C(jmmon with Ijeasts to acquire

and carry off the object of his liking, whether woman

or food, seems to have disturbed him very much in his

conscious or unconscious attpmj)t to live a social life with

his woman ^n women and children. In the early stages of

society man like a beast seems to have fought with man

for woman or food.
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This kiDtl of lierd life seems to be as true of human

society in its earliest stages as of beasts even now. It

needs no j)roof that if human society once existed in such

a rude and undeveloped form as this, it was in that stage

maternal or matriarehieal rather than paternal or jiatri-

arehical. At this stage of society it was not possible for

children to recognise their father as easily as their mother

who sucked, protected, and maintained them. The proof

for this lies in the fact that children once went by

their mother^s name instead of by their father's name, a

practice quite opposite to what now prevails. Words

such as Daityas, sons of Diti, Vainateyas, sons of Vinata,

Kddraveyas, sons of Kadru, Anjaneya, son of Anjana,

J^bala, son of Jabala, and Jaratkara, son of Jaratk^ru are

taken as indicative of the uncertainty of the real begetter

and of the unsettled condition of the society which ren-

dered promiscuity among women a necessary evil.* The

Latva\'aua Srauta Sutra and the Niddua Sutra of the

Sama Veda furnish a still more reliable proof of promis-

cuity of early women than this. In I. o, 17-19 the

Laty^yana Srauta lays down that in Aguishtoma Sattra

and other sacrifices the Subrahmanya priest should, while

singing the Subrahmanya litany enumerate the names of

the father, grandfather, and great-grand-father as well as

of the son, grandson, and great-grand-son of the sacri-

fieer. After inquiring after the reason for the enumera-

tion of such names, the Nidana Sutra (III. 8) says as

follows :

—

"Women are of disorderly conduct. He, the sacrihcer,

here before divine and human witnesses, declares after

mounting the sacrificial car the names of those whose

descendant he is as well as the names of those whom he

' Ency. Brit., Yol. IX, pp. 20-25.
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calls his own descendants, lest King Soma may mount his

ear (and not come down)."

The Mahabharata furnishes a still clearer proof of this

in the legend of Svetaketu (Adiparva, Chapter 138,

Kumbhakona Edition) :

—

" Formerly women were not confined in their houses

and dependent on husbands and other relatives. They used

to go about freely enjoying as best pleased them. They

did not then adhere to their husbands faithfully and yet

they were not regarded sinful, for that was the sanctioned

custom of the times. That very custom is followed to

this day by biids and beasts without any exhibition of

jealousy. That practice, sanctioned by precedent, is

applauded by great Rishis. The practice is yet regarded

with respect amongst the Northern Kurus. Indeed, that

custom, so lenient to women, has the sanction of antiquity.

The present practice (of woman being confined to one

husband for life) has been established but lately. I shall

tell thee now in detail who established it and why. It has

been heard by us that there was a great Rishi named

Uddalaka. He had a son called Svetaketu who was also

an ascetic of merit. The present virtuous practice was

established by that Svetaketu in anger. Hear thou the

reason for his anger. One day, in the presence of Sveta-

ketu's father, a Brahmana came and holding Svetaketu's

mother by the hand, told her—' Let us go.' Beholding his

mother seized by the hand and taken away apparent!}' by

force, the son, moved by wrath, became very indignant.

Seeing his son indignant Uddalaka addressed him and

said,

—

" Be not angry, O Son ! Tin's is the practice

sanctioned by antiquity. Women of all orders in this

world are free. Just as cattle are situated so are human

beings, too, within their respective orders. Svetaketu,

however, disapproved of this custom and established
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in the world the present practice both for men and

women.

The conversation of Gautama with Satyakama Jabala

about the unoertainty of the latter's parentage, as narrated

in Chhandogya, IV. 4, 5, is another instance pointing to

the same eonchision.

I shall have occasion to speak, in connection with the

origin of Kshatriyas, of a Vedic institution of queens or

cows with no marriage tie, a custom on which the peculiar

custom 0^ the Nairs of Malabar seems to have been founded.

Among the Nairs the woman lives with her mother or

brother or in other cases has a liouse of her own where she

receives her husband. ''No Nair knows his father, and

every man looks upon his sister's children as his heirs."

(Buchunan, II. 41£).

These are strong evidences to prove tiiat the family

system among the Aryans of India or among their prede-

cessors was of yore rather maternal or matiiarchical than

|)aternal or patriarehical and that it was due to the inabi-

lity of woman to defend herself against her ravisher and

a ))eculiar kind of moral sense on the i)art of men.

From this licentious or dissolute state of society in

which safety of ]»erson and jM-operty was out of question,

the next step in the evolution of society seems to have

been the formation of a defensive and offensive union

of men and women as a protective measure. A number

of settlements or unions of men and women seems to have

arisen in various places under a common appellation, Gaiia,

Jana, or Kula. Each Gana or Jana seems to have adopted

a different badge or banner of an animal, plant, or bird as

its distinguishing mark, and as a device showing the supe-

riority or inferiority in bravery of one Gana to the other.

It is a strange coincidence that though widely separated

from each other, different communities or tribes of men
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appear to have adopteil similar badges or totems as they

are termed by ethnographers. The totem names of the

North American tribes of Seneeas are said to be wolf,

bear, turtle, beaver, deer, snipe, heron, and hawk. The

same names are said to prevail amr)ng other tribes known

as Cayygas, Oneidas, Mohawks, and the rest."- The totem

names that seem to have once prevailed among the Aryans

of India are horse, elephant, goat, serpent, dog, cat, rat,

Cow, buffalo, tiger, deer, monkey, lion, mungoose, eagl^,

owl, crow, cock, peacock, banner, smoke, lion, dog, bull,

ass, elephant, and the like.

There is reliable evidence to prove that the early Aryans

were divided into as many tribes as are indicated by the

names of the beasts, birds, and other objects mentioned

above. It is an immemorial custom with the Hindus

generally that the suitibility of a proposed marriage match

should be based upon <lay, gens, and other astr-jlogical

harmonies between the bride and the bridegroom. There

are as many as twenty harmonies or Kutas, as the}- are

called, to be ascertained, before the selection of a bride or

bridegroom is deelared acceptable. The most historically

though not astiologically important Kutas or harmonies are

the (1) Gaiiakuta, or tribe-harmony, (:2) the Yonikiit-a or

species-harmonv, (-i) the Pakshikuta or bird-harmony,

(4) the Bhutakutii or elements harmony, (5) Ayakuta or

]n'osperity harmony, (fi) Varnakuta or class or caste har-

mony, and (7) Ootrakuta or f nuily harmony. The way

in which these harmonies are to be found oat is thus ex-

plained in the KA.lAmrita (Chapter III).

Of the 27 stars, some nine stars are assigned to

Devaganas or celestial tribes, some other nine to Rakshasa-

ganas or demon tribes, and the remaining nine to human

3 Kncy. Brit., Vol. IX, p. 20.
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tribes. It is ruled tiiat it' botii the bride and the bride-

groom have birth-stars belonging to the same tribe, the}

are said to have Gana-harmony. These birth-stars should

never belong to inimical tribes such as demoniac and

human, in which case the proposed match should be

given up.

The Youikuta or species-harmony is thus explained :

—

The species are taken to be fourteen :—(1) horse,

(I) elephant, (3) goat, ( !•) serpent, (5) dog, (6) eat, (7) rat,

(8) cow, (9) buffalo, (10) tiger, (11) deer, (12) monkey,

(13) lion, (14) mungoose. These together with their

females are made 28. Of the 27 stars, made into 28 with

the addition of the Abhijit, one star is assigned to each

of the 28 species, male and female. It is ruled out that

the couple should have their birth-stars belonging to the

same species or such different species as are not naturally

inimical to each other.

Similarly to each of the five birds such as, eagle, owl,

crow, cock, and peacock, some five and five stars are as-

signed and to the second and third bird one more star is

also assigned to make up 27. If the cou])le are found to

have such birth-stars as are assigned to the same bird, they

are said to have bird-harmony.

Likewise the 27 stars are distinguished among the so-

called five elements, earth, air, water, fire and ether. It

is ruled that the birth-stars of the couple should belong to

the same or friendly elements, but never to inimical

elements.

To find out Ayakuta or prosperity-ha'-mony, the astro-

loger is directed to proceed as follows :—

The eight cardinal points, East, South-East, South,

South-West, West, North-West, North and North-East

are designated by the names, flag, smoke, lion, dog, bull,

ass, elephant and crow. Out of the 27 stars, three, three
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stars are assigned to each of the cardinal points and the

remaining three stars are added to the first three points,

one to each, thus making up 27. The points with their

names being marked on the circumference of a circle^

the fifth point, counting from any initial point, is consi-

dered to be the enemy of the first. The birth-stars of the

couple are considered to be in harmony, if they do not

belong to inimical points.

The class or caste-harmony is thus explained :

—

Some three zodiacal signs are assigned to Brahman

class, some three to Kshatriya class, some three to Vaisya

and the remaining three to Sudra . If the birth signs of

the bride and bridegroom are of the same class or if that

of the bridegroom is of higher class than that of the

bride, they are said to be in class-harmony.

The Gotra or family harmony is explained as follows :

—

The progenitors of families are said to be seven :

Marichi, Atri, Vasishtha, Angiras, Pulastya, Pulaha and

Kratu. The 28 stars with Abhijit are distributed among

the 7 progenitors at 4 stars to each. The couple are said

to be in family harmony, if their birth-stars belong to

different families.

Mere totemism in a good sense and astrology appear

to be so inseparably mixed u[) that it is hardly possible to

find out which gave the lead to the other. But as such

totemie names, if they are totemie at all, are found among

savage tribes of other nations with no connection with

stars or zodiacal signs, it stands to reason to iiold that they

are of totemie origin, intended to sanction or prohibit

marriage between ))ersons of the same totem name and to

acknowledge the duty to support in war or to revenge other

members of the same name. And as civili/ation advanced

and as tribes of different totems became amalgamated

together by eonfjucsl or reconciliation, such totem names
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as a cat-maiij a vat-maid, might have still persisted in the

retentive recollection of old men and women and might

have led a shrewd astrologer to explain the totem name by

eonnecLiug it with the birth date or birth star of the persons.

That stars, days, months and honrs of the day were of

old designated by names of animals, plants, and other

things, is clearly borne out by history. ^ Thns there is

reason to believe that though Kalamrita and other astro-

nomical treatises are of recent date, still the totem names

recorded in them are of prehistoric origin, traditionally

handed down from generation to generation. Accordingly

even in the Vedas mention seems to have been made of

such totem names as ' Sigru, horse-radish, and aja, goat "^

in connection with tribes. The way in which the saerificer

is directed in the Krishnayajurveda (VI. 6, 4, 17) to assign

to the twelfth stake his enemy or a rat seems to imply

the tende-iey of the times to designate a hostile tribe by

the name, rat. Th':* names of the eleven sacrificial animals,

enumerated in the Krishnayajurveda {\ . 5, 11, 49) may

have some remote connection with totemic custom. Side

by side with this regulation of marriages by totem names,

as set forth in the first five harmonies mentioned above,

there is also the institution of gotras or families on patri-

archical basis, [)r.)hil)iting the marriage of a woman of the

same gotra, as well as of a woman descended from his

paternal or maternal ancestors within the sixth degree.

Now the (piestion is how these two customs of marriage,

one based upon rational maternal family system and

regulated by tx)teni names of tribes, and the other

connected with families established on patriarchieal basis

and indicative of an advanced form of society, are to be

reconciled with each other. The answer is furnished by

- Ency. Brit., Vol. XXIV, p. 793.

* Rigveda, VII. 18, 19.
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a guiding astrological v^erse commonly quoted b}' astro-

logers. It is as follows :-^

" Friendship between the lords oE the birth-signs of the

bride and bridegroom is essential among the Brahmans
;

regulation of marriage by gana-harmony (as explained

above) is essential among the Kshatriyas ; the distance

of the birth-stars of the bride from that of the bride-

groom (by about 180°) is imjjortant for the Vaisyas
;

species-harmony (as exi)lained above) is essential for the

Sudras."5

From this it can be safely inferred that the vSudras, a

race different from the Aryans, were divided into a number

of totemic tribes at war with each other and with families

organised on maternal basis. It is probable that when

they were taken into the Aryan fold rather by reconcilia-

tion than by sword by the invading Aryans, the latter had

incorporated with their own many of their former's reli-

gious, social and political customs and that promiscuity

of women, regulation of marriage by totemic names, and

Niyoga or the custom of deputing a man to beget a son on

an appointed wife were customs rather of the Sudras than

of the Aryans. What were the other religious, social, and

political customs of the Sudras which the Aryans had incor-

porated with their own is a question that seems to be a rich

mine for explorers. Leaving this knotty question aside, it

may, however, be presumed that when the Aryans invaded,

India they consisted of families organised on a i)atriarchical

basis, as vividly described by the following soul-stirring

hjrmn of the Atharva-veda (IIL 30) :

—

*' Freedom from hate 1 bring to you, concord and un-

animity.

' See Kftlnrarita, GhHpter 3, vorse 139.
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L Love oue another as the cow loveth tlie calf that

she hath borne.

2. One-minded with his mother let the son be loyal

to his sire. Let the wife, calm and o-entle, speak words

sweet as honey to her lord.

'3. No brother hate his brother, no sister to sister be

unkind, l^nanimous, with one intent, speak ye yoar

speech in friendliness.

4. That spell throu;^h whieli gods sever not, nor ever

bear each other hate.

That spell u'e lay upon your home, a bond of union for

the men.

5. Intelliojeut, submissive, rest united, friendly and

kind, bearing the yoke together.

Come speaking sweetly each one to the other. I make

you one-intentioned and one-minded.

6. Let what drink, your share of food be common,

together with one common bond I bind you.

Serve Agni, gathered round him like the spokes about

the chariot nave.

7. With binding charm 1 make you all united, obeying

one sole leader and one-minded. Even as the gods who

watch and guard the Amrit at morn and eve may ye be

kindly-hearted."

There is also philological evidence to ))rove that before

the Aryans of India had separated from their brethren, the

Greeks, the Romans, the Celts and others, they had arrived

at a state of society in which families on a constitutional

basis were tirmly set up. The following list of words

common to the three kindred languiiges Sanskrit, Greek

and Latin, is a suitable evidence of the formation of
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families on patriarchieal basis and of a tribal or democratic

form of Government :

—

Sanskrit.
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passages iu the Vedas in whicli Hajan means merely a chief

or a noble which in a number of other passages is used

in the sense of a hereditary monarch. This variation in

its sense is evidentl}' due to the evolution of kingship from

an original tribal chieftainship. Western scholars are

inclined to believe that the normal, though not universal

form of Government in early India was that by kings, as

might be expected in view of the fact that Aryan Indians

were invaders in a hostile territory- : a situation which, as

in the case of the Ar\'an invaders of (ireece and of the

German invaders of England, resulted almost necessarily

in strengthening the monarchical element of the consti-

tution.^ ' It is also believed that the Vedic monarchy was

sometimes hereditary- and in others elective, though it is

doubtful whether the election by the people was between

the members of the royal family only or extended to

members of all the noble elans.'' But sovereign jwwer, if

monarchical, must be either hereditary or for life of the

person elected as a monarch. Such does not seem to be the

case with sovereign power in the early Vedic period. As

will be seen later on, ])ersons elected to it were fre-

quently expelled and restored. Frequent attempts to

perform sacrificial offerings and spells foi- the attainment of

sovereign power by different persons indicate that

sovereign power in the early Vedic period was certainly

democratic and insecure, based as it was on the ever-

changing popular will, as shown by the frequent attempts

of elected chiefs to control the popular passion by spells

and witchcraft. The anarchical disturbance due to the

frequent election, expulsion and restoration of chiefs

seems to have led the people to establish monarchical form

« Vedic Index, Vol. 11, p. 210

.' Vedic Index, Tol, il, p. 211.
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of i^overnment on a hereditary basis, as stated botli in the

Kautiliya Arthasastra and the Mahabharata.^ It is on the

supi)osition of the evolution of hereditary monarchy out of

an original democratic or tribal chieftainship that the

use of the word Rajan both in the sense of a democratic

leader and a hereditary king can find a satisfactory explana-

tion. The following are the passages in wdiieh the word

Ra an is used in the sense of a noble :

—

" He amplifies iiis lordly might, with nobles (rajans)

he slays, even mill alarms he dwells secure.

In great or lesser fight none checks him, none sub-

dues,—the wielder of the thunderbolt." Rig., I. 40, 8.

Here the word rajabhih in plural means many kings, if

it be taken in that sense. There cannot possibly be no

more than a king to fight under the leadership of

Tndra.

" If in your dwelling, or at a noble's, or at a Brahman's,

ye, Indra and Agni, holy ones, rejoice you,

Even from thence, ye mighty lords, cume hither and

drink libations of the flowing Soma." Hig., I. 108, 7.

As Indra and Agni are invoked to come and drink the

libation of >oma in the sacrifice j^erformed bv a king,

the}' cannot be thought of as lingering in another kino^^s

ilwelling.

" O much invoked, may we subdue all famine and evil

want with store of grain and cattle.

May we allied, as first in rank, with nobles obtain

possessions by our own exertion. ^^ I^igv X. 4:2, 10.

There cannot be many kings with whom the priests

can possibly ally themselves.

" He who hath store of herbs at hand like nobles amid
an assembly of men,—physician is that sage's name,

fiend-slayer, chaser of disease." Rig., X. 97, G.

' Arthnsastra, p. IG. ^^EI)glisll trnualation). Mahabharata. Santi
Chap. 66.

'
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There cannot possibly be many kings attending an

assembly of people. Hence the word Rajanah must

mean nobles here.

" Seize, Agni, on th^- power and lirmly hold it :

Contend thon with tlio friend by way of friendship.

Placed in the centre of our fellow nobles, Agni Hash forth,

frequently invoked here." A. Y., II. ('», 4.

There eannt be many fellow kings. The word

Sajata, fellow or born together, is an ei)ithet qualifying the

word " Rajnah, " nobles.

" Make me beloved among the gods, beloved among

the nobles, make me dear to every one who sees and to

Sudra and to Aryan man." A. Y., XIX. 62, 1.

There cannot be many kings in hi.s place to whom

the singer wants to endear himself.

" Bestow splendour on our Brahmans ; bestow splend-

our on our noble- ; bestow splendour on our Vaisyas and

Sudras ; bestow spleulour over splendour on me."'*

Here the sense of tlie word Rajasu can possibly be no

other than nobles.

" Just as I s])eak in endearing terms to people, to

Brahmans, nobles, Sudras, Aryans and even to my deadly

foe, so miy I become dear to gods, to the bestower of gifts;

may mv desire be fulHlleil and I may realise this."*''

Here like the words Brahmana, Sudra and Arya, the

Rajanya means a class but not an individual. Hence it

must mean nobles as a class. (Krishna Yajurveda, I. 3, 6)

Since there is reason to believe tha' individual ownership

of land in severalty was an established custom of Yedic

India, it follows that frequent attempt at sacrificial

* Tait. S, V. 7, 6, 4. Vaj. S., 18, 48.

'0 Tait. S., 1. 3, 6. Vaj. S., 26, 2.
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perfonnaDce for the possession of a village (s^rarna,) and

of a kini^dom (rashtra) must necessarily be rather for its

overlordship than for the possession of the land. The

Krishnayajurveda refers to ownership of laud in severalty

as follows :

—

" He should make an offering to Indra and Agni on

eleven potsherds who has a dispute about a field or with

his neighbours." II. 2, 2.

The following sacrifices are enjoined for the attainment

of lordship over a village or a kingdom :

—

" He who desires a village should offer to the All-gods

the sacrifice for taking possession. His equals are

connected with All-gods ; verily he has recourse to the

All-gods with their own share ; verily they subject

his equals to him ; he becomes ])ossessed of a village.""^

'

(Krishna Yajus, II. 3, 10.)

" They should be offered for one who desires the king-

dom ; the Rashtrabhrits are the kingdom ; verily with

the kingdom ; he wins the kingdom for him ; he

becomes the kingdom ; they should be offeredfor oneself ; the

llashtrabhrits are the kingdom ; the people are the king-

dom, cattle are the kingdom ; in that he becomes the

liighest, he is the kingdom. Verily with the kingdom he

wins the kingdom, he becomes f/ie ri!(!/ee,'</ of his equals.

They should be offered for one who desires a village ; the

Rashtrabhrits are the kingdom, /nx fel/oivs arc the. kiiigdoiii
;

he becomes possessed of a village. He offers on the dicing

place ; verily on the dicing place he ivins his fellowsfor him
;

fjeing icon Ihey wait iqton him. They should be offered on

the mouth of the chariot for him who desires force ; the

Rasiitrabhrits are the force ; verily by force he wins force

for him ; he becomes possessed of force. They .should be

»* Compare Krishna Taj., II. 2, 1. .^ee also Appciulix T.
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offered for him who is expelled from his kinordom. To

all his chariots he should say 'Be yoked'; verily he yokes

the kingdom for him. The oblations of him whose realm

is not in order are disordered. He should take off the

right wheel of his chariot and offer in the box. So he

puts iu order his oblation ; and the kingdom comes in

order in a-^jord witli their cmiiag into order." (Krishna

Yaj., III. 4, 8.)

It is probable that roconrse was had to dice-play and

chariot-race to decide the claims of rival competitors for

sovereign power over a village or kingdom. The statement

that *•' on the dicing-place he wins his fellows and being

won they wait upon him '^ found in above quotation confirms

this view. The Latyayana Srauta Sutra (VIII. 11, l)also

prescribes the Vaj.ipeya for whomsoever the Brahmans and

the Rajans may place at their head. Both in the Vajapeya

and the llajasuya dice-play and chariot-race form

an important part of the rite. In the Rajasuya sacrifice the

king (to be elected) is ma-le to step on a tiger skin, under

which is plieel a pie^e of lev! representing the head of

Namuchi, on which he tramples. [le then performs a

chariot-race with sixteen other chariots and plays or

deputes his Akshavapa, dice-player, to play at dice for

him. It appears that his i'lectif>n to the sovereign power

over the king<lom depeu'led on his success in the chariot-

race or in the dice-play or in both. In addition to war

as a means to decide the claims of contending parties

for power or possession, wrestling combat, chariot-race,

or dioe-plav between two representatives of the contend-

ing parties seems to have been looked upon of old as a

peaceful means to settle the question at issue. The rule

seems to have been the underlying factor of the dice-play

which is said to have been undertaken by ancient kings

such as Nala and his brother Jayatseua or Pushkara and
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Yudhishthira and Duryodhana/- in the very presence of

their electors, the people and the priests,

,There is also evidence to believe that perhaps owing

to difficulties in deeidin;^ the claims of rival claimants to

sovereign power or other causes, some states continued to

successfully manage their affairs even without a king.

Zimmer is said to have found in some ^ edic passages

states having no kings. This is stated in the Vedie

Index of Macdonell and Keith :

—

" Zimmer sees traces in one passsage of the Rigveda

that in times of peace there was no king in some states

the members of the royal family holding equal rights.

He compares this with the state of affairs in early

Germany. But the passage merely shows that the

nobles could be called Rajau and is not decisive for the

sense ascribed to it by Zimmer, Of course this state of

affairs is perfeclly possible and is exemplified later in

Buddhistic times. "^^

The Rigveda passage referred to by him runs as

follows :

—

" Where a Brahman meets with herbs like nobles in an

assembly, he is called a physician fiend-slayer and chaser

of disease," X. 97, 6.

The Atharva Yedic passages which are believed by

Zimmer to convey the same idea are I. 9 ; III. i; and

lY. 2^.

1. ''May Indi-a, Pushan, A'aruna, Mitra, Agni

benig)iant gods, maintain this man in riches.

May the Adityas and the Visvadevas set and support

this man in supremest lustre.

' ^ Arthaaaetra, V. Ill, 3.

' > Vedic Index, Vol, II, p. 216.
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2. ilaj light, O gods, be around him, Agui, the sun,

all that is bright and golden.

Prostrate beneath our feet his foes and rivals.

Uplift him to the loftiest cope off heaven.

o. Through that most mighty prayer, O Jatavedas,

wherewith thou brought milk to strengthen Indra,

Even therewith exalt this man, O Agni, and give him

highest rank among his fellows.

4-. 1 have assumed this sacritiee, O Agni, their hopes,

Their glory and their riches' fulness.

Prostrate beneath our feet his foes and rivals

Uplift him to the loftiest cope of heaven."

A. v., I. 9.

This is clearly a sacrificial hymn or prayer to strengthen

the claim of a candidate to sovereign power, whether

strong or weak. It follows therefore that the state, to the

lordship of which the candidate aspired, was in the mean-

time in a state of interregnum.

'' To thee hath come the kingship with its splendour

On ! shine as lortl, sole ruler of the people.

King ! let all regions of the heavens invite thee.

Here let men wait on thee and before thee. I.

The tribesmen shall elect thee for the kingship.

These five celestial regions shall elect thee.

Kest on the lieight and top of kingly power ; thence as a

Mighty man award us treasures 2.

Kinsmen, inviting thee, shall go to meet thee,

AVith thee go Agni as an active herald.

Let women and their sons be friendly minded.

Ihou, mighty ( no, shalt see alundant tribute. '6.
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First shall the Asvins, Vavuna, and Mitra, the

Universal gods, and Mariits call thee.

Then turn thy mind to giving gifts of treasure,

Thenee, mighty one, distribute wealth among us, 4.

Speed to us hither from the farthest distatiee

Propitious unto thee be Earth and Heaven.

Even so hath ^ aruna, this King, asserted, he who

Himself hath called thee : come thou hither. 5.

Pass to the tribes of men, O Indra, Indra.

Thou with the Yaruna hast been found accordant.

To his own place this one (Agni) hatli called thee, saying

' Let him adore the gods and guide the Clansmen.' 0.

The bounteous paths in sundry forms and plaees,

All in accord, have given thee room and comfort.

Let all these in concert call thee hither.

Live thy tenth decade here, a strong kind ruler.'^ 7.

A. Y., IIL 4.

" Exalt and strengthen this my prince, O Indra,

Make him sole lord and leader of the people.

Scatter his foes, deliver all his rivals into his hand

In struggles for precedence. 1

.

Give him a share in village, kine, and horses

And leave his enemy without a portion.

Let him as king be head and chief ot princes.

Give up to him, O Indra, every foeman. 2,

Let him be treasure-lord of goodly treasures,

Let him as king be master of the people.

Grant unto him great power and might, O India,

And strip his enemy of strength and vigour. 3.

Like n)ilk kine yielding milk for warm libations,

Shower, Heaven and b]arth,on him full many a bles.--ing.
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May he as king be Indra's well-beloved,

The darling' of the kine, the plant;?, and the cattle. i.

I join in leagne with thee Victorious ludra,

With whom men conquer and are never defeated.

He shall make thee the folk's sole lord and leader

Shall make thee highest of all human rulers. 5.

Supreme art thou, beneath thee are thy rivals,

And all, O king, who were thine adversaries.

Sole lord and leader and allied with Indra, bring,

Conquer, thy foemen's goods and treasures. 6.

Consume, with lion aspect, all their hamlets, with

Tiger aspect, drive awa)^ thy foemen.

Sole Lord and leader and allied, with Indra,

Seize, conquer, thine enemies^ possessions," 7.

In the first of these two hymns, the elected king seems

to have been an outsider, as he was expected to " speed

thither from farthest distance." Tn the second, the right

of the elected king to a share in the village-produce, and

kine and horses in accordance with the custom of the

monarchical states of those times is already clearly speci-

fied. It follows therefore that in these two instances the

states were of a republican pattern in government.

Still more conclusive is the evidence furnished b}- the

Aitareya and Taittiriya Brahmanas about the existence

of republics during the Vedic period :

—

*' The Devas said, it is on account of our having no

king that the Asuras defeat us. Let us elect a king. All

consented. They elected Soma their king. Headed by

King Soma, they were victorious in all directions."

(Ait. Br., I. 14).

" The Devas and Asuras joined in battle. Then Praja-

pati concealed his eldest son ludra, lest he might be killed
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by the mighty Asuras. Frahiada, the son of Kayadhu

likewise concealed his son Yirochana, lest he niitrht he

killed by the Devas. The Devas went to Prajapati and

said : there can possibly be no battle for a state having' no

kinsj (for its leader). They courted Indra to be their kino*

with sacrifices/' (Tait Br., I. ."), P).

The Ambattha Snttanta of the Buddhists (T. 118) and

the Arthasastra of Kautilya (XI. 1) refer in unmistak-

able terms to the existence of republics or corporations

of warriors (Kshatri3a Sreni) with the title of Rajans

even so late as the Buddhistic period, when a o^reater

portion of India was divided into a number of hereditary

monarchical states.

Likewise both the Arthasastra (I. 13) and tiie Maha-

bharata (Rajadharma Parva, Chapter G7) speak of a

period when the Aryans had no monarchical institutions,

and elected Manu to be their king for the first time in

their history.

Hence it may be safely asserted that when the Aryans

invade 1 India, they were divided into a number of Ganas

or J anas corresponding to the Roman (jlens and Gentes

and the Greek Genos, each Gens being a republic or

democracy with no kin<j,', and that during the A'edic and

Brahminic periods a number of the Janas passed into elec-

tive monarchies, while a few retained their republican form

even so late as the Buddhist period. '
^

We have no reliable information as to what their eco-

nomical and administrative condition was at the remote

period. Still from what Hindu astrologers traditionallv

say of planetary constitution with reference to its intluence

on tlie economic and administrative condition of human
society, somt; information may be gathered about the

»* Buddhist India l)y Rhys Davids, p. 19.
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ecouoniieal ami administrative constitution of tlie republics.

Aeeordino' to the astrologers the planetary world is believed

to consist of nine primary Nayakas or loids, such as a

king, minister, commander of the army, superintendent af

craps, superintendent of grains, superintendent of barter

(arg'ha), superintendent of clouds, superintendent of liquids,

and that of dry things. Then there are seven secondary

leaders, as the lords of horses, of elephants, of cows, of

sheep, of buffaloes, of oaniels,. and of asses. Then a set

of ten subordinate lords, such as lords of gods, of men,

of wealth, of cloth, of gems, of women, of trees, of beasts,

of goods, and of trade. Then follows a set of five, as lords

of the treasury, of war, of ornaments, of edict (ajna)

and of transactions. Then another set of five, as the lords

of learning, of happiness, of counsel, of work, and of

bravery. The division of these ^^C^ lords into five groups

is evidently an indication of successive later additions.

Accordingly they may be reduced to nine, as (1) a lord of

war, (!) a lord of crops, (o) one of grains, (4^) one of

trade and barter, (.5) one of cattle and beasts, (6) one of

water, (7) one of forests, (S) one of clothings and imple-

ments and (9) one of disputes (V'yavahara).

Of these, the duty of the lord of war is clear enough

and it is he on whom lay the most important duty, the

protection of the gens against enemies. The duty of the

one of the two lords of crops and grains seems to have

been the supervision of crops and harvests and protection

of them from wild tribes and l)easts. In the absence

of currenev it was not an easy task to settle the rate

of barter of things and a separate officer seems to

have been appointed for the purpose of tixing the rate, at

which things had to be bartered. The lord of cattle bad

to lead the cattle of the gens as a whole to pasture and

graze them and bring them back io the village in the
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evenino', as is still a custom in a number of villages even

now. The duty of the lord of water was evidentl}^ the

reg'ulation of water of the village tank or lake, or river for

drinking or irrigation of crops. The appointment of a

lord of clothings and implements was of course for the

purpose of giving facilities for the production of clothing

and weaving and agricultural implements. Lastly it was

the duty of the lord of disputes, to settle the civil disputes

of the people and to punish the criminals, perhaps fol-

lowing the opinion of the village elders assembled in the

public ground or hall on important cases. If there was a

lord of learning in addition, he might have been the village

priest whose business was, as still prevalent in a number

of villages, to perform the sacrifices, to conduct the mar-

riages, funerals and religious functions, to fix the time of

sowing and reaping and to impart knowledge to the village

boys. It need not be stated that all these officers were

maintained, as they are even now, at the expense of the

village as a whole.

Land was held in severalty
'

'' and each family devoted

itself to its agricultural or industrial pursuits severally.

Huuling, fishing, (.'ollection of forest produce, repair of

village tanks and other big projects were, as they are even

now, carried out on communal or co-operative basis.

Lending and borrowing of grains at interest was a preva-

lent custom. Division of parental property among the

male children during or alter the life of the father was an

established custom even during tiie Vedic period.*'' Caste

was unknown, but the people were divided into four classes,

the Braliuians, Ivshatriyas, Vaisyas, and the Sudras.

There was intermarriage among the classes, the lower class,

** Tait. Saiiihita, II. .'{, 1.

'" Tait Samliita, JI. 6.1, See also Appcutllx IT.
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however, not being permitted to marry a maiden of an

upper class. There was interdining among the four classes,

the Sudras being emplo3'ed as cooks. Gambling was a

painful vice of the times. Even kings lost their kingdoms

and even their wives by taking to gambling.

8ueh seems to be iu brief the nature of the little

republics of the Indian Aryans when they invaded and

occupied the North Western parts of India. Whether this

deserves the name of a republic or demoeraey or tribal

state of society is a question that may be conveniently left

to the taste of historians.



LECTURE II

ELECTIVE MONARCHY

The division of the Hindus originally into four elassesj

the Brahmans, the Kshatriyas, the Vaisjas, and the

Sudras and later into rigid castes bearing the same names

is of Indian origin, as no trace of such division is found

among the Greeks, the Romans, and other branches of the

Indo-European race. It is true that the Aryans of the

West, too, had their priests, warriors, traders, and husband-

men like their brethren of India, but still there was not

among them such distinct classification of social grades

which, with later restrictions as to connnhiiiin and com-

nietisaliti/, easily passed into isolated castes. Nor are the

class names Indo-European in origin. Even in some elec-

tion hymns, the elected man is found designated not even

as a Kshatriya, but merely as man by the use of the

demonstrative pronoun 'this.' It is probable therefore

that the word Kshatriya, protector from wounds, is a later

Indian or Indo-Iranian word derived to designate a sepa-

rate class of later formation. So long as no need was felt

for the institution of a separate Kshatriya class to defend the

hearth and home of the invading Aryans, the general term

used to designate a king elected for life or for a definite

period was Raja, noble, corresponding to the Roman Jie.c. It

is a historical fact admitted by almost all Western scholars

that when the Aryans invaded Indi «, (heir leaders were not

monarchs, but brave warriors elected for the occa'^ion.'

"

Such occasional election of a warrior to defend them against

their external enemies, does not seem to have answered their

purpose after they settled themselves in the country. They

Rig , X. 173. A.V., I. 9 : Taifc. Sainhifca, I- 8, 10.
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seem to have felt the need for the electiouof a permaueutehief

to be at their head and carry on the internal administration

of their settlements. This view is corroborated both by

the Arthasastra and the Mahabharata. The Arthasagtra

says (I. 13) :

—

" People, suffering from anarchy as illustrated by the

proverbial tendency of a large fish swallowing a small

one, first elected Manu Vaivasvata to be their king and

allotted one-sixth of the grains grown and one-tenth of

the merchandise as sovereign dues."''^

How they elected their king, and whom they elected

and for what period are questions that cannot be satis-

factorily answered. It is probable that as dice-play and

chariot race are found forming part of the coronation

rite, the successful candidate in one or two of those games

seems to be the one that was selected by the people for

the coveted post. '^ The statement made in the Rigveda

(X. 31-, S) that the king himself pays homage and

reveres the dice does not seem to mean a gamester's respect

to an amusement. Though at a later period when here-

ditary monarchy was firmly established in the land,

these two games in connection with the coronation rite

of the kings had become merely symbolic, there is no

reason to disbelieve that their connection with the rite

originated from the custom of making the kingdom a

reward for success in the games. Though the proffered

])rize in a chariot race was a thousand cattle (Rig., VI. 45),

there is no reason to believe that the j.rize in all eases

was of the same kind, but never a kingdom.-*^

The trouble which an elected chief had to contend

against seems to have been threefold : trouble due to

'* Vedic Index, Vol. II, p 20. Mahabhar.ata, Rajadliarina Parva,

Chap. 67.

'» Tai. Bamhita, I. 8, 10-11 and 11. 2, 1.

«" Rig., VIII, 70 and II. 31.
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external foes or aboriginal people, and that due to his

own kinsmen, and lastly his disagreement with the

assembly of the peoi)le. In the earliest period when

a separate Kshatriya class was not yet established, the

only trouble which the elected chief or Raja had to

contend against was the frequent attack of the Aryan

settlements by the aboriginal people. In the course of

time the Aryans seem to have got rid of this partly by

conquering and enslaving the native tribes and partly by

taking them into the Aryan fold by extending to them

right of connubium and commensalitv. The employ-

ment of Sudras as cooks and servants in the houses of even

the Aryan priests, the marriage'^ * of Sudra women by the

Aryans, and the privilege,-^ granted to the sons of Brah-

mans by Sudra wives, of becoming Brahmans and of

exercising even priestly functions are historical instances

of the conciliatory policy of the invaders. Even enslaved

men and women of the Sudras seem to have been al-

lowed to take part in the most solemn sacrifices of the

Aryans. Milking the cows in sacrifices is a function

entrusted to Sudras and the completion of the Gavam

Ayana sacrifice is marked by the dancing of Sudra women.

That at a later period of the history of the Aryans

Sudras were allowed even the right of becoming kings in

many of the Aryan kingdoms, is an undeniable historical

fact. Why the Chandalas were not granted rights

and privileges similar to those which the Sudras

succeeded in getting from the Aryans, is a question

tiiat re(|uires furtluu' investigation. It is however pro-

bable that they btdonged to an earlier aboriginal race,

too firmly inclined to its own wild and loathsome way

of livin^j.

-
' Kalivarjya prakmana, Smiiticliandrika, Vol. 1.

^- Lrilyayaua SiauLa.sutra, Dasapoya Sacrifioe.
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When the troubles due to aboriginal race were thus

removed, the priestly class together with the people seem

to have turued their attention to the question of electing

a king. It was a question o£ internal administration.

A skilful administrator, capable of governing the

people in accordance with their customs, and with

no domestic troubles of his own, was the one that

wa's urgently needed. The priests seem to have thought

that a bachelor king with no domestic ties of his own

would best serve their purpose. Accordingly they seem

to have established an institution of queens, on the eldest

of whom it was, as will be shown later on, the duty of the

chief priest to beget a prince. It appears that the prince had

to live a celebate life and rule the kingdom in accordance

with the wishes of the people's assembly. While this

new departure removed the inherent difficulties of elec-

tion, it seems to have occasioned some new troubles.

There seems to have arisen a new class of jarinces or

Kshatriyas, as they were called, and while the kinsmen of

the ruling prince endeavoured to snatch the kingdom in

the interests of some one else of their own class, the

ruling princes themselves, one after another, seem to

have been fighting with the priests for their own right of

marriage and for hereditar\' monarchy. In some Aryan

settlements the priests seem to have made a compromise

with their rulers and set up hereditary monarchies while

in others, the dispute between the priests and the rulers

seems to have occasioned a civil war which, as will be seen

later on, ended disastrously for the ])riests. These and

other troubles of elective monarchy are clearly hinted, i|f

not expressed, in the following election hymns of the

Rigveda and Atharvaveda :

—

"And thoy (the Asura«;), like ]H'0])le who elect their

rulers, have in abhorrence turned away from Vritra."^''

»• Rig., X. 124,8.
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1. " Be with us ; I have chosen thee : stand stead-

fast and immoveable.

Let all the people wish for thee ; let not thy kingship

fall away.

2. Be even here ; fall not away : be like a mountain

unremoved.

Stand steadfast here like Indra's self, and hold the

kingship in thy grasp.

3. 'I'his man hath Indra established, made secure by

strong oblations' power.

May Soma speak a benison, and Brahmauaspati on

him.

4. Firm is the sky and firm the earth, steadfast also

are the hills.

Steadfast is all this living world, and steadfast is this

king of men.

6. On constant Soma let us think with constant

sacrificial gift.

And then may Indra make the class bring Irihute unto

thee alone." Rig,, X. 17:3.

2. " Subduing those who rival us, subduing all

malignities.

Withstand the man who menaces, withstand the man

who angers us.

3. Soma and Savitar, the gods, have made thee a

victorious king.

All elements have aided thee, to make thee general

conqueror.

5. Slayer oi' rivals, rivalless, victorious, with royal

sway, over these beings may I rule.

May 1 be sovereign of the folk." -"'

The points to be noticed in these three hymns are (1)

right of the people to elect, (2) the custom of collecting

^

'» Rigveda, X. 174. Compare A. V., VI. 87.
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tribute or fax from the elans or people as eonti-asted from

priests who were exempt from taxation, (;3) and the trouble

due to rivals.

" The Being lays the sap of life in beings : he hath

become the sovereign lord of creatures.

Yama comes to this man's royal consecration : let him as

king own and allow this kingdom.

2. Come forward, turn not back in scorn, strong

guardian, slayer of thy foes.

Approach, O Gladdener of thy friends, the Gods have

blessed and strengthened thee.

3. All waited on him as he came to meet them. He

self-resplendent moves endued with glory.

That is the royal hero's lofty nature ! he, manifold,

hath gained immortal powers.

4. Stride forth to heaven's broad regions, thou, a tiger,

on a tiger's skin.

Let all the people long for thee ; let heavenly floods

be rich in milk.

5. Heaven's waters joyous in their milk, the waters of

the middle air and those that earth eontaineth

—

I with the gathered power and might of all these

waters sprinkle thee.

6. The heavenly waters rich in milk have sprinkled

thee with power and might to be the Gladdener of thy

friends. May Savitar so fashion thee.

These, compassing the tiger, rouse the lion to great

joy and bliss.

As strong Hoods purify the standing ocean,

So men adorn the leopard in the waters."

A. v., IV. 8.

"1. I win fho love of Indra that his friend may reach

yet higher state.
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Increase, as rain the grass, tJii.s ma)t's dominion and his

lofty fame.

I. Confirm the priwelfi power in him, Agni and Soma

grant him wealth.

In all the circuit of his rule make him yet higher

for your friend.
2''

3. The man who shown ns enmity, whether a stranger

or akin,

Thou wilt give up entire to me who sacrifice and press

the juice." (A. V., VI. 51.)

Observe the keen anxiety felt here for the security^

of the kingly power, due to enemies both internal and

external.

" 1. Firm is the sky, firm the eartii. and firm is all this

living world.

Firm are the mountains on their base and stedfast is

this king of men.

•I. Stedfast may Varuna the king, stedfast the god

Brihaspati,

Stedfast may ludra, stedfast, too, may Agni keep thy

steilfast reign.

8. Firm, never to be shaken, crush thy foemen, under

tliy feet lay those who strive against thee.

One-minded, true to thee be all the regions ; faithful

to thee, the firm, be this asse:nbly." (A. V., VI. 88.)^*^

The important j)oint worthy of notice in the above

hymn is the dependence of the kingly power on the faith-

fulness of the assembly.

—

"1. Do ye, O Brahmanaspati, invest for royal sway

this man

With that wherewith the deities invested Savitar the

sod.

"> Compare A. V., I. 9; aud IV. 22.

'" Compare A. v., VI. 80.
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i. Invest this Indra for long life, invest him for great

princely power,

__ That I may lead him on to eld, that he may watoh his

princedom long.

3. Ii\vest this Soma for long life, invest him for great

hearing power,

That I may lead him on to eld, that he may watch over

hearing long.

4. For us, surround him, cover him with splendour.

Give him long life and death when age removes him.

This garment hath Brihaspati presented to Soma,

to the king, to wrap about him.

5. Advance to good old age ! endue t\\e mantle. Be

thou our heiftrs' guard from imprecation (Grishtinam abhi-

sastipa).

Live thou a hundred full and plenteous autumns and

wra)) thee in i)rosperity of riches.

6. Thou for our weal hast clothed thee in this gar-

ment, thou hast become our cow's sure guard from curses

(Vasanam abhisastipa).

Live thou a hundred full and plenteous autumns

:

thou living, fair thyself, shalt deal forth treasures.

7. In every need, in evmy fray we call, as friends to

succour us, Indra the mightiest of all.

Gold coloured, undecaying, surrounded with heroes,

dwell, dying in old age, with people round thee.

8. This is the sjjoken word of Agni, Soma, Brihas])ati,

and Savitar, and India/' (A. V., XIX. 34-.)

" Desiring bliss, at first, light-finding Rishis began

religious rite and holy fervour.

Thence energy was born, and might, and kingshij);

So this man let gathered gods incline them."

A. v., XIX. 41.
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While hymn No. 41 gives to the Kishis the credit of

establishing elective monarchy, the other hymn (No. 2-t)

seems to restrict the period of monarchy to the life of the

elected individual, as clearly pointed out in verses 6 and 7.

The people's call on the elected king to be their heifers'

guard and the assumed consent of the king to be their

cows' sure guard from curses is evidently a reference to the

occasional condemnation of the institution of queens or

cows on the part of a few elected kings. The motive for

hurling imprecations on <?ows can have no satisfactory

explanation unless cows are taken to mean queens, the

mothers of the Kshatriyas. 'Ihis question will, however,

be discussed at length in connection with the origin of

Kshatriyas later on. What is however meant by the impre-

cations and curses of the cow.-> is the attempt of the bache-

lor kings to put an end to the institution of queens on

whom the Brahmans had the right of begetting the ruling

princes and the warrior Kshatriyas, and to establish here-

ditary monarchy in its stead by marrying themselves. So

long as the Kshatriyas could not succeed in their attempt

to set up hereditary monarchies, the ruling kings, though

bachelors, were not free from troubles. While they had

to contend on the one hand with tlunr brother i)riiices who

seem to have made frequent attempts to evict the elected

king and seize the throne, the trouble due to the dissatis-

faction of the people on the other seems to have been also

immense. This two-fold trouble is referred to in the follow-

ing hymns of the Atharvaveda :

—

" 1. This parna-amulet hath come, strong and destroy-

ing with its strength my rivals.

The power of the gods, the plants' sweet essence,

May it incite me ceaselessly with vigour.

2. O Parna-amulet, in me set firmly might and

opulence.

5
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Within the compass o£ my rule may I be rooted and

supreme.

That dear mysterious amulet which gods have set within

the tree.

3. May the gods grant to me to wear together with

extended life.

As gift, by A^aruna instructed, Pariia hath come, the

mighty strength of Soma.

4. This would I, brightly shining, love and cherish

for long life lasting througli a hundred autumns.

5. The Parna-eharm hath come to me for great secu-

rity from ill.

That I may be exalted, yea, above the wealth of

Aryaman.

6. Sagacious builders of the car, clever and skilful

artisans,

—

Make all the men on every side, Parna, obedient to

my will.

7. The )ioble!i atid makers of the kings, iroopleaders,

masters of the horse,

Make all the men on every side, Parna, obedient to my
will.

Thou, Parna, art my body's guard, man kin by birth

to me a man.

With splendour of the circling year, I bind thee, on

me. Amulet !
" (A. Y., III. 5.)

" We bend together all your (kinsmen's) minds, your

vows and purposes we bend.

We bend together you who stand apart with hopes

opposed to ours.

I with my spirit seize and hold your spirits.

Follow with thought and wish my thoughts and

wishes.

1 make ^our hearts the thralls of my dominion I
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On me attendant come tlie way I guide you."

A. v., III. 8, 5-6.

" Unanimous, ye kinsmen, come united, come to the

glory of this mighty guardian.

The inclination which your hearts have harboured, the

purpose which hath occupied your spirits.

This I annul with sacrifice and butter.

In me be your sweet resting place, O Kinsmen.

Stand even here, forsake me not. Before us may

Pushan make your path unfit to travel."

A. v., VI. 73, 1-8.

" Close gathered be your bodies! be j-our minds and

vows in unison !

Here present Brahmanaspati and Bhaga have assembled

you.

Let there be union of your minds, let there be union

of your hearts.

All that is troubled in your lot with this I mend and

harmonize.

As, free from jealousy, the strong Adityas have y)een

the Vasu's and lludra's fellows.

So free from jealousy, Lord of three titles !

Cause thou thetse peojjle here to be one-minded."

A. v., VL 74.

" We bend your minds in unison, bend in harmony

your hopes and [)lans.

You, there, who turn to sundered ways, we bend nnd

bow in uuison.

I with my spirit make 3our spirits captive !

These with their thoughts follow my thoughts and

wishes.

I make your hearts submissive to mine orders
;

Closely attending go where I precede you."

A. V,, VL 9*.
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" Subdue with conquering might liis other rivals, those

yet unborn repel, O Jatavedas.

For great felicity protect this kingdom, and in this

man let all the gods be joyful."

A. v., VII. 85.

" To me hath this word given by Agni, fame, force

and might, and strength and life and lustre.

May Agni, too, bestow on me three times a hundred

manly powers.

For mighty strength, for action, I receive thee, for

manly power, to last a hundred autumns.

For conquering strength, and energy and vigour.

1 fasten thee, for chieftainship, for bearing royal

dominion through <i hundred autunnis."-''

A. v., XIX. 37.

While it is clearly stated in these and other h} mns

that the troubles of the elected monarch were due to

chariot-makers, artisans, troopleaders, masters of the

horse, the king-makers or priests, his kinsmen, and lastly

the people at large, there is no mention made in any of

the hymns of troubles due to sons and wives, a lurking

domestic danger, prevalent at a later period, as set forth in

the Arthasastra of Kautilya.^"

The custom mentioned in A. V., XIX. 37 of

fastening an amulet with the desire of making the

kingship last through a hundred years jioinls to the

election of individuals to kingsliip only for life. This is

confirmed also by the steps taken by the people to dethrone

and banish an elected chief on account of his oppression

and misojovernment. The banishment of an elected chief

"" ' Cf. A. v., VI. 97 ; VII. 78 ; 96.

"•' Artha., Book I. Ohaps. 17, 18, 20, 21.
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and the restoration of an expelled king are thus alluded

to in the following hymns of the Atharvaveda :

—

" This thunderbolt shall take its fill of order,

Scare life away and overthrow the kingdom.

Tear necks in pieces, rend the hopes asunder.

Even as the lord of might the neck of Vritra.

Down, down beneath the conqueror, let him not rise,

concealed in earth, but lie down-smitten, with the bolt.

Seek out the fierce oppressor, yea, strike only the

oppressor dead.

Down on the fierce oppressor's head strike at full length,

O thunderbolt." (A. V., VI. 134.)

1. Loudly he roared. Here let him labour deftly.

Spread, Agni, over spacious earth and heaven.

Let Marats who possess all treasures yoke thee. Bring

him who reverently i)aid oblations.

'2. Though he be fur awa}', let the red horses bring,

Indra, bring the sage to us and friendship.

Since with Sautramani the gods for him overpower

Gayatri, Brihati, and hymn of praises.

3. King Varuna call thee hither from the waters !

From hill, and mountains Soma call thee hither !

Let Indra call thee hither to these people.

Fly hither to these peoj)Ie as a falcon.

•!. May the hawk bring the nmn who must be

summoned.

From far away, in alieu land, an ea'i/e.

May both the Asvins make thy path-way easy.

Come and unite yourself with him, ye kinsmen.

5. . Let thine opponents call thee back.

Thy friends have chosen thee again.

Indra and Agni, all the gods have kept thy home

amid the tribe.
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He who disputes our calling thee, be he a stranger or

akin,

Drive him, O Indra, far away, and do thou bring this

man to us."^^ (A. V., III. 3.)

The Taittirij^a Samhita also enjoins a sacrifice^ '^ for

the purpose of averting an impending expulsion of a king

as follows :

—

" * O Aditi, do thou confirm '; with these words he who

is being expelled should take the foot-dust of him (who is

expelling). 'Aditi is this earth. Verily slie confirms the

kingdom for him.'" (II. 3. 1.)

The peaceful and quiet perfoimanees of necessary sacri-

fices in accordance with tiie belief of those times to

celebrate the grand events of the election of a new king

or of the restoration of an exiled king clearly indicates

that it was no revolutionar}' act attended with bloodshed.

Nor is there any reason to suppose that kingship during

the Vedic period, whether elective or hereditary, was quite

insecure and that no king's life was safe. Considering

the frequent election of kings to vacancies caused by death

or expulsion of elected chiefs on account of their unfit-

ness, the election and restoration hymns that are still

preserved in the \'edas appear to be too few. To interpret

them as a sure sign of the insecurit}' of royal power is to

forget the necessity which the invading Aryans had for

showing their united front against the hostile aboriginal

tribes. The spells, charms, and sacrifices, performed by

chiefs to recover their lost sovereignty or the loyal

affection of their kinsmen or of the people at large point

rather to the natural administrative diflliculty of the times

than to tyrannical designs of the royal clans or to the

^^ Compare A. V., I. 29 and HI. 4.

^" For having roeonrse to saerifico as a political weapon, see

Appendix I.
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turbulent nature of the })eople. So long as the kings

made no attempts to estahlish hereditary monarchies in the

place of elective monarchy of the early period, they could

rely on the strong support of the priests and the people

against their clansmen. It is only at a later period of the

history of the Aryans in India that we hear of a terrible

internecine civil war between the Rrahmans and the

Kshatrij'as, as illustrated by the conflict between Visva-

mitra and Vasishtha and Parasurama and the Kartaviryas.

By that time the xAiyaus seem to have succeeded in so

firmly establishing themselves in the land and in so skil-

fully and ijarefully solving the race-question by taking the

aboriginal Sudras into the Aryan fold, extending to them

the right of eonnubium and commensalism that there was

no alien race-question at the time of the civil war to make

the situation worse for the Aryans. It follows, therefore,

that royal power w^as neither insecure nor elective some-

times and hereditary at others, as Macdonell and Keith are

inclined to believe.^'

It was quite secure and was quite powerful to show its

united front to the hostile Dasyus or natives so as to

Aryanise them partly by conquest and [)artly by conciliatory

measures. It was also elective and of the same constitutional

type that is still prevalent in the South Indian States of

Travaucore and Cochin, of which it is, as will be seen

later on, the source. This elective monarchy continued

till it was set aside by hereditary monarchy somewhere

about the times of Visvamitra and Parasurama ''-'

^' Vedic Index, Vol. II, p. 811.

3= 1700 B. C. (Sec Gavani Aynna, the Vedic Era.)



LECTURE III

The Origin of the Kshatriyas

Before going to read my paper on the Origin of the

Kshatriyas, 1 think it necessary to draw your attention to

some of the important points noted in my paper on ''The

Evolution of Castes/' which I read in the Mythic Society

at Bangalore some years ago.

I. The most important point to which I want to draw

your attention is the meaning of the word caste. Caste

means a social exclus;iveness with reference to diet and

marriage. So long as a Hindu, whether a Brahman,

Kshatri}a,Vaisya or Sudra, observes his social or communal

rules about the articles of diet he eals and about the

woman he marries, he is regarded to maintain his caste and

to lose it the moment he infringes the rules of dietary and

marriage. Birth and rituals are sec(»ndary, for there is

evidence to prove that the offspring of Brahmans and non-

Brahman women used to become Brahinans and that reli-

gious rites were changed from time to time.

Even now all that people care to know about a man's

observance of his caste is where he eats and what he eats

and wliom he has married. These two things are visible

while birth and observance of rituals are invisible. The

Lords and Commons of England, now two classes, will be-

come two castes the moment they cease to intermarry

and interdine with each other.

II. The next point to be noticed is that the

Hindus of the pre-Buddhistic period had no such rules

of diet and marriage as prevented them from interdining
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and intermarrying with other people. Animal food and

liquor also formed part of their diet.^^

They married women of other races also. Usually a

Brahman had four wives corresponding to the four classes;

Kshatrija, three ; Vaisya, two ; and a Sudra one or many

of his own class. They all employed Sudta cooks in their

houses. Sons begotten by Brahmans on non-Brahman

women were free to exercise the functions of Brahmans. ^^

Hence the words, Brahmans, Kshatriyas, Yaisyas and

Sudras were names of classes rather than of castes during

the pre-Buddhistie period.

III. With the appearance of Buddhism, all this chang-

ed. Though Buddhism did not preach caste, it vehemently

denounced certain customs, the disappearance of which

brought about caste into existence. It denounced flesh-

eatiug and plurality of wives and denied Nirvana to those

who were addicted to animal sacrifices, llesh-eating and

sexual indulgence. The Brahmans gave up those two con-

demned customs and, as a result, formed themselves into

castes mainly with the intention of keeping up their

dietary and marriage rules. The other classes, too, fol-

lowed them and formed separate castes.

This is the summary of my paper on the evolution of

castes and as the second part of that paper has important

bearing on the subject under consideration, I am going to

read it before you once more.

If words have their own biography to tell, as

Professor Max Mulier once put it, there are some

Vedic words and hymns that appear to tell a tale different

from what later Purunic writers took them to mean.

The words that appear to have played an important

Vide Apastamba.

Vide Latyayana, IX. 2, (3 and Apastaraba, H. 5, 11
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part in the history of the origin of the Kshatriya class are

(1) Brahmajaya, (l) Brahmagavi, (3) Vasa, (4) Prisni, (5)

Go, and (6) Kamadhenu. Of these the tirst five are Vedie

and the last Puranie. The literal meaning of the first

word ' Brahmajaya ' is the wife of a Brahman or priest,

and it is used in that sense both in the Rigveda (X. 109)

and the Atharvaveda. (V. 17). Her abduction by a

Kshatriya or rather a Kshatriya King and her subsequent

restoration to her husband, the priest, form the subject

matter of the two hymns in which that word occurs.

The word ' Brahraagavi ' means the cow of a Brahman

or priest and is used in that sense in the fifth hymn of

the twelfth Kanda of the Atharvaveda.

The word ' Vasa,' a barren or powerful cow, as inter-

preted by SaA^ana and others, is found in the fourth hymn

of the twelfth Kanda of the same AVtla.

The word * Go, ' a Brahman's or priest's cow, is found

in the eighteenth and nineteenth hymns of the fifth Kanda

of the Atharvaveda. The disastrous consequences that

would befall a Kshatriya or King, if he were to rob a

priest of his cow, are elaborately described in these four

hymns.

The word *Prisni,'a wonderful cow, occurs in the

eleventh hymn of the fifth Kanda of the Atharvaveda, and

the subject matter of that hymn is a conversation between

Varuna and an Atharvan priest about the possession of a

wonderful cow bestowed by the former on the latter.

Tiie story of a terrible war between A'isvamitra, a

Puranie King, who is said to have become a Brahman

by the performance of a penance, and A^asishtha, a Aedic

priest, on account of the latter's Kamadhenu or desire-

giving cow which Visvamitra is said to have attemj^tcd to

take for himself by force is elaborately described in all the

Puranas. Likewise the story of the destruction of King
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Kartavirya and bis family and also of other Kshatriyas by

Parasiirama to avenge the death of his father Jamadagni

who was murdered by Kartavirya for the sake of the priest's

cow is found in almost all the Puranas. Almost all oriental

scholars have followed Sayana in taking the words, Brah-

magavi, Vasa, Prisni, (io, and Kamadhenu to mean a cow

of extraorditiary pow-ers in the possession of such famous

Vedic priests as Vasishtha, Jamadngni, and others. But

line 33 of the fourth hymn of the fifth Kanda of the

Atharvaveda, where Vasa or a cow is said to be the mother

of a Rajanya or King, seems to suggest that the so-called

cow is not a quadruped beast but a woman, the same as

Brahmajaya or a priest's wife whose abduction by Kshatri-

yas seems to have been the cause of a number of feuds

between the Brahmans on the one hand and the Kshatriyas

on the other. If reliance can be placed upon this plain

interpretation of the word, Vasa, and if it can be extended

to all the cow-hymns, then what has hitherto appeared to

be an inexplicable myth resolves itself into a credible his-

torical episode, evidencing an institution or custom, the

like of which is still prevalent in what is called the land

of Parasurama, i.e., the States of Travancore and Cochin.

The peculiar Vedic custom that can be based upon this

interpretation and which has become extinct outside the

States of Travancore and Cochin appears to have been

somewhat as follows :

—

Tiiere seems to have been an institution of women,

called Brahmajayas, Brahmagavis, Vasas or Cows, whom

the priests had the cxehisi.t' privilege to marry. The

Kshatriya class seems to have been the result of the union

of these women with the Braliman i)riests. The eldest son

of the high priest and the chief Brahmajaya seems to

have been invested with ruling powers while the sons of

other priests and other Brahmajayas formed a band of
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soldiers or militia. Neither the king nor the soldiers

seem to have been allowed to marry. The fifth verse of

the Brahmajaya hymn where a bachelor is said to have

restored to Brihaspati or the chief priest, his consort seems

to suggest the above idea. Tha kings of several states

seem to have protested against this custom and themselves

married the Brahmajayas or Brahmagavis. This breach of

custom on the part of the Kshatriyas apparently brought

about the occasional feuds between the Brahmans and the

Kshatriyas, as implied by the Brahmajaya and other hj^mns.

The war between Visvaraitra and Vasishta as well as that

between Parasurama and Kartavirya seem to have been

due to the same cause. Visvamitra seems to have fought

for the right of Kshatriyas to marry and a})pears to have

brought about the marriage of Rama, Lakshmana, Bharata,

and Satrughna with the foster daughters of Janaka and his

brother, as a protest against this custom. This violation

of the custom on the part of Visvamitra. seems to have

provoked Parasurama and led him to wage war with Kama

and his brothers on their way to Ayodhya after the

marriage. It is probable that Parasurama, the champion

of the Brahmans, failed in his attempt to subdue the

Kshatriyas and to re-establish the j)rivileged custom of the

priestly class. It is also probable, though partly contrary

to the Puranic version of the story, that being defeated and

driven out by the victorious Kshatriyas, he came with a few^

followers to the west-coast of South India and set up a

colony there, perpetuating the old custom, which is still

prevalent in Travancore and Cochin and which is attributed

to him. It appears that the ruling kings in these two

states are princes begotten by a family or sect of Brahman

priests on a successive line of princesses or queens like

the Vedie Brahmajayas whose male issues were originally,

though not now, obliged to live a celcbate life with ruling
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powers, while the female issues became the queens of the

state in succession. There is no marria^-e system among

the Nayars, nor do the women confine themselves to a

single husband. The Brahmans in these states are called

Nambudris and they observe the Vedie customs. The

following extracts, taken out from Thurston's Capites and

Tribes of Son Ihern India and Gopal Panikar's Malabar and

its Folk, corroborate the above facts :

—

"As recorded in the Keralamahatmya, tradition traces

the Nambudris to Ahikshetra, whence Parasurama invited

Brahmans to settle in his newly reclaimed territory. In

view oP preventing the invited settlers from relinquishing

it he is said to have introduced, on the advice of the sage

Narada, certain deep and distinctive changes in their

personal, domestic, and communal institutions."'''^

"Writing in the eighteenth century, Hamilton observes

that the Nambudris are the first in both capacities of

Church and State, and some of them are Popes, being

sovereign princes in both."'"'

" He is perhaps, as his measurements seem to i)rove,

the truest Aryan in Southern India, and not oidy physi-

cally, but in his customs, habits and ceremonies which are

so welded into him that forsake them he cannot, if he

would."'''

" Every Nambudri is, theoretically, a life-long student

of the Yedas. "••"'<

" The eldest son alone marries. Should a Nambudri's

eldest son die, the next marries and so on. Women join the

family of their husband and to this too her children belong

If there is no male member, the Sarvasvfidanam

•" Castes and Tribes of Soutlicni India, Vol. V, p. l.j-l-.

^» Ihid, p. 156.

^' Ibid, p. 157.

" Lhid. u. 160
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marriage is performed by which a mau of another famil}^

is brought into the family and married to a daughter

of it, who, after the manrer of the " appointed daughter"

of old Hindu Law, hands on the property through her

children." 3 9

" An exeejition to this general rule of inheritance is

that seventeen families of Payanmur in North Malabar

follow the Marumakkattayam system of inheritance

through the female line. The other Nambudris look as-

kance at these, and neither marry nor dine with them. It

is supposed that they are not pure bred, having Kshatriya

blood in their veins." ^"^

" Hamilton, writing concerning Malabar at the end of

the seventeenth and the beginning of the eighteenth century,

says, that ' when the Zamorln marries, he must not cohabit

with his bride till the Nambudri or chief priest has enjoyed

her, and, if he pleases, may have three nights of her com-

pany, because the first fruit of her nuptials must be an holy

oblation to the god he worships, and some of the nobles are

so complaisant as to allow the clergy the same tribute,

but the common people cannot have that compliment paid

to them, but are forced to supi)ly the priest's place them-

selves." •*

'

" The Nambudris call themselves Arya Biahmanas.

Their legendary transmigration to Malabar from Northern

India is doubtless true. There is by far the purest form

of the Vedic Brahmanism to be met with in Southern

India. A complete account of the religion of the Nambudris

cannot be given in these pages. The Nambudri's life is

a round of sacrifices, the last of which is the burning of

'» Castes and Tribes of Soutliern India, Vol. V, p. 170.

"- Ibid, p. 177.

" Ihid, p. 17G.
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his body on the funeral pyre. Wlien the Nambudri has

no male issue, he performs the Putrakameshti or Karmavi-

paka Prayasehittam Yagams or sacrifices to obtain it."
^-

" According to the Brahman tradition, the Nayar caste

is the result of union between the Nambudris with Deva,

Gandharva, and Rakshasa women introduced by Parasu-

rama; and this tradition embodies the undoubted fact that

the caste by its practice of hy^^ergamy has had very large

infusion of Aryan blood.
"^'^

•' The original Nayars were undoubtedly a military

body, holding lands and serving as a militia, but the pre-

sent Nayar caste includes persons who, by hereditary oc-

cupation, are traders, artisans, oil mongers palanquin

bearers, and even barbers and washermen." ^^

" They (the Brahmans) are the lords of the soil, possess-

ing large powers for oppression and domination over the

labouring classes, the Nayars. AH the domestic concerns

of the Nayar-, all their social intercourses, all their liberty

of thought and action are regulated by the arbitrary

will of the Brahman priests. Not one of them, in their

true capacity, is allowed to move his little finger except

on consultation with the Brahman priests ; and dis-

obedience to their orders is often visited with their dis-

))leasure and the resulting deprivation of their means of

livelihood and banishment from society."'"'

'' The Aryan Brahmans, when they came into the

country, had the same social organisation as exists among

their successors to-day. Their laws strictly ordain thatnidy

the eldest member of the household shall be left free to

enter into lawful wedlock with a woman of their caste, the

*2 Castes and Tribes of Soutlioni India, Vol. V, IhiJ, p. 235.

3 p. 211.

*^ Jbid, p. 28-1.

*'^ Hid, p. 284.
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younger members being left to shift for themselves in this

matter. In ancient times the onh-- asylum which these

latter could find in the existing state of their social cir-

cumstances was in the Nayar families which settled round

about them. It should, in this connection, be remembered

that the Brahmaus formed an aristocratic order, and as

such they were the exclusive custodians aud expositors

of the law. Naturally enough, too large numbers of

Brahman younger sons who were looking about for wives,

turned to the, Nayar families and began to enter into

illegitimate unions of the nature of concubinage. Now

the sanctity of formal aud religious marriages was incom-

patible with looseness and degradation involved in these

illegitimate unions; and Brahman ingenuity discovered a

ready means of getting over the difficulty by a social

prohibition of valid marriages among the Nayars, which

would otherwise have prejudicially interfered with their

conjugal destinies." *'

In order to show how far the \'edio hymns ' Brahma-

jaya,' ' Brahmagavi,' * Yasa,' * Prisni,' and ' Oo/ convey

ideas analogous with the customs observed in Malabar

from time irnnu'morial, I have quoted below those

hymns together with their English rendering, as made b}""

the late Rali)h T. H. Grifhth, All that is to be borne in

mind for the clear understanding of the hymns is that

the word cow is not a cpiadruped beast, but a metapiiorical

expression meaning a woman belonging to an institute

of women under the power of the priestly class, for there is

no evidence to believe that the Kshatriyas were cattle-

lifters and that they robbed tlie Brahmans, their own

priests, of their few cows when they had before them the

'" Maliibar and its Folk, by Gopal Paiiikar, 2iicl edition, pp. 12 and

30.
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precious and invaluable wealth of the early settlers of

India, compared with which the value of the poor

Brahmans' cows was quite insignificant. Nor is there any

evidence to believe that the Brahmans gave exj)rcssion to

such furious and abominable threats and curses on the

Kshatriyas and their kinu^dom foi' the sake of a cow or a

number of cows while, on the cnntrarx , they received as

presents from the kinys several cows on occasions like

sacrifices and coronations of kings, as explieity stated in a

number of Vedic hymns.

The hymn on the Brahmajaya (Rigveda, X. 109 and

Atharvaveda, Y. 17) runs as follows :

—

"1. * These first, the boundless sea, and Matarisvan,

fierce-glowing fire, the strong, the liliss-bestower, and

heavenly floods, first born by hol\' order, exclaimed against

the outrage on a Brahman.'^

^

2. King Soma first of all, without reluctance, made

restitution of the Brahman's consort. Mitra and Varuna

were the inviters : Agni as Hotartdok her hand and led

her.""

y. The man, her pledge, must by the hand be taken

when he hath cried. She is a Brahman's consort. She

stayed not for a herald to conduct her : thus is the king-

dom of a ruler guarded.'*^

*' The suhjoctof the hymn, parts of whicli Rrc tiikeii from Rigveda

X. 109, is the abduction by a Ksbatriya of a Brahman's wife, and her

subsequent restoration to her liusband. The Rigveda hymn contains

only seven stanzas, concluding with stan/a 11 of the Atharvaveda hymn.

Sea : The ocean of air. ^latarisvan : probably wind. Fire : Agni

The Strong : Indra. Bh'ss-hestower : Soma. Outrage on a Brahnan ;

Brahma's sin according to Sayara.— See note on stanza 5.

** Were tho inviters : acted as interceders, or match-makers at the

renewed marriage.

*" Her pledge: her spon.sor. Tims: by observing justice and

causing tlie abducted wife to be restored. These three stanzas corres-

pond, with slight rariations, to stanzas 1-3 of the Rigveda hymn.
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4* She whom they call the star with loosened tresses,

descending as a misfortune on the village, the Brahman's

consort, she disturbs the kingdom where hath appeared

the hare with fiery flashing.'^ "^

5. Active in duty serves the BrahmcieJiari -. he is a

member of the God^s own body. Through him Brihaspati

obtained his consort, as the gods gained the ladle brought

by Soma.*''

'

6. Thus s})ake of her those of old, seven Rishis, who

sat them down to their austere devotion. Dire is a Brah-

man's wife led home by others ; in the supremest heaven

she plants confusion/'

^

7. When infants die, untimely born, when herds of

cattle waste away, when heroes strike each other dead, the

Brahman's wife destroyeth them.

8. Even if ten foimer husbands,—none a Brahman

—

had espoused a dame, and then a Brahman took her hand,

he is her husband, only he.

'" The real i-anse of th« niisfortmie attributed (o meteoric influence

iH Kome disrespect shown to a Brahman's wife. Hare with liery flash-

ing : Some meteoric phenomenon.

" Rigveda, X. 109, 5. Bralimaclmri : a youth in the fii'st stage of

a Brahman's religious life ; a religious student. Brihaspati : that is,

the injured Brahman ; Brihasjiati representing the sacei'dotal class. The

ladle, juh urn, which Professor Ludwig takes to be the lady's name

:

' Juhu, Gods, conducted homo by Soma.' The meaning is obscure.

A legend quoted by Sayana says that Juhu or Vak, the wife of Brihas-

pati who is identified with Brahma, had been deserted by her husband.

The gods then consulted together as to the means of expiating his sin,

and restored her to her husband. The legend has evidently grown out

of the misunderstanding of the ancient hymn.

'' Stanza 4 of Rigveda hymn. Seven Rishis : celebrated saints,

eages and inspired seers of ancient times, Bharadvaja, Kasyapa, Gotuma,

Atri, Vanishta, Visvamitra, and Jamadagni.
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9. Not Vaisya, not Kajanya, no, the Brahman if

indeed her lord. This Surya in his course proclaims to

the five races of mankind. ^^

10. So then the gods restored her, so men gave the

woman back again. Princes who ke\)t their promises

restored the Brahman's wedded wife.^*

11. Having restored the Brahman's wife, and freed

themselves, with God's aid, from sin, they shared the

fullness of the earth and won themselves extended sway/^

12. No lovely wdfe brings her dower in hundreds,

rests upon his bed, within whose kingdom is detained,

through want of sense, a Brahman's wife.^^^

"' Kajanya: Man of the military and princely class : Kshitriya

'* Stanza 6 of the Rigveda hymn,

'* Stanza 7 of the Rigveda hymn.
•* Muir observes at tlie end of his translation ol' the non-Rigveda

portion of the hymn (O. S. Texts, I., p. 281) :
" This hymn appears to

show that, however extravagant the pretensions of the Brahmans were

in. other respects, they had, even at the comparatively late period when

it was composed, bat little regard to the purity of the sacerdotal blood,

as they not only intermarried with women of their own order, or even

with women who had previously lived singl(\ but were in the habit of

forming unions with the widows of Rajanyas or Vaisyas, if they did not

even take possession of the wives of such men while the}- were alive.

Even if wo suppose these women to have belonged to ])riestly families,

this would only show that it was no uncommon thing for females of

that class to bo married to Ilnjanyas or Vaisyas—a fact which would,

of course, imply that the caste sj'stem was either laxlj' observed, or

only beginning to be introduced among the Indians of the earlier Vedic

age That, agreeably to ancient tradition, Brahmans intermamed

Rajanya won?en at the period in (piestion, is also distinctly shown by

the story of the Hisjii Chyavana and Siikanya, daughter of Saryata,

narrated in the Satapatha Brahmana, and (luofed in my paper entitled

'Contributions to a knowledge of Vedic Mythology,' No. II, in the

Joarnal of the Asiatic Society for iSCiC), j). 11 fT. Stu; also the stories of

the Rishi Syavasva, who married the daughter of King Rnthaviti, as told

by the commentator on Rigveda, V. 01, and given in Professor AVilson's

translation, Vol. Ill, p. 34'4.
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13. No broad-browed calf with wdde-set ears is ever

in his homestead born, within whose kingdom is detained,

through want of sense, a Brahman's dame.

14. No steward, golden-ueeklaced, goes before tlie

meat trays of the man within whose kingdom is detained

through want of sense, a Brahman's dame.

16. No lily grows with oval bulbs, no lotus pool is

in his fields, in whose dominion is detained, through

senseless love, a Brahman's dame.

17. The men whose task it is to milk drain not

brindled cow for him, in whose dominion is detained,

through senseless love, a Brahman's dame.

18. His mileh-eow doth not profit one, his draught-

ox masters not the y<»ke, wherever, severed from his wife,

a Brahman spends the mournful night.

A few words in explanation of the hymn will not be

uncalled for before handling the other Xedio hymns.

'JMiough Gritlith has succeeded in niiiking a correct

and faithful translation of the hymn, he made no attempt

to find out a connected meaning of the whole hymn and

disposed of it b}' saying that it is partly obscure.

Muir attempted to explain the hymn on the supposi-

tion that Brhamans married the widows of Rajanyas and

Vaisyas and even formed unions with their wives while

they were alive. Evidently this supjK)sition is inconsis-

tent with the meaning of the word ' Hruhmajaya,' Brah-

man's wife. Neither can a Rajanya's or N'aisya's wife be

a Brahman's wife, nor a Brahman's wife the wife of the

former. Also the word Brahtnaehari, bachelor, finds no

explanation on this supj)osition.

On the authority of Kausika Sutra which Sayana

has quoted at the iieading of each of the hymns ([noted

here, he says that when n cow is seized (goharane), this
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hymn as well as the other hymns quoted here are to be

recited and rites o£ sorcery performed. It follows there-

fore that Brahmajaya, Brahmagavi and Yasa are synony-

mous words and mean a Brahman's wife. From verse 33 of

the fourth hymn of the twelfth book, wdiere the cow is said to

be the mother of a Rajanya, it is clear that the offspring

of the priest and his special consort is a prince. As Sayana

attributes the authorship of some of these hymns to Para-

surama^'^ and as the offsprini^ of a Brahman of a chosen

family and his queen consort is a bachelor king in the

land of Parasurama, the States of Travaneore and Cochin,

it is not unreasonable to take the word Brahmachari,

mentioned in verse 5 of the above hymn, to be the off-

spring of the couple, Brahman and Brahmajaya. The

Kshatriyas and Vaisyas seem to have ]n"otested against

this exclusive privilege of the priests to beget princes and

prevented them from marrying or approaching the so-

called Brahmajayas who, it appears, formed a set, class,

or family, of women under the protection of the State,

as in Travaneore and Cochin. The statement, made in

verse 9 of the above hymn that neither Rajanya nor a

Vaisya can be a husband of the Brahmajaya, is evidently

a rejoinder of the Brahmans to the ])rotest of the Ksha-

triyas and Vaisyas. Both Muir and tlie authors of the

Mahabharata, Ramayana and the Puranas in which the

story of the terrible wars for the sake of a cow is nairated

appear to have found the iiiiippropriateness of these

threats, imprecations, aitd curst-s with the occasional or

frequent attemi)ts of the kshatriyas to rob the Brahmans

of their quadrupeds. Hence Muir seems to have taken

" I roinoint)('i' fo have coino iutosj^ tin's statomoni at, tlio lioadiiifj

of one of tlioso liyiiina in ttio (ionnaii oditinii <it' the Atliarxavt'da.

It does not apjjcar in the Bonibay edition.
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the word 'go,' cow, in an extended sense of property,

while the authors of the Puranas attributed supernatural

powers to those animals. I think that both these at-

tempts to explain the obscure Vedic hymns are wrong,

for there is no reason to believe that though tiiere were

occasional , or frequent family feuds or wars between

Visvamitra and Vasishtha, between Kartaviryarjuna and

Parasurama, and between a few other Kshatriyas and

Brahmans, sometimes for the sake of a cow and other

times for specified reasons, life and property were not so

insecure amonw the invading^ Vedic Indians as to suppose

that the Kshatriyas were cattle-lifters and were in the

habit of robbino- the Brahmans of their movable and

immovable property. I think that if the interpretation

I have suij;'<j^ested were to be accepted, none of these in-

consistencies and improbabilities would crop up, and a

satisfactory explanation of a hith(»rto inexplicable custom,

prevalent iu Travancore and Cochin, would be forthcoming.

I do not think that the legal world is quite satisfied with

the matter-of-fact explanation of the peculiar Malabar

custom of inheriting the proj>erty through the female line

only among the Kshatriyas, while in the rest of India it

is through the male line among all classes of people.

Also in this connection Min'r observes regarding the

practice of remarriage of women and of intermarriage

among the four classes :
" That the remarriage of women

was customary among the Hindus of those days is also

shown by A. V., IX. .5, '17 , (juolcd in my ])aper on Yama,

Journal of" the Royal Asiatic Society for 180.5, p. 299.

This latter supposition (the supposition of Hrahmans taking

possession of the wives of Rajanyas or Vaisyas while they

were alive) derives a certain sn|)port from the emphasis

with which the two vers(S in (picstion (Atharvaveda, V. 17,

8, 9), assert that the Jirahman was the only true husftand.
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Whence, it may he asked, the necessity for this strong

and repeated asseveration, if the Rajanya and Vaisja

husbands were still alive, and prepared to claim the res-

toration of their wives ? The verses are, however, expli-

cable without this supposition.

It is to be observed, however, that no mention is here

made of Sudras as a class with which Brahmans inter-

married. Sudras were not Aryas like the three upper

classes. This distinction is recognised in the following

verse of the Atharvaveda (XIX. 6'2, 1, * Make me dear to

gods.' From Manu (IX. 149-157 ; X. 7) it is clear that

Brahmans intermarried with Sudra women, though the

offspring of those marriages was degraded."

With this explanation of obscure words and phrases,

let Hs turn our attention to the oKlier Vedic hymns, having

a wonderful cow for their subject matter :

—

The hymn on Brahmagavi (A. V., XII. 5) runs as

follows :

—

1. ' Created^ *^ by toil and holy fervour, found by

devotion, resting in right.

2. Invested with truth, surrounded with honour,

compassed about with glory
;

3. Girt round with inherent power, fortified with faith,

protected by consecration, installed at sacrifice, the world

her resting place
;

4. Brahma her guide, the Brahman her lord and

ruler

;

5. Of the Kshatriya who faketh to himself this

Brahman's cow and ojipresseth the Brahman
;

'^ The liynm, which is partly in prose, is a continuation of Hymn

4, incnlcatinfr, still more forcibly, the sin and danger of robbing a

Brahnmn of hie cow.
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6. The g'lorv, the heroism, and the favouritii; fortune

depart
;

7. The energy and vigour, the power and might, the

speech and mental strength, the glory and duty
;

8. Devotion and princely ^way, kingship and people,

brilliance and lionour, and splendour and wealth
;

9. Long life and goodly form, and name and fame,

inbreathing and expiration, and sight and hearing
;

10. Milk and flavour, and food and nourishment, and

right and truth, and action and fulHlment, and children

and cattle
;

11. All these blessings of Kshatriya depart from

him when he oppresseth the Brahman and taketh to him-

self the Brahman's cow.

12. Terrible is she, this Brahman's cow, and fearfully

venomous, visibly witchcraft.

13. In her are all horrors and all deaths.

14. In iier are all dreadful deeds, all slaughters of

mankind.

15. This the Brahman's cow, being appropriated,

holdeth bound in the fetter of death the oppresssor of the

Brahman, the blasphemer of the gods.

16. A hundred-killing bolt is she ; she slays the Brah-

man's injurer
;

17. Therefore the Brahman's cow is held inviolable

by the wise.

18. Running is she a thunderbolt, when driven away

she is Vaisvannra.

19. An arrow when she draweth up her hooves and

Mahadeva when she looketh around.

20. Sharp as a razor when beholdeth, she thundereth

when she belloweth.

21. Death is she when loweth, and a fierce god when

she whisketh her tail.
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•"'2. Utter destruction, when she moveth her ears this

way and that, consumption when she droppeth water.

23. A missile when milking^, pain in the head when

milked.

24. The takincr away of strength when she approacheth,

a hand-to-hand fighter when roughly touched.

25. Wounding like an arrow when she is fastened

by her mouth, contention when she is beaten.

26. Fearfully venomous when falling, darkness when

she hath fallen down.

27. Following him, the Brahman's cow extinguisheth

the vital breath of the injurer of the Brahman.

28. Hostility when being cut to pieces : Woe to

children when the portions are distributed.

29. A destructive missile of gods when she is being

seized ; misfortune when carried away.

30. Misery while being additionally acquired, con-

tumely and abuse while being put in the stall.

31. Poison when in agitation, fever when seasoned

with condiments.

32. Sin while she is cooking, evil dream when she is

cooked.

33. Uprooting when she is being turned round,

destruction when she hath been turned round.

34. Discord by her smell, grief when she is being

eviscerated ; a serpent with poison in its fang when

drawn.

35. Loss of power while sacrificiall}- presented,

humiliation when she hath been offered.

36. Wratliful Sarva while being carved, Simida '• ^ when

cut up.

•• Simida : apparently a female demon, or a disease attributed to

her inflaence.

8 "
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37. Poverty while she is being eaten, destruction when

eaten.

38. The Brahman's cow when eaten cuts off the

injurer of Brahmans both from this world and from the

world yonder.

39. Her slaughter is the sin of witchcraft, her cutting

up is a thunderbolt, her undigested grass is a secret spell.

40. Homelessness is she when denied her rights.

41. Having become flesh-eating Agni, the Brahman^s

cow entereth into and devoureth the oppressor of

Brahmans.

42. She sunders all his members, joints and roots.

43. She cuts off relationship on the father's side and

destroys maternal kinship.

44. The Brahman's cow not restored by a Kshatriya,

ruins the marriages and all the kinsmen of the Brahman's

oppressor.

45. She makes him houseless, homeless, childless :

he is extinguished without posterity to succeed him.

46. So shall it be with the Kshatriya who takes to

himself the cow of the Brahman wlio hath this knowledge.

47. Quickly, when he is smitten down by death, the

clamorous vultures cry.

48. Quickly around his funeral fire dance women

with dishevelled locks, striking the band upon the breast

and uttering their evil shriek.

49. Quickly the wolv^es are howling in the habita-

tion where he lived.

50. Quickly they ask about him, what is this ? What

thing hath happened here ?

51. Rend, rend to pieces, rend away, destroy, destroy

him utterly.

52. Destroy Angirasi ! the wretch who robs and

wrongs the Brahmans.
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53. Born of evil womb, thou witchcraft hid, for

Vaisvadevi is thy name.

54. Consuming, burning all things up, the thunderbolt

of spell and charm.

55. Go thou, becoming Mrityu sharp as razor's edge,

pursue thy course.

56. Thou bearest off the tyrant's strength, their store

of merit and their prayers.

57. Bearing off wrong, thou givest in that world to

him who hath been wronged.

58. O cow, become a tracker through the curse the

Brahman hath pronounced.

59. Become a bolt, an arrow through his sin, be

terribly venomous.

00. O cow, break thou the head of him who wrongs

the Brahmaus, criminal, niggard, blasphemer of the

gods.

61. Let Agni the spiteful wretch when crushed to

death and slain by thee.

62. Rend, rend to bits, rend through and through,

scorch and consume and burn to dust.

6!3. Consume thou, even from the root, the Brahman's

tyrant, godlike cow 1

64. That he may go from Yama's home afar into the

worlds of sin.

65. So, goddess cow, go thou from him, the Brahman's

tyrant, criminal, niggard, blasphemer of the gods.

66. AVith hundred-knotted thunderbolt, sharpened

and edged with razor blades.

67. Strike off the shoulders and the head.

68. Snatch thou the hair off his head, and from his

body strip the skin.

69. Tear out his sinews, cause his llesh to fall in

pieces from his frauia.
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70. Crush thou his bones together, strike and beat

the marrow out of him.

7L Dislocate all his limbs and joints.

72. From the earth let the carnivorous Agni drive

him, let Vayu burn him from mid-air's broad region.

78. From heaven let Surya drive him and consume

him.

Atharvaveda, XII. 4.

"1. I give the gift, shall be his word : and straight-

wa,j they have bound the cow for Brahman priests who

beg the boon, that bringeth sons and progeny.*'^

2. He trades and traffics with his sons, and in his

cattle suffers loss who will not give the cow of gods to

Rishis* children when they beg.<^'

3. They perish through a hornless cow ; a lame cow

sinks them in a pit. Through a maimed cow his house

is burnt ; an one-eyed cow destroys his wealth.

4. Fierce fever, where her droppings fall, attacks the

master of the kine. So have they named her Vasa,^'- for

thou art called uncontrollable.

5. The malady Viklindu'"'^ springs on him from ground

whereon she stands, and suddenly, from fell disease perish

the men on whom she sniffs.

6. AA^hoever twitches up her ears*'^ is se])arated from

the gods. He deems he makes a mark, but he diminishes

his wealth thereby.

•* On the inipcrativo duty of givinp: cows to Brahmans, and the

sin and danger of withholding the gift.

"
' The cow of gods : that belongs to holy priests.

"" Vasa : a barren cow, a cow ; the word being fancifully connected

with Vasa, power, authority, control.

"^ Vikliudu : the meaning is uncertain, perhaps dissolution, general

decay.

• Twitches up her ears in order to brand them ; and mark the cow
as his own property.
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7. If to liis own advantage one applies the long hair

of her tail, his colts, in consequence thereof, die, and the

wolf destroys bis calves.

8. If, while her master owneth her, a carrion crow

hath harmed her hair, his young boys die thereof, decline

overtakes them after fell disease.

9. What time the Dasi^^ woman throws eye on

the droppings of the cow, misshapen birth arises thence,

inseparable from that sin.

10. For gods and Brahmans is the cow produced

when first she springs to life, hence to the priests must

she be given ; this they call guarding private wealth.

11. The God-created cow belongs to those who come

to ask for her. They call it outrage on the priests when

one retains her as his own.

12. He who withholds the cow of the gods from

Rishis' sons who ask the gift is made an alien to the gods

and subject to the Brahman's wrath.

13. Then let him seek another whatever his profit

be in this. The cow, not given, harms a man when he

denies her at their prayer.

14. Like a rich treasure stored away in safety is the

Brahman's cow. Therefore men come to visit her, with

whomsoever she is born.

15. So when the Brahmans come unto the cow they

come unto their owu. For this is her withholding, to

oppress these in another life.

16. Thus after three years may she go, speaking

what is not understood.^" He, Narada ! would knou that

cow, then Brahmans must be sought unto.

"• D.isi : of barbarous or indigenous race or slave girl.

•" Speaking what is not understood: that is giving warnings which

are disregarded. Ludwig taking gada in " Avijnata gade " as coming

from gadam, poison, instead of from Gada, speech, translates whose
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17. Whoso call her a worthless cow, the stored-up

treasure of the gods, Bhava and Sarva, both of them,

move round and shoot at him.

18. The man who hath no knowledge o£ her udder

and the teats thereof, she yields him milk with these, if he

hath purposed to bestow the cow.'^'^

19. If he withholds the cow the}' beg, she is rebel-

lious in his stall.

Vain are the wishes and the hopes which he, withhold-

ing her, would gain.

20. The Deities have begged the cow, using the

Brahman as their mouth; the man who gives her not incurs

the enmity of all the gods.

22. If hundred other Brahmans beg the cow of him

who owneth her, the gods have said, she, verily, belongs

to him who knows the truth.

23. Whoso to others not to him who hath this know-

ledge, gives the cow, earth with tlie Deities, is hard for him

to win and rest upon.

24«. The Deities begged the cow from him with whom

at tint she was produced : Her, this one, Narada would

know : with Deities he drove her forth.

25. The cow deprives of progeny and makes him poor

in cattle who retains in his possession her whom Brahmans

have solicited.

poison (deadly danger of retaining her) none hath recognized. Narada ;

a devarishi or Rishi of the celestial class who acts as a reporter between

heaven and earth. His name is introduced as an imaginary auditor to

make a warning or speech more solemn and authoritative. Cf. V. 19-9.

The meaning of the stanza seems to be that the cow must not be

retained beyond three years.

•' The cow which the owner intends to bestow on a Brahman

will give him milk without the trouble of milking her.
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26. For Agni and for Soma, for Kama, Mitra and

Varuna, for these the Brahmans ask : from these is he

who giveth not estranged.

27. Long as her owner hath not heard, himself, the

verses,''^ let her move among his kine; when he heard, let

her not make her home with him.

28. He who hath heard her verses and still makes

her roam among his kine, the gods in anger rend away his

life and his prosperity.

29. Roaming in many a place the cow is the stored

treasure of the gods. Make manifest thy shape and form

when she would seek*"-' her dwelling place; then verily the

cow attends to Brahman priest and their request.

31. This thought he settles in his mind, this surely

goeth to the gods. Then verily the Brahman priests

approach that they ma}' beg the cow.

32. By Svadha to the Fathers, by sacrifice to the

Deities, by giving them the cow, the prince doth not incur

the mother^s wrath.

33. The Prince's mother is the cow : so was it order-

ed from of old. She, when bestowed upon the priests,

cannot be given back, they say.

3i. As molten butter, held at length, drops down to

Agni from the scoop, so falls away from Agni he who

gives no cow to Brahman i)riests.

35. Good milker, with rice-cake^ '^ as calf, she in the

world comes nigh to him, to him who gave her as a gift

the cow grants every hope and wish.

•• The verses : the holy texts recited by the Brahmans who ask

for her as tlieir fee.

"» Would seek : jif^aiisati (as sugf,'ostcd by Whitney, Index Ver-

bonun) instead of jighansati of the text.

'" Rice-cake. Purodasa
; a sacrificial cake of ground rice usnallv

divided into pieces and offered in one or more cups.
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36. In Yama's realm the cow fulfils each wish for him

M'ho gave her up ; but hell, they say, is for the man who,

when they beg, bestow her not.

37. Enraged against her owner roams the cow when

she hath been impregnated. He deemed me fruitless, is

her thought; let him be bound in snares of death."'

38. Whoever looking on the cow as fruitless, cooks

her flesh at home, Brihaspati compels his sons and children

to beg.

-1-0. The animal is happy when it is bestowed upon

the priests; but happy is the cow when she is made a

sacrifice to gods.

41. Narada chose the terrible vilipti' - out of all the

cows which the gods formed and framed when they had

risen up from sacrifice.

•1'2. The gods considered hor in doubt whether she

were a cow or not, Narada spake of her and said. The

veriest cow of cows is she.

'
' Prof. Haug observes in his note :

" That cows were killed at the

time of receiving most distinguished guests is stated in the Smritis.

But, as Sayana observes, which entii-ely agrees with the opinions held

now-a-daj's, this custom belongs to former Yugas (periods of the

world). Thence the word Goghna, i.e., cow-killer, means in the more

ancient Sanskrit books ' a guest ' (see the commentators on Panini

3,4,73) : for the reception of a highly respected guest was the death of

the cow of the house." .According to Apastamba's Aphorisms on the

Sacred Law of the Hindus, the Snataka or student who has completed

his course of religious study, when he speaks of a cow that is not a

milch-cow is not to say ' she is not a milch-cow ' but ' But this is a cow

which will become a milch-cow.' See Sacred Books of the East, Vol. II,

p. t5.

Fruitless : Vehatam ; a cow which habitually miscarries, and

which may therefore be slaughtered ' when a king or another man
deserves high honour ' is to be received (Aitareya Brahmana, I. 15).

" Vilij)ti : literally, besmeared or anointed.
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43. How many cows, O Narada, knowest thou,

born among mankind I ask thee who dost know, of which

must none who is no Brahman eat ?

44-. Vilipti, cow, and she who drops no second calf,

Brihaspati ! Of these none but a Brahman should

eat if he hope for eminence.

45. Homage, O Xarada, to thee who hast quick

knowledge of the cows. Which of these is the direst,

whose withhelding bringeth death to man ?

46. Vilipti, O Brihaspati, cow, mother of no

second calf; of these none, not a Brahman should eat if he

hope for eminence.

47. Threefold are kine, Mlipti, cow, the mother

of no second calf : these one should give to priests, and

he will not offend Prajapati.

48. This, Brahmans ! is your saerifiee : thus should

one think when he is asked, what time they beg from him

the cow fearful in the withholder's house.

49. He gave her not to us, so spake the gods, in

anger, of the cow. Witn these same verses they addressed

Bheda,''' this brought him to his death.

50. Solicited by Indra, still Bheda refused to give

this cow. In strife for victory the gods destroyed him

for that sin of his.

51. The men of evil counsel who a<lvised refusal of

the cow, miscreants throuijh theii" foolishness, are subjected

to Indra's wrath.

52. Thev who seduce the owner of the cow and say,

bestow her not, encounter through their want of sense the

missile shot by Kudra's hand.

'3 Bheda : nothing further appears to be known of this man who

refused to give his cow to Indra.

9
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53. If in his home one cooks the cow, saerifleed or

not sacritieed, wronger of gods and Brahmans, he departs,

dishonest, from the world.

1. The gods, O Prince, have not bestowed this cow

on thee to eat thereof. Seek not, Rajanya, to devour the

Brahman's cow which none may eat.'^^

2. A base Rajanya, spoiled at dice, and ruined by

himself, may eat the Brahman's cow, and think, to-day

and not to-morrow, let me live !

3. The Brahman's cow is like a snake, charged with

dire poison, clothed with skin. Rajanya ! bitter to the

taste is she, and none may eat of her.

4. She takes away his strength, she mars his splen-

dour, she ruins everything like fire enkindled.^ That man

drinks poison of the deadly serpent who counts the

Brahman's cow as mere food to feed him.

5. Whoever smites him, deeming him awakening

blasphemer, coveting his wealth through folly, Indra sets

fire alight within his bosom. He who acts thus is loathed

by earth and heaven.

6. No Brahman must be injured, safe as fire from

him who loves himself. For Soma is akin to him and

Indra guards him from the curse.

7. The fool who eats the Brahman's food and thinks it

pleasant to the taste, eats, but can never digest, the cow

that bristles with a hundred barbs.

8. His voice is an arrow^s neck, his tongue a bow-

string, his windpipes fire-enveloped heads of arrows, with

these the Brahman pierces through blasphemers, with

god-sped bows that quell the hearts within them.

'* A. v., V. 18. The hymn declares the wickednuss and ruinous

consequences of oppressing and robbiup the Brahmans.
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9. Keen arrows have the Brahmaus, armed with

missiles ; the shaft, when they discharge it, never faileth.

Pursuing him with fiery zeal and anger^ they pierce the

foeman even from a distance.

10. They who, themselves ten hundred, were the

rulers of a thousand men, the Vaitahavyas.'^^

11. The cow, indeed, when she was slain, overthrew

those Vaitahavyas, who cooked the last she-goat that

remained of Kesaraprabandha's'''^ flock.

12. One and a hundred"^ were the folk, those whom
the earth shook off

"^

" from her : when they had wronged

the Brahman's race they perished inconceivably.

13. Among mankind the gods' despiser moveth ; he

hath drunk poison, naught but one is left him, who

wrongs the kinsman of the gods, the Brahman, gains not

the sphere to which the Fathers travelled.

14. Agui, in sooth, is called our guide. Soma is called

our next-of-kin. Indra quells him who curses us. Sages

know well that this is so.

1.5. Prince ! like a poisoned arrow, like a deadly

snake, O Lord of Kine ! dire is the Brahman's arrow ; he

pierces his enmies therewith.

' Vaitahavyas : a tribe or i)eoi)le in the north : literally, descen-

dants or people of Vitahavya. A Rislii oF this name appears to be

mentioned in Rigveda, VJ. 1.5, a hymn ascribeil to him by Sayana.

The Vaitahavyas are mentioned in the Anusasana parva of the

Mahabharata, 1952-1977, where they are said to have been defeated

and slain in battle.

'" Kesaraprabaudha : I i-an find no other mention of this

woman.

" One and a hundred : an uidiicky mimlier used with reference

to phases of disease, modes of death and the like.

'* The earth shook off : in horror at their wickedness.
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L The sons "'•'
ot: Yitahavya, ^" the Srin3a3^as waxed

exceeding strong. They well-nigh touched the heavens,

but they wronged Bhrigu and were overthrown.

•I. "When men pierced Brihatsaman '^ ^ through, the

Brahman, son of Angiras, the ram with teeth in both his

jaws, the sheep, devoured their progeny.

3. If men have spat upon or shot their rheum upon

a Brahman, they sit ^- in the middle of a stream running

with blood, devouring hair.

4. While yet the Jirahman's cow which men are

dressing quivers in her throes, she mars the kingdom's

splendour; there no vigorous hero springs to life.

5. Terrible is her cutting up ; her bitter llesh is cast

away. And it is counted sin among the fathers if her

milk is drunk.

6. If any king who deems himself mighty would

eat a Brahman up, rent and disrupted is that realm where

in a Brahman is oppressed.

7. She ^^ grows eight-footed, and four-eyed, four-ear-

ed, four-jawed, two-faced, two-tongued, and shatters down

the kingdom of the man who doth Brahman wrong.

'" The subject of the hj'iiin A. V., V. 19 is wickedness and ruinous

consequences of oppressing, robbing or insulting a Bralinian.

"" Vitahavya : see v. 18, 1.

Srinjayas : a people in the north. Bhrigu : a Rishi regarded as the

ancestor of the ancient race of Bhrigus who are frequently mentioned

in the Rigvcda in connection with Agni, and who are specially asso-

ciated with the Atharvavcda liymus. The story of the overthrow,

of the Vaitahavyas is told in the Mahabharata Anusasanaparva,

1952-1977, but Bhrigu is there said to have given refuge to tlie King

Vitahavya after his defeat.

" Brihatsaman: the nanu' of this descendant of the ancient

Rishi Angiras does not jecur in the Veda, and his story is not mentioned

elsewhere.

"'- They sit: after death in the internal regions.

*=> She: the cow.
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S. As water swamps a leaky ship, so ruin overtiows

that realm. Misfortune smites the realm wherein a Brah-

man suffers scathe and harm.

9. The very trees repel the man, and drive him from

their sheltering shade, whoever claims, O Narada, '*'* the

treasure that a Brahman owns.

10. That wealth. King Yaruna hath said, is poison

by the gods prepared. None hath kept watch to guard

his realm who hath devoured a Brahman's cow.

11. Those nine and ninety **^ people whom the earth

shook and cast away from her, when they had wronged

the Brahman race, were ruined inconceivably.

1*2. Oppressor of the Brahmans ; thus the gods have

spoken and declared, the step-effacing wnsp ^*' they bind

upon the dead shall be thy couch.

18. Oppressor of the Brahmans! tears wept by the

man who suffers wrong, these are the share of water which

the gods have destined to be thine.

11. The share of water which the gods have destined

to be thine, is that, oppressor of the priest! wherewith

men lave the corpse and wet the beard. "^ ^

]). The rain of Mitra -Yaruna falls not on him

who wrongs the priest. To him no coinmand brings suc-

cess; he wins no friend to do his will.

'* Narada : a Devarishi or saiut of the celestial class who often

comes down to earth to report what is goinj; on in heaven and return

with his account of what is bein^ done on earth. His name is introduced

to make the warning more solemn and impressive.

*^ Those nine and ninety: cf. V.18, 12 where they arc said to have

been a hundred and one.

'" The step effacing wisp: obliterating the footsteps of the dead

on his journey to the other world, so that dei.th may not reach the

surviving kinsmen by the same path.

" ~ The beard : to be shaved ofE before cremation.
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1. How, terrible in might, hast thou here spoken to

the great god, how to the gold-hued Father? Thy mind

watched, greedy Vanina, to recover the brindled eow thou

hadst bestowed as guerdon. ^'^

"2. Not through desire do I revoke my present : I

bring this brindled cow to contemplate her. Now by

what lore, by what, inherent nature, knowest thou all

things that exist, Atharvan. ^''

•3. Truly I am profound in wisdom, truly I know by

nature all existing creatures. No Dasa by his greatness,

not an Arya, may violate the law that I will establish. ^'-

1 . None, self-dependent Varuna ! existeth wiser than

thou or sager by his wisdom. Thou knowest well all

these created beings : even the man of wondrous powers

fears thee.

5. O self-dependent Varuna, wise director, thou

knowest verily all generations. What is, unerring one

!

beyond this region ? What more remote than that which

is most distant ?

6. One thing there is beyond this air, and something

beyond that one most hard to reach remotest. I, Varuna,

who know, to thee declare it. Let churls be mighty in the

lower regions. Let Dasas sink into the earth beneath

them. ^ *

** This curious hymn contains A. V., V. 11, a dialogue between the

primeval priest Atharvan and Varnna about the possession of a wonderful

brindled cow. The god has bestowed the cow upon the priest, and now

retracts his gift. Atharvan remonstrates. Atharvan speaks. Spoken :

declared thy promise to give me the cow. The great god : heaven.

The gold hued fatlitr : ilic sun.

"" Varuna replies. To contemplate her : or. to count her with

the rest of the herd.

®" In this and the two following stanzas Atharvan speaks.

"
' Varuna replies : Beyond the air is heaven, and be3'ond that ia

infinity.
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7. Many reproaches, Varuna, dost thou utter against

the misers who revoke their presents. Be not thou added

to that crowd of niggards : let not men call thee an

illiberal giver. ^-

8. Let not men call me an illiberal giver. I give

thee back the brindled cow, O singer. Attend, in every

place where men inhabit, with all thy powers, the hymn

that tells my praises.
''^

9. Let hymns of praises ascend to thee, uplifted in

every place of human habitation. But give me now the

gift thou hast given. Thou art my friend for ever firm

and faithful. ' ^

10. One origin, '*' Varuna ! one bond unites us: I

know the nature of that Common kinship. I give thee

now the gift that I retracted. I am thy friend for ever

firm and faithful.

11. God, giving life unto the god who lauds me,

sage, strengthener of the sage who sings my praises. ^^

Thou, self-dei)eud('nt Varuna ! ha.st begotten the kinsman

of the gods, our sire Atharvan. On him bestow most

highly lauded riches. Thou art our friend high over all,

our kinsman.

The Saehi Paulomi hymn of the lligveda (X. 159)

in which a queen is made to speak in a tone of exultation

of her own and of her daughter's imperial sway seems also

' - Atharvan speaks.

"' Varnna speaks.

*^ Atharvan speaks this stnn/.a and tlie lirst lioniisticli of 10.

Ever firm and faithful Saptapadas, literally ' having taken

seven steps ' by whieli an alliance or a marriage is confirmed.

'' One origin: the ancient Tlishis frequently assert their kinship

with the gods, as sons of Dyans or Father Heaven. Varuna speaks

the second hemistich and the first of the following stanza.

"" Unto the god: the priest Atharvan. The second and third

lines are spoken by the poet of the hymn.
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to contain a clear allusion to the institute of queens.

The hymn runs as follows :

—

" 1. Yon Sun hath mounted up, and this my happy

fate hath mounted high.

1. knowing this, as concjueror have won my husband

for my own.

I am the banner and the head, a mighty arbitress am I.

2. I am victorious and my lord shall be submissive to

my will.

Ml/ sons are slaj/ers of t/ie foe, mi/ daughter is a ntliiig

queen.

3. I am victorious : over my lord ; my song of triumph

is supreme.

Oblation, that which Indra gave and thus grew glorious

and most high,

—

4. This I have offered, O ye gods, and rid me of each

rival wife destroyer of rival wife, sole spouse, victorious

conqueror.

.5. The others' glory have I seized as it were the

wealth of weaker dames.

6. I have subdued as conqueror these rival wives these

my fellow wives,

That I may hold imperial sway over this hero and the

folk."

It should be noted here how the queen is made to speak

of her sons as being merely slayers of the foe while her

daughter is represented as a ruling queen. She is also

made to speak of her iiusband as holding a subordinate

position in the kingdom over which her power was supreme.

It is true that his hymn can also be explained on the

supposition of the existence of a hereditary monarchy

running on the line of male issues and of princesses being

wedded to a ruling king of a different state, and of

plurality of wives in the royal harem. Still it cannot be
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denied that this hymn and its peculiar expressions can

also find a ready explanation on the hypothesis of the

institution of Brahraajayas or queens, in the light of which

her imperial sway over the folk and over her husband

can be taken as a fact instead of a boast.

The other words which appear to have been misunder-

stood by our epic writers and which gave rise to a number

of inconsistent and exaggerated statements and stories

are Brahma and Praja. The word Brahma in the Vedas

meant a priest as well as a god, while praja denoted oue^s

own children or people at large. The Epic-writers took

the word Brahma in the sense of a god and praja in the

sense of children. Accordingly such Vedie expressions

as ' Manu was Brahma's son ' and ' Prajas were Manavas '

seem to have been taken b}' them to mean that Manu

was the Creator's own son, and that the people were Manu's

children, while the real sense was that Manu was the

Chief Priest's son and that the people were Manu's sub-

jects when he was first elected as a king. Likewise

expressions such as ' Sagara had sixty-thousand prajas or

people under him ' seem to have meant for them that

Sagara had sixty-thousand sons.

The story of Krishnadvaipayana begetting on the

queens Amba and Ambalica, Dhritarashtra and Pandu to

rule over the Kuru kingdom can also find a satisfactory

explanation in the light of the institution of (jueens.

1 may therefore conclude that the priestly class of the

Aryan invaders of India established an institution of

queens and reserved to themselves the right of begetting

on them a ruling king and warrior soldiers to protect and

defend the kingdom, the king and the soldiers being com-

pelled to observe a celebate life and having no ruling

powers over the priestly class. Consequent on the desire

of the Kshatriyas to set up a hereditary monarchy with

10
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right of marriage for the Kshatriyas also, a Civil War
ensued between the Brahmans and the Kshatriyas and

ended in a triumph for the latter. It is also probable

that as Divodasa, Purukirtsa, Trasadasyu and others are

found mentioned in the Vedas as hereditary monarehs,

there were some states which set up hereditary monarchy

at the very start with no institution of queens, while in

others that institution was amicably settled to terminate

in hereditary, though in its pristine Vedie form it is still

found to linger in the states of Travaneore and Cochin. As

there is reason to believe that the elected queens were of

Aryan descent and the begetting })riests also were true

Aryans, it follows that many of our Kshatriya kings and

especially those of Travaneore and Cochin are kings with

true Aryan blood running in their veins, while the same

cannot be said of all the Brahmans owing to their con-

nection in some cases with Sudra women by marriage, the

offspring of this union having been allowed to exercise

the fuDctions of Brahmans.^

^

»' Latyaynna Srawta, IX. 2, 6.



LECTT^RE IV

THE PEOPLE'S ASSEMBLY

From time immemorial, the Aryan)* as a race seem

to have exhibited an innate desire to settle their social^

relio-ious, or political c[uestions in an assembly of their

own. The G-reeks had their .Areopag-us, the Romans

their Curia ; and the Anglo-Saxons their Witanagemot.

Likewise the Aryans ot" India had their own Sabha or

Samiti. The other names given to a Sabha are Janata, and

Parishad. The words Sabha, Samiti and Janata are Vedic

and Parishad is the word commonly used during the Sutra-

period. Brihaspati quoted in the Vyavaharakanda of

Parasaramadhava (pp. 18, 19) mentions four kinds of

assemblies ; one called the immovable assembly in a to\^Ti

or a village, a second termed movable assembly, perhaps

of learned men moving from place to place, a third ®^

called chartered committee with a presiding superintendent

and a fourth ^^ styled ordered assembly with the king to

preside over its deliberations. Bhrigu, quoted in the same

work (p. 19), mentions some other minor assemblies of

particular castes. He says that wild tribes have their

own assemblies, the merchants their own guild, the army

its own assembly composed of soldiers, the villagei-s their

own, the townspeople their own, and the Srenis or washer-

men and other eighteen kinds of low caste people have

their own special assemblies. These classes, whether a

Gana, composed of a number of families, or a congregation

of heretics, or a corporation of Brahmans or an assemblage

"
" MudritadhyakBhasamyukta p. 19.

"" Rajayakta cha Sastrita, p. 19.
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of people of dift'erent castes and creeds, are termed

Vargins and are said to have their own assemblies. Apart

from these minor assemblies, there seems to have been in

each stage during the Sutra period a grand assembly

consisting of families, elders, government officers and the

king himself. i*^'«

It is probable that even during the Vedic period there

were in addition to the grand assembly of the State minor

assemblies formed by each class for settling its own social

or religious questions. The grand assembly with the

king as its president seems to have been the final authority

on all questions. According to Narada quoted in Parasara-

madhava V\avahara (p. 32) the gradation of ajipellate

authorities is as follows :—(1) families (kulani), (i) Srenis

or washermen and other eighteen low-castes, (o) Gana, or

congregation of families and (4) the anointed king himself.

Even now only such social, religious, or political questions

as villagers find it difficult to satisfactorily settle in their

own village assemblies are brought before criminal or civil

courts for settlement. It is ])robable that even during

the ^'edic i)eriod the same ])ractiee of settling their affairs

either by themselves or by the king in his assembly was

followed by the Aryans. It is improbable^ if not imprac-

ticable, that eaeii of the many villagers that constituted

a kingdom of the Vedic period was compelled to go to

the grand assembly in the capital town of the king for

the settlement of its questions. It is therefore likely that

the numerous references "^ * to sabhas or assemblies found

the Vedic literature are not merely to the single king's

'"^ Kulani Kulikaschaiva niyukta nripatishatha. Parasaramadhaviya

Vyavahara, p. 19.

"" Rig. VI. 28, 6; VllJ. 4, 9, X. M. 6; VJ ; 71, 10,A. V. 31, 6; Vll.

12, 2; VIII. 10, 6; XIX. 55, 6. Tai. S. 1. 6, 7. Tai. Br. I. 1, 10,6. Sat.

Br. II. 3, 2, 8 ; V. 3, 1, 10. Vaj. S. III. 45 ; XVI. 24': XX. 17, eU:
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assembly in the capital town, but to minor village assem-

blies also.

With regard to membership of assemblies, there seems

to have been no restriction whatever. Whether old or

young, educated or uneducated, all seem to have had free

admittance into the assembly whenever it was convened.

It it also probable that there was no (question of quorum,

but the presence of every villager was necessary to make

the assembly fully authoritative. Even now it is an

accepted custom with villagers in Mysore to ascertain

whether every villager is present in the meeting before

authorising the assembly to take up the question at issue

into consideration. The educated and the aged are res-

pected by the uneducated and the young merely by

granting to the former seats of honour or by seating

themselves at a respectable distance, though on the same

mat or carpet. Though the right of discussion and

decision is as a matter of fact granted by a common
consent to the educated and the aged, no man, whether

ignorant or young, is denied the right of expressing his

view, merely on account of his ignorance or youth. Even

during the times of Charaka, the author of Charaka-

samhita, the same [)rocedure of convening meetings

with men of all grades and positions seems to

have been in vogue. This is what Charaka savs

about the various kinds of assemblies prevalent at

his time :

—

'' Without doubt, the assembly may be of two kinds :

(1) an assembly of men endued with knowledge and

wisdom, ('2) an assembly of men that are ignorant.

Though principally of two kinds, it may be of three

kinds according to difference of causes noteil below :

—

(1) an assembly that is friendly, (2) an assembly that is

indifferent and (3) an assembly that is already committed
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to oue sicle."^- As the Kris^hnaj'ajurveda (II. r2, 2) has

prescribed some sacrificial spells for avoiding- nervousness

in an assembly and for the acquisition of the power of

eloquence, it follows that assemblies were convened on

a grand scale and that no one was denied the right of

expressing his views in the assembly. The i)riests,

representing tiie educated, the nobility representing the

agricultural and the trading class were all present there.

As questions of election and banishment of kings and of

restoration of banished kings were discussed in the

assembly, it is doubtful whether kings attended it or not.

If it were a rule that the king should attend it^ it would

follow that he attended it as its head to preside over its

deliberations. But as ((uestions of election and restoration

of a king cropped uj) as subjects of discussion only when

there was no king in the kingdom, some one else, a dis-

tinguished priest or a noble, might volunteer himself as

its president for the time being; and when the question

of the banishment of the tyrannical king was the subject

of discussion in the assembly, the tyrant himself might

stay away fiom it in the interests of his own personal

safely or dignity. There is however no reliable reference

found in the Vedas about the king's attendance in the

assembly as its i)resident. The Rigvedie references to the

presence of a Raja in the midst of an assembly (IX. 92, 6,

and X 97, 6) can betaken to mean either as the presence

of a noble in the midst of an assembly or as the presence

of a king in festal assemblies or congregations, or battles,

as interpreted b}' Sayana in (IX. 92, 6). On no account

the two passages can be taken to mean that the king

attended the assembly as its president. Moreover as there

are Vedie passages enjoining certain charms and spells foi

'°- Yimanasthana. Chapters, 17.
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the acquisition of the power of eloquence so as to secure

unanimity in the assembly, it appears that the ri^ht of

addressing the assembly was vested in no one, but was

given to any one who volunteered himself to undertake it.

Similar is the custom in vogue in villages even now. The

best speaker or pedagogue is even now allowed to address

the people and carry the day as he might. The same

form of pedagogy which is recommended by Charaka for

vanquishing an opponent in disputation prevails even

now in the assemblies of villages, and seems to have

prevailed also during the Vedic period. This is what

Charaka says :

—

" An opponent that is weak in the Scriptures should

be vanquished with citations of lengthy aphorisms. An

opponent should be vanquished by the use of phrases

fraught with words, the sense of which is too ditficult to

understand. An ojjponent that is unable to understand the

words he hears should be van(iuished by reciting lengthy

aphorisms full of difficult words." '

"
•'

That such was the form of debate in the Vedic period

is confirmed by the various kinds of sacrifices prescribed

in the Vedas for the attainment of debating power in

assemblies.'"^ It is likely therefore that no king ever

presided in the assembly of the people, but that only he

consented to do or undo anything, as recpiired by the

unanimous desire of the assembly. That he was bound

to act u[) to the unanimous decision of the assembly is

confirmed by the following hymn of the Atharvaveda :

(VL88, 3j:—
•' Firm, never to be shaken, crush thy foenien, under

thy feet lay those who strive against thee. One-minded,

\.)3 Vimanasthana, Chapters 8, 17.

"> A. V. V. 31, 6.
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true to thee be all the regions ; faithful to thee, the firm,

be this assembly . "
'
o 5

Drinking of Sura, an intoxicating liquor, seems to have

been a common custom with men going to Sabha or assem-

bly. This is confirmed b}^ the following passage of the

Atharvaveda :

—

"' He, (the Vratya) went away to the people. Meeting,

assembly, army and wine followed him. He who hath

this knowledge becomes the dear home of meeting, assem-

bly, army and wine." i'^^—(A. V. XV. 9.)

It follows therefore that eloquent talk and wild and

violent disputation was a common feature of the debate in

an assembly, perhaps often leading to broils. But there is

evidence to believe that assembly-halls were considered so

sacred that while in the assembly, even a criminal was siu'e

of his ])ersonal safety. This is confirmed bj' the following-

passage of the Rigveda (I. 31, 6) :

—

" Agni, thou savest in the assembly when pursued, even

him, O farseeing one ! who walks in evil ways."

To win glory by exhibiting extraordinary power of

eloquence in the assembly seems to have been the highest

ambition of men even in those days. Among the various

blessings hoped for, the birth of a son fit for the assembly

is one, as clearly expressed in the following grand benedic-

tory passage of the Yajurveda (VII. 5, 18) :

—

" In this preisthood may a Brahman be born of spiri-

tual glory ; in this kingdom may a prince be born, an

archer, a hero, and a great chariot-fighter; a milk cow, a

draught ox, a swift racer (horse), a prolific woman, a victo-

rious warrior, a youth fit for the assembly (sabhya). To

""See Vodic Index, Vol. II, p. 431:—concord between the king

find his assembly was essential for his prosperity.

i""
Cf. Rig. VII. 86, 6 ; VIIT. 2, 12 ; 21, 14 ; A. V. XTV. 1, 35-36.
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this saerifieer may a hero be born. May Parjanya i-ain

for us whensoever we desire. May our plants ripen with

fruits. May union and peace be ours."

One of the Rig-vedie hymns conveys the same idea

(I. 40, 5-6) :—
"' Now Brahmanaspati speaks forth aloud the solemn

hymn of [)raise,

Wherein India, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman, the gods

have made their dwelling i)laee.

May we in holy assemblies, O gods, recite that hymn,

peerless, that brings felicity.

If you, O heroes, graciously accept this word.

May it obtain all bliss from you."

In this connection the following Atharvavedie prayers

for power of debate and of \ oiee are also interesting :

—

1. Let not the enemy win the cause ! strong and jire-

dorainant art thou.

Refute my adversary's s))eech. Render them dull and

fiat, O ! plant.

l. The strong winged bird discovered thee, the bird

unearthed thee with his snout.

Refute my adversary's sj)ee('li. Render them dull and

Hat, O ! plant.

3. Ye, Indra laid thee on his arm to cast the Asuras

1o tlie ground.

Refute my adversary's speech. Bender them dull and

Hat. () ! plant.

5. \Vith this, I overcome my foes as Indra overcame

the wolves.

Refute my
7. Indra, defeat the s|)eeeh of him who meets us with

hostility.

Comfort us with power and might. Make me superior

in debate." A. V. II, :>7.

1 1
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'' 1. Mine be the s^lon in the hill, in vales, in cattle,

and in s^old,

Mine be the sweetness that is found in neetar and in

Howino' wine.

:l. ^\ itli your delicious honey balm me, Asvins, lords

of splendid li»ht !

That clear and resonant may be the voice I utter to

mankind, assembly.

•3. In me be strenijth, in me be fame, in me the poAver

of sacrifice.

Prajapati establish liiis in me as Hrm as lisjht in

heaven." A. V. VI. 69.

Decision on questions seems to have been arrived at by

obtaining vote of the majority as prevalent later at the

time of Chanakya,'"' and disputes about Held by securing

the unanimous consent of the people assembled, any jar-

ring note of dissent being hushed up by the persuasive

power of eloquence of the speaker or speakers.

This is proved by the following hymns of the Atharva-

veda :

—

" 1. Agree and be united : let your minds be all of

one accord.

Even as the gods of ancient days, unanimous, await

their share.

i. The Rede is common, common the assembly,

common the law, so be their thoughts united.

1 offer up your general oblation ! together enter-

tain one common j)uri)Ose.

3. One and the mine be yunr resolve, be all your hearts

in harmony.

One and the same be all your minds that all may

hapi^ily consent.'' (A. V. VI. 64.)

'" Arthii. III. 9.
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" 1. In '-one rd may Praja[)a(i's tlaugliter>!;,. J'abha and

Saniiti, both piotect nie.

May every man I meel respect and aid me. Fair

he my words, O ' Fathers ! at tlie meetings.

'I. We know thy name, O conference : thy name is

interchanij^e of talk.

Let all the company wlio join the conference atjret'

ii'ith me.

•3. Of the men seated lu re, 1 make the s])lendoiir and

the lore mine own.

Indra make me conspicuous in all this gathered

company.

4. Whether your thoughts are turned away or bound

and fostered here or there.

We draw them hitherwartl a<iaiii : let your inind

firmly rest on me." (A.V. AIL 1^.)

Since the word Sabha is a name given to the gambling-

hall where the favourite, though ruinous, game of dice

was played at, it is probable that assemblies also met there

whenever necessary. Li villages having no gambling

houses, meetings seem to have been held in temples, or

places of fireworshi]) built for common use or in ])rivate

houses with such common apartments.'"'' Sabhya and

Sabhika are two modern tei-ms, of which the latter denotes

a member of the gambling company. Sabhapathi, lord of

the assembly, seems to have denoted a mediator or presi-

dent.

Thougli there is however no Vedic record as to the

way in which business was done in the assembly, still

some hint niay be gathered about this point from what

Brihaspati and other Smriti writers have spoken of it at

a later |)eriod. Rejrarding the ten essential constituents

Artha, III. 8 : Vedic ludex, Vol. 11. p. 420.
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of an assembly Brihaspati is said to have laid down as

follows :

—

"(1) The king, (2) the appointed members of the

assembly, (8) the Sm litis, (4) the accountant, (5) the

writer, (6) gold, (7) fire, (8) water, and (9 & 10) wit-

nesses of the two parties. Of these, the king is to decide ;

the members of the assembly to examine ; the sniritis to

furnish the law, gold and fire for taking oaths upon,

water for the thirsty, the the accountant to count, the

writer to take down the statements and the witnesses to

confirm the ease/'"'^

Of these, the king and the writer may be omitted,

as no king seems to have attended the assembly and no

writing was known in those da^'s. That the rest were all

there, as constituents, is a point that need not be

doubted.

While this statement of i3rihaspati determines to some

extent the procedure of business done in the assembly,

there is a good deal of uncertainty as to the nature of

subjects that were discussed in the assembly still it is not,

however, diflicult to guess at the truth from internal and

external evidences. Since special mention is made not

merely of election and banishment of kings as pointed out

elsewhere, it follows that those questions were thoroughly

discussed and decided in the peoples' assembl}'. Though

Macdonell and Keith admit that there are clear references

to kings being expelled from their realms, and their

efforts to recover their sovereignty, they hesitate to accept

Zimmer's opinion that while the Yedic monarchy was

sometimes hereditary, as is indeed shown by several eases

where the descent can be traced, yet. in others the monarchy

was elective, though it is not clear whether the selec-

Lo» Parasaramadliava Vyavahara, p. 25.
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tion liif l/te peojjle was between the members of the royal

family only or extended to members of all the noble

clans. >
>

"

1 do not see any reason for this doubt on their part

when according to the express text of the Krishna

Yajurveda' ' * the elected king is declared to be the sovereign

not of all the people, the clergy, the nobility and common

folk, but merely of the two latter classes. The text runs

as follows :

—

" This is your king, O Bharatas, but Soma is the king

of us, Brahmans."' (L 8, 10.)

Here the priests seem to be the king-makers or Raja-

krits, as they are called in two of the Atharvavedic hymns

(IV. 2:!, :3 & 5 ; YIII. 7, 6). Thus when the king-makers

elect a king after obtaining the unanimous consent of the

nobility and the common people, as stated in the other

hymns of the Atharvaveda quoted above (I. 9 ; IIL 1-
;

IV. -li) and declare that the elected and anointed king is

not to be considered to be the king of the Brahmans also,

it follows that the constitution was partly oligarchical and

partly monarchical and that the voice of the priests on the

election and retention of a king was su[)reme in the

people's assembly.

The other questions that seem to have formed the sub-

jects of discussion in the assembly are' ' - war,* '
^ peace,' '

"*

disputes about land,' '
' recovery of debts, '

'
" cheating at

"" Vedif Iiiflox, Vol. I. p. 211.

'
'

' Tajus, I. 8, 10.

"•- A. v., VI. 75, 103.

"' A. v., VII. 52.

' ' Krishna Yajiis, II. 2. 1.

•'= A. v., VI. 117.

"« A. v., VI. 118 and 119.
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play,*
'

' inheritance,* * ^taxation,* ' "abduction of women/ "
"

protection of men and cattle, '-
' cattle stealing,' --' distri-

bution of war-spoils,* -'^ currency or coins of money such

as Krishnal, Nishka, and Satamana, ''^ trade and tolls

(sulka), '
-

'' crimes such as theft, assault, and murder.

Apart from these questions which are all referred to

ilirectly or indirectly in the Vedas, many of the questions

that obtained coojnisance in the civil and criminal courts

of the Sutra period seem also to have engaged the atten-

tion of the peoples' assembly of the Vedic period. Among

the several duties assigned in the Sutras to the kings'

assembly for decision, the following seem a))propriate for

the Vedic period also' '-''
:
—

(1) Destruction of fruit trees.

(•Z) Falsification of weights and measures.

(•)) Provision for the wives of soldiers slain in battle.

(i) Exemption of Brahmans and widows from

taxation.

(5) Maintenance of the poor, eunuchs, and madmen.

(6) Punishment of false witnesses.

It should however bt noted that neither the veracity of

social, religious and political (piestions discussed in the

assembly nor tlu- way in which the decision was arrived at

is of so much importance as the (jue^tion of the constitution

of the government machinery itself. We know for certain

'" Krishna Yajus, II (5, 1.

"» A. V. III. 29.

'>» A. V. V. 17.

'•-" A. V. VI. 107.

' = ' Rig. I. 118.

'"- Rig. II. 111.

'"3 SatapataBr.'XlI, 7, 2, 13 ; XIII, 1, 1, 47, etc.

'' Tai. Sa. III. 1,2. 1.

'^ Vaj. SamhitaXXX. 5.

I - " Vasishtha aud Bodhavaaa : Biihler's Trauslatiou.
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that the two important elements that constituted the

government of the \'edic period were the assembly and the

king. Of these two, the a'^sembly must have been more

important than the king who evidently was at the mercy

of the former. As pointed out already, it was the assembly

that managed the affairs of the kingdom during the periods

of interregnum due to deatli or banishment of kings. Even

during the later |)eriods of heredit»ry monarchy it is the

assembly of ministers that invariably assisted the king in

all matters concerning the State. ^^ hiie during the

Vedie i)eiiod the assembly evidently held a [)ermanent ))laee

in the constitution, it occupied a sid)nrdii)ate place in the

Sutra period.



LECTURE V.

THE DUTIES AND PREROGATIVES OF THE
KINGS AND PRIESTS.

It may be stated without the fear of contradiction that

history of the world means the history of the play of

intellect. It is the intelligent few that rule the world and

are the causes of its prop^ress or deterioration. It is they

that shape the policy of governments and give it this

or that name to please the vanity and whimsical notions of

the times. So long as the intelligent few are altruistic in

their acts towards the people that are in social intei'course

with them, they are respected and admired. When they

act either in their own self-interests or against the selfish

or unselfish interests of the powerful or of a body of the

people, they begin to be hated by the latter. When the

intelligent few form themselves into a separate class or

caste and begin to be hated for their apparent selfish

interests, the feeling of hatred is in the long run converted

into a permanent class or caste hatred, though the cause

of that feeling may have long died away.

"What at a later period appear as forms of selfish

interests originate themselves at first as deserved privileges

and rights granted and enjoyed in honour of the intellec-

tual superiority, protective capacity or governing skill.

The chief, the king, the medicine man, the religious priest

with his assumed power of interpreting the signs of the

heavens and his spells, incantations and sacrificial exploits

are first admired and respected for their power in war, in

governing, in curing diseases, and in exorcising devils and

averting calamities of hidden origin, and are granted gifts.

The families of these men continue to enjoy those privileges
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even on the death of the heroes and the priests with whom
the rights originated. In the long run the rights become

mere toys with no merit to render them deserved, no matter

whether the claimants of the rights are individuals or a

class of people.

This is what has happened with the prerogatives cf

Indian priestly class, which earned its privileges in honour

of its superior intellect. The rights and privileges of the

king, on the other hand, began to increase in pro}X)rtion to

the growth of his governing duties. The duties of the

kings, whether hereditary or elected for life, were very few

at first while those of the priests were many. While the

king was expected to confine his attention to the protective

and defensive measure of the kingdom, it was the priest

with whom the power to help the kings by the performance

of necessary sacrifices and spells was believed to rest. It

was his sacrifice that averted droughts by causing timely

rains. It was his sacrifice that ensured victory to the king

over his enemy. It was his sacrifice that brought in a

plentiful harvest. It was his sacrifice and medical amulet

that introduced concord between the king and the people.

In short there was no public or private activity that is not

attended with a sacrificial performance. His memory was

so strong that he remembered a number of suitable prayers

which he alone knew to interpret. He alone knew to

perform sacrifices so correctly as to ensure success. His

failure to achieve expected success was due to insufficiency

of the sacrifices. Thus he was a god incarnate to the

people of bis times. Even so late as the time of Chanakya,

the duty of a king it was to employ a chief priest well

learned in the Vedas and experienced in the performance

of various kinds of sacrifices.

The other kinds of service which the priestly class

rendered to the king and his people iu addition to the
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religious and sacrificial services aud which made the privi-

leges granted to it highly deserved in the eyes of the people

are educational, spiritual, and ministerial. As repositories

of knowledge, both secular and sacred, the priests were

justly looked upon as persons well qualified to impart

knowledge of all kinds to those who were inclined to

aquire them. Their abodes not merely in towns and villages

but also in hermitages situated on the banks of rivers in

forests seem to have been frequented by all sorts of people,

inclusive of kings. Their hermitages and other settlements

seem to have been regarded so sacred as to insure safety

of person and security of property. Even kings defeated,

driven out and chased from the battlefields seem to have

found in the hermitages a safe shelter from their blood-

thirsty enemies. This is confirmed by the story of Kings

Sudarsani and Suratha narrated in IV. 16, 17 and V. 32

of the Devibbagavata. The story of Sudarsana is as

follows :—Dhruvasandhi, son of Pushpa and King of the

Kosalas had two sons, one called Sudarsana by his first

wife Manorama and another named Satrujit b}' Lilavati.

Dhruvasandhi died while hunting. A battle ensued

between Virasena, King of Kaliuga, and Yudhajit, King of

Ujjaini, each being interested in securing the throne of

Dhruvasandhi to his own nephew, Sudarsana and Satrujit

respectively. Then apprehending danger from Yudhajit,

Manoranma with her young son fled to the hermitage of

Bharadvaja and lived there in peace till her son grew old

and received his education in the Vedas, politics and

military art from Bharadvaja himself so as to recover his

lost kingdom. So he did to the satisfaction of his mother.

Likewise, Siu-atha, an ancient king, driven out from

his kingdom by his enemies, sought refuge in the hermitage

of Sumedhas and with his assistance recovered his kins:-

doDQ.
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The birth and growth of Sagara in the hermitage of

Aurva on the death of his father Bahu defeated and driven

out from his kingdom by the Haihayas and the Tala-

janghas is another instance of the indispensable protective

care and shelter which kings in exile sought and received

from the priestly class. ^''^

It seems to have been a unique spectacle to see the priestly

hermits "seated on deer-skins spread under the shadow of Sala

trees and engaged in teaching their students the Vedas,

Sastras and other useful arts, as required by the latter."*-*

They seem to have been given to a life of much self-denial

and penance and sacrifices. Whether they lived as house-

holders in villages and towns, or as hermits and ascetics

in forests, their life seems to have been as simple as their

learning high. Though, as hermits and ascetics in her-

mitages, they seem to have Hved sometimes on the flesh

of wild animals, or on wild rice gleaned and collected by

themselves from fields or on fruits and roots gathered

from the forests, and other times on the bounty of kings

and wealthy men,'-^ the householders in villages and towns

seem to have engaged themselves in various kinds of

occupations, agriculture, cattle rearing, medicine, corn-

grinding and even gambling.*^'*

This highly learned, though pious, priestly oligarchy

or aristocracy, independent of the king and exempt from the

ordinary exercise of the royal power, is not a peculiar

feature of the Indian Aryans alone. It appears to have

been a common characteristic of the Aryan race as a whole,

whatever might be the country it had occupied, Greece,

Rome or India. The ancient Greeks and Romans are

'*' Vishnnpurana, IV. 3.

''*« Devi Bliagavata, V. 32, 26-27.

i"" Bnndhay.ana, III. 2 and 3.

>»'^ Rig. IX. 112.
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said to have had a similar kind of priestly oligarchy among

them. lu his City State of the Greeks and Romans

(pp. 115-119, Ed. 1907) Fowler says as follows t—
" In the age of kingship, as we saw, the functions of

government were religious, judicial and military. These

functions have now passed out of the hands of the king

and belong to the magistrate and councils of the artisto-

cracy. Let us see how they might be used so as to favour

the interests of the few as against those of the many.

The secrets of the religion consisted of a knowledge of

the ritual proper to each occasion ; the knowledge, that is,

of the art of keeping the human inhabitants of the city

on good terms with its divine members. Every public

act was accompanied by a sacrifice, and all sacrifices must

be performed in exactly the right way. The sacrificial

hymns must be rightly sung ; the onions must be taken,

the purificatory processions conducted exactly in the received

manner, or the gods would not answer and bless. The

whole life and happiness of the State depended on the

proper performance of these necessary duties. Now in a

State made up, as we have seen, by the union of lesser

communities, each of which had its own peculiar worship

conducted by its own noble family or families, it is plain

that all these worships, now embodied in the State, must

have remained in the hands of the aristocracy. The whole

organisation of the State's religious life was theirs also.

The regulation of festivals, of marriage, of funerals, of

holy places and land belonging to the gods,—all that the

Romans understood by the wordsjus sacrum,—was theirs

and theirs only. For a person to meddle with such things,

who was not qualified by birth or education or tradition

nor expressly invited by the State as a reformer, was not

only to interfere with the rights of a class, but positively

to disturb the good relations of the City with its gods, and
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tbus imperil its very life. Of these relations, and of this

life the noble families were in a way trustees ; what

wonder then, if their trusteeship increased their pride and

narrowed their sympathies, raisins^ in them a growing

contempt for men who know nothing of the will or the

needs of the divine inhabitants of the City ?

" So it was also in the religion of profane law, as it

slowly disentangled itself from the law of religious usage.

Here, too, the rule held good that all solemn acts must be

performed according to prescribed order, if they were to

have any binding force. Rules governing the tenure

of land, rules governing the transference of all property

by succession or sale, rules governing the treatment of

evil-doers and the adjustment of all disputes, so far as they

were administered by aristocracy only, they were as much

matter of technical and traditional knowledge as the

religious law and could not be administered save by those

to whom a divine order had entrusted that knowledge.

The executive of thf State, in fact, was in the hands of

the only true Statemen (Politai). What wonder, then,

once more, if these men and their families believed them-

selves to be the only lawful possessors of secret of

Government, as well as religion, which they might turn to

their own particular advantage ?

' Even in military matters—the third department of

Government—the same tendency is seen ; for the aristo-

cracy took the greater risk in actual warfare, and were

at greater expense than the commons in providing them-

selves with horses and superior arms. They, like thechivalrv

of the Middle Ages, were the Hower of the State's Army
;

they had a greater .stake in the State and they like their

medijeval counterparts, came to look down on the people

as beings who could not or would not fight, unworthy alike

of honour on the battleHeld ^nd of power in the constitution ?
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Thus we may be sure that in course of time there came

to le a greater distinefness of outline of the position of the

class to whom all the secrets and advantages belonged.

While the State was not yet fully realised, while its

elements were still in solution, this distinctness was less

strong. But when the various elements of population

came to face each other in the well-knit State, the idea of

privilege began to mate itself felt. The holders of the

secrets which we have been describing, so soon as the}'

began to use them for their advantage as a class, would

cease to be thought of as heaven-appointed trustees, and

would come to be considered as privileged.'' (The City State

of the Greeks and the Romans, pp. n.5-119. Ed. 1907.)

The same fact is briefly expressed by Mr. A.H.J.

Grundige in his " Handbook of Greek Constitutional

History" (p. :>I, Ed. 1911).

" We may now form some idea of the power of this

nobility of birth. In most eases its members had won

their territory by the right of conquest, and were the

large land-owners in the States. Their special claims to

honour were the exclusive knowledge of its laws, and the

sole possession of that citizenship which resulted from higher

birth and from inherited wealth and culture. This was

the rule of the best aristoi; and for a time these govern-

ments have been the truest aristocracies that the Greek

would ever see. It was not merely the position, it was

still more the qualities which made these men at once

priest, judges, and soldiers that seemed unattainable by the

common herd. Their ruler had a divine sanction ; but the

theocratic element was not oppressively present ; it was

less obvious than at Rome, for the clan worship, exclusive

as it was, was less baneful than the inscrutable knowledge

of the priestly colleges of the Roman Patriciate, which

created a strong tie of interest between all the families of
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the privileged class, and professed to give rules for all

things human and divine."

Having thus surveyed the physical and intellectual

superiority which enabled the kings and the priestly class

to put forward claims for special privileges and preroga-

tives fitting their positions, we may now turn our attention

to the consideration of the peculiar nature of the privileges

themselves :

—

As a defender of the kingdom, the king seems to have

been allowed the right of ' eating the rich '* ^ ^ by levying

taxes and tributes from them ^ ^ -^ and of distributing

treasures collected from taxation and plunder amongst his

people, especially the priestly class in his own discretion.

He had the right of passing judgments in civil and criminal

casesj perhaps as decided in the people's assembly. ^ ^ ^ His

was the right of bestowing handsome gifts on priests in

sacrifices and in festivities. He seems to have been

allowed the right of selecting his own priest from the

family of the royal priest and of appointing the seven

Ratnins or officers, such as the Commander of the army

(Senapati), the charioteer (Suta), the village-headman

(Gramani), the chamberlain (kshattar), the Collector of

taxes (Sangrahitar), the distributor or divider of food

(Bhagadugha) and the dice-player (akshvapa).' '^
•*

He seems to have had his own private lands and cattle,

as Sugrieva and other ancient kings had their Madhuvana

or pleasure gardens. According to Raraayana, honey and

fruits in the Madhuvana of Sugrieva became the spoils

of the exulting monkey troops on their return from

Lanka in the joy of having found out Sita in the Asoka

'»' Rig. I. 66, 4.

•'- A. V. XIX. 2, 0. and Rig. 17:^, 0.

»" A. V. XIX. 24, 3.

»=•* Tai. Samhita, I. 8,9.
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garden of Ravana. Even the queens and princes are said

to have possessed their own lands and wealth in the

Arthasastra (II. 7). Whether the Vedie kings had their

private lands or not, depends on the view we take of their

origin. If they were elected from among the common

people or from among the Kshatriya class evolved out of

the people themselves, it would follow that the elected

kings continued in the enjovment of the landed property

which they must have had before election. If they were

elected from the very beginning from among the descen-

dants of the institution of the queens, it would follow

that they had no private property of their own, the queens

being allowed to have all the property as their own as in

Travancore and Cochin.

As the resources of entering into a war or an agree-

ment of peace lay with the kings, the question of war or

peace seems to have rested with them alone. It cannot

however be denied that he had to consult his own priests

and otticers and the people's assembly as well. Even in

the matter of anointing their own eldest sons in the

kingdom when they themselves grew old, ancient kings

appear to have ascertained the view or inclination of

their people's assembly. Dasaratha's attempt to gauze

the opinion of his people and the assembly on the question

of installing Rama on his throne is an instance on the

point. Duryodhana's maltreatment of the Pandavas and

their wife Draupudi against the verdict of his assembly

seems to be an exception.

The king was called Vispati, lord of the people, as

contrasted with the Brahmans. As Vispati, he had no

royal power over the priests.

The levy of benevolences and special taxes and tolls,

as stated in the Arthasastra, was a royal privilege of later

period.
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The king was a man among men : neither does he

seem to Lave made, nor the people to have acquiesced in,

his claim for divine birth or right, which, as will be seen

later on, is a political expedient devised by politicians

of the post-Kautilya period.

In addition to their prerogative of being independent

of the king, the priest seems to have claimed and secured

immunities in important judicial matters, as set forth

in the following passages of the Yajurveda :

—

" If a Brahman and a non-Brahman have a litigation,

one (the king) should support the Brahman ; if one sup-

ports the Brahman, one supports oneself ; if one op})oses

the Brahman, one opposes oneself ; therefore one should

not opi)Ose a Brahman (Tai. Samhita, II. 5, 12).

" Him who reviles a Brahman, he (the king) shall

line with a hundred ; him who strikes a Brahman, he

shall line with a thousand; he who draws blood from

him shall not behold the world of the Pi'ris," (Tai.

Samhita, II. 6, 11).

The fines levietl from the oft'entler were paid not to

the king, but to the Brahman, as a kind of Wergeld.

The last sentence seems to mean that no funeral rites

should be j)erfornied in the name of a slayer of a Brahman

on his death.

In still clearer terms are enumerated the immunities

of the priests in the Sutra literature. The Apastamba

Sutra, for example, says as follows :

—

" In his realm no Brahman should sutler hunger,

sickness, cold, or heat, be it through want or intention-

ally." (Apa. II. 10, -lo, 11.)

'" The king who, without detriment to his servants,

gives land and money to Brahmans according to their

deserts gains endless worlds.

1 M
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" They say that a king who is slain in attempting to

recover the propert}' of Brahniaus performs a saeriliee

Avhere his body takes the place of the sacrilieial post and

at which an unlimited fee is given.

" A learned Brahman is free from taxes." (Apa. II, 10,

ZQ, 1, 2, 10.)

Thus it is clear that the Vedic })olitieal constitution

consisted of (I) a priestly aristocracy independent of the

king and exempt from punishment for offences and from

taxes and tolls on land and other property, and with

acknowledged claims to protection from hunger, sickness,

cold, or heat
; (2) a king, elected at first and hereditary

later; and (3) a state-assembly consisting of priests,

nobles and the common people with powers to elect and

banish kings, to restore banished kings, and to have an

authoritative voice on all political and judicial matters

of the state. The most troublesome element of the con-

stitution was the priestly aristocracy with which the kings

were, as already pointed out, at war for the sake of the

mysterious cow, and perhaps on account of their exorbi-

tant privileges also. ^ ^ "

i.T.-, Vibhuu Purana, 1 , 18. Vena ccrnn.^ tlic Bialnnaiis. How this

discurd ended will be auon later on.



LECTUHE VI.

THE EFFECT OF JAINISM AND BUDDHISM
ON THE POLITICAL CONDITION OF INDIA.

At no time in tho liistorv of India had its priestly

aristocracy a more desperate struggle for existence than

(hirinti" the Siitra ]ieriod. Apart from splits in itself due

ti) difference of opinion on matters of minute details in

sacrifices, its dispute with the kings regarding the question

of its privileges does not seem to have come to an end,

though it had to set aside the (piestion of cows on the

defeat of Parasurama, its ehami)ion, and his flight to the

West Coast corner of Southern India. The question of

allowing the priests to continue in the enjoyment of

iheir exhorbitant privileges seems to have been still under

dis))ute. King Vena, for example, is said to have caused

it to be everywhere proclaimed that no worship should be

performed, no oblations offered and no gifts bestowed

upon the Brahmans. '
'
^

What was worse still, there arose two successive

separatist movements, one after another, with the set

purpose of reforming and purifying the social and religious

order of the Indian Aryan community as a whole. They

were the movements founded by ruling princes after mature

deliberation. The earlier of these two movements is

known as Jainism, called after the name of Rishabha or

Jina, the first founder and teacher of that religion. Of

the M Tirthankaras or teachers beginning with Rishabha

"" Yisliini Purano. I. i:i
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and ending with Vardhamana Mahavira, all of whom

seem to have belonged to the Kshatriya class or to ruling

l)rinees, the last three, Nemi or Arishtauemi, Ta-svan^tha

and Mahavira, seem to have been the most powerful

preachers. Arishtanemi is stated to have been a prince

and cousin of Krishna of the Yadava race. The story,

as narrated in the commentary of the Uttaradhyayana

Sutra' •'''^ says that when he was told that the herd

of animals which he met in his procession ])reparatory

to his marriage with Rajimati was being led to be

slaughtered for the purpose of a banquet to be given

in honour of his marriage and coronation in the

Yadava Kingdom, he relinquished his marriage and

the kingdom in disgust and took to forest life follow-

ing the orders of the old Tirthankaras, and leaving the

kingdom to his cousin Krishna. Parsvanatha who succeeded

Arishtenemi, 778 B. C, as a Tirthankara was a prince like

his predecessor and was succeeded by Mahavira, a king

like himself.

The object with whicli these Tirthankaras embraced

asceticism was not merely to emancipate themselves from

the unending chain of birth and death, but to save the

Aryan people from the social, religious and political bond-

age from which they believed them to be suffering.

AVhile they kept themselves under a stern religious disci-

pline with a firm mind to conquer the six enemies, desire,

anger, niggardliness, delusion, intemperance, and jealousy,

and to attain emancipation by meditation and contemplation

on the self or soul, they seem to have been preaching to the

people at large to give up the social and religious customs

of the Brfthmans and to practise as far as possible the

observance of the four gifts,—the gift of food, gift of

''J Jaina Series, published by Rao Bahadur Raja Dhanapalasimha,

Vol. XLI, pp. 655-670.
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protection of animal life, gift of medicine, and <;ift of true

knowledge (Aharbahayabhaishajya sastrad^na*^^), as stated

in the inscriptions of Hoisala Ballaladeva. While the first

three gifts determine the guiding principle of the various

activities which man may take upon himself as a social and

industrial being, tlie last inculcates the necessity of his

learning and teaching true knowledge, as taught in the

philosophy of the Jainas. This philosophy is based partly

upon the Upanishads and partly upon the atheistic philo-

sophy of Kapila. The philosophy as expounded by Kapila,

teaches us that there are only two principal entities, man

and nature, man suffering or enjoying according to the

attitude of his mind under his control, and Nature having

a productive power manifesting or j^resenting to man the

externally indestructible matter in its various forms.

Attachment to Nature brings pain to man, while non-

attachment or neutrality by merging self in self brings on

emancipation to him. Accordingly Sankhya philosophy

knows neither God nor Dharma, charity or virtue in an}-

form. The Jaina philosophy, though equally atheistic, is an

improvement on the Sankhya by the addition of Dharma* ^ ^

as a me.ius for the attainment of emancipation.'"*"

Hence knowing neither God nor an authoritative revealed

text, Jainism has rejected the Vedas of the Brahmans with

all its animal sacrifices, as inconsistent with the promise of

abstaining from injury and cruelty to animal life.'^' Apart

from the four gifts and from rendering service to saints,

teachers, ascetics, the infirm, the ganas, kulas, Sanghas,

the good, and the enlightened, as inculcated in the

"' Inscription in Banasankari temple at Udri in Sorab, Shiinoga

District, Mysore.

'^^ Uttaradhyayana sutra, p. 577, verse 20.

"" Tatvarthasntra, I. 1, 2, 3 & X. 1.

»*
' Gift No. 2 quoted above.
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Tatvarthasatra (IX. 24), there is no other Dharma which a

Jaina has to know. The Jainas do not seem tired of discnssino'

the question of Dharma and Adharma from various points

of view. A religions practice, a social custom or a political

duty or function is according- to the Jainas a Dharma or

virtuous practice only when it is not aiitagonistie with the

four gifts enumerated a])ove. Accordingly the Vodas are

no revealed texts, as they teach sacrifices inconsistent with

Abhayadana or promise of j)roteetion. Nor are they

eternal, as believed hy the Brahraans, since no human

utterance or writing can possibly be eternal.^ ^''

Neither during the Vedic period nor during the Jaina

and the Buddhist j)eriods till the iirst few centuries of the

Christian era was there such a rigid caste system as

prevailed later. The people were divided into classes with

rights of connubium and commensality with each other.

AVhen the Jainas had formed an order of their own, they

had observed the same class system without any detriment

to their faith and practice.' ''^ Along with suoh antecaste

customs as Hesh-eating, plurality of wives married from

other classes inclusive of the Sudras, interdining with

Sudras and the like, the Brahmans seem to have been

imposing on suspected persons some restrictions to the

right of connubium and commensality and to the right

of social intercourse with the Chandalas. Restriction

to the right of connubium and commensality is thus

referred to in the Taittiriya Samhita (VI. 2, 6).

"On a place of sacrifice which is distinct 1}' marked

should he cause him to sacrifice regarding the person, of

whom they have doubts as to admitting him to common

meals or to marriage.''

' * ' Nandi Sutra, pp. 20-30.

'*" Uttaradliynjaiia sntia, p. 15(5,
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The Jainas seem to have condemned these and other

exclusive and indiscreet or intemperate customs as inconsis-

tent with Dharma or Virtue. As to the question of un-

touehability of the outcastes, the Jainas have condemned

it outright as a mere profession incapable of being tran-

slated into practice, inasmuch as the wind is found to

carry minute particles of strong-smelling flowers and fruits

in the hands of the outcastes right through the nose into

the very stomach of the Brahman.* ^^

Amitagati, a Jaina-writer, who^ as stated by himself

in the introduction to his work, Dharmapariksha, lived in

1014 A. I), makes a Gandharva, an imaginary character,

talk of the widow marriage and other customs of the

Brahmans in a condemnatory tone, as follows :

—

" When I saw my widowed mother being wedded to

another, I narrated my relationship with her and asked the

pious men, ' pray tell me whether there is no sin in her

being married to another.'

"When it is said that Draupadi had the five sons of

I'andu as her husbands, where is sin for thy mother, if she

has two husbands. The husband being dead by misfor-

tune, the maiden, though once betrothed, deserves the right

of marriage consecration for a second time. The woman

that has brought forth a child has to wait eight years,

while a maiden should wait only four years before marrying

another, if tlie husband has gone abroad. If second

husbands are married for reasons mentioned in the live

enumerated eases, there is no guilt for women, as stated by

Vyasa and others."

By way of condemning the customs of the Brahmans

and of pointing out the nature of a true Brahman, a true

Kshatriya, a true Vaisya, and a true Sudra, Jayaghosha, a

'
'

' Niiiuli 8iitru, pp. 311. 0, Ciilcutlii Eil.
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Jaina ascetic, is stated to have instructed a Brahman named

Vijayaghosha in the following passages of the Uttarfidhya-

yana Sutra (XXV. 24, 33) :—
" He who does not injure living beings in any of the

tijree ways (thoughts, words, and actions), him we call a

Brahmana. He who does not speak untruth from anger

or for fun, from greed or from fear, him we call a

Brahmana.

By one's actions one becomes a Brahmana, or a Ksbatriya

or a Vaisya or a Sudra."

In the dialogue between Nami and Indra who advised

him to retain royalty instead of renouncing it, the duties of

a king according to the reformed notions of the Jainas are

thus hinted^ ^ ^
:
—

In reply to Indra's advice to Nami to erect a wall,

gates, and battlements, to dig a moat and to construct

Sataghnis, he answers that faith is his fortress, penance

and self-control the bolt of its gate, patience its strong

wall, zeal his bow, and carefulness in walking its

string.

In reply to his advice to punish thieves, robbers and

burglars, Nami answers that men frequently apply

punishment wrongly, by putting the innocent in prison

and by setting the true criminal at liberty.

In reply to Indra's advice to him to conquer his foes,

to perform sacrifices and to feed Brahmans, Nami answers

that though a man should conquer thousands of valiant

foes, greater will be his victory if he conquers nobody but

himselt* ; that one should light with one's own self and

concjuer the live senses and anger, pride, delusion and

greed ; and that self-control is better than sacrifices and

gifts to Brahmans.

' '
" UUurudbyayuua, IX. 22-39.
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Still stronger was the denunciation hurled by the

Buddhists on the Brahmans. In the Tevig'ga Sutta, a

dialogue between a Brahman named Vasettha and (jotama

on the character of the Brahmans, the defects of the

Brahmans, are thus pointed out.

Gotama asks Vasettha :—
" Now what think you, Vasettha, are the Brahmans

versed in the Vedas in the possession of Avives and wealth,

or are they not V
Vasettha repHed :

—

" They are, Gotama."

" Have they anger in their hearts, or have they not ?"

" They have, Gotama."
'• Do they bear malice, or do they not !'"

"They do, Gotama."'

" Are they pure in heart, or are they not ?"

" They are not, Gotama."

'^ Have they self-mastery, or have they not ?"

" They have not, Gotama."

" Very good Vasettha. That these Brahmans versed

in the Vedas and yet bearing auger and malice iu their

hearts, sinful, and uncontrolled, should after death, when

the body is dissolved, become united to Brahma, who is

free from anger and malice, sinless and has self-niastery-

—such a condition of things has no existence." '

' ''

The sacred and secular learning of the Brahmans and

their capacity to perform various sacriiiees to secure good,

or to avert bad results either to the king or to the [)eople

are thus denounced in the Tevigga Sutta (II. 8) :

—

"Or whereas some Samana Brahmans, who live (jn

the food provided by the faithful, continue to gain a liveli-

hood by such low arts and such lying [)ractiees as these,

* '" Uttursidhyayaua, I. 38.
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that is to say, by foretelliuj;- future events, as these :

' There will be a sortie by the king.' ' There will not

be a sortie by the king.' ' The kiii<? within the city will

attack.' ' The king outside the city will retreat. '
' The

kino- within the city will gain victory.' ' The king outside

the city will be defeated.' ' The king outside the city

will be the couquerer.' Thus prophesying to this one

victory, to that one defeat."

" This is the kind of goodness that he has.
"

" Likewise by predicting that there will be abundant

rainfall, abundant harvest, famine, disturbances, sickness

or healtli ; or by drawing deeds, making up accounts, giving

pills, making verses, or arguing points of casuistry, or

by giving advice touching the taking in marriage, or the

giving in marriage, the forming of alliances, or dissolution

of connections ; by teaching spells to procure prosperity,

or to cause adversity to others ; or by worshipping the

sun, or by worshipping Brahma, by spitting lire out of

their mouths'— this, too. is the kind of goodnes that he

has."»^'

While under this severe criticism directed by the

Jainas and the Buddhists against the social, religious and

political views of the Brahman oligarchy, the firm hold

which it had on the peoples' mind was fast loosening, the

constructive organisation made by the separatists to re-

form the Aryan Society in all its aspects appeared to

render that old oligarchy quite powerless to survive.

Though atheistic, it was a humanitarian religion based

upon justice, charity, and brotherhood. As every man

was obliged to free himself at all costs from the six ini-

mical passions, desire, anger, greed, delusion, lust and

jealousy, he had no cause whatever to apprehend injustice

" IbUl, Il.o.ti.
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from his fellow beings. ^len and \vomen were required to

regard each other as brothers and sisters and to be kind

not only to their fellow beings, but also to beasts. The

duty of kings and rich householders was according to the

new gosj^el to construct alms-houses, to erect hospitals

both for men and beasts, to plant avenue trees, to open

roads and to dig wells of water at intervals here and there.

It was the duty of the Sangha, the Buddhist order of

monks, to })reach to the people at largo and prevail upon

fhem to free tiiemselves from all passions and to tread on

thenew])ath of Dharma, justice and charity, declaring

alj/i((i/a or promise of protection from fear to all. It was

a league of men with sincere and oi)en heart, but not of

nations with li]) sympathy and cunning heart. Under

the protection of this kingdom of virtue or natural law

(Dhammaehakka) there was no room for criminals, rob-

bers, or enemies. Kings might disband their huge army

and spend their revenue in relieving the misery of the

needy and the infirm. There could be no talk of war,

for who would dare to raise his weapons against a league

of men devoted to the service of Natural justice and

dharma ? It may be presumed without any fear of con-

tradiction that among the several Aryan and non-Aryan

kingdoms from the Himalayas down to the Cape Comorin,

there was no kingdom that was deaf to the preachings of

the Jainas and tiie Buddhists. Jaina and Buddhist

monasteries began to rise in numbers in all the kingdoms

throughout the length and breadth of India, as confirmed

by a number of Jaina and Buddhist inscriptions already

discovered and still under discovery. Benares, North

West Provinces, Rajaputana, Central India, Gujerat, the

J
Pandya and Chola kingdom, and Mysore,—all teemed

with Jaina and Buddhist settlements and monasteries.
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To allav^ all fear of exao;^eration at rest and to confirm

the assertions I have ventured to make here, some of the

edicts of Asoka, the first Indian Emperor, are quoted

below :

—

" Here in the Capital no animal may be slauo;htered

for sacrifice, nor may holiday feasts be held, for His

Majesty Kinu' Priyadarsin sees manifold evil in holiday

feasts."

Edict I.

" Everywhere in dominions of His Majesty Kino-

Priyadarsin, and likewise in the neij^hbourin^ realms

such as those of the Chola, Pandya, Satiyaputra and

Keralaputra, in Ceylon, in the dominions of the Greek

King Antiochus, and in those of the other kings subordi-

nate to that Antiochus—everywhere, on behalf of His

Majesty have two kinds of remedies been disseminated,

remedies for men and remedies for beasts......on the roads

trees have been i)lauted and wells have been dug for the

use of man and beast."

Edict II.

" Obedience to father and mother is good ; liberality

to friends, acquaintances, relatives, Brahmans, and ascetics

is good ; avoidance of extravagance and violence of

language is good. The clergy will thus instruct the

lieges in detail."

Edict III.

" Now, bv reason of the practice of piety, instead of

the war-drum, the sound of the drum of piety is heard."

Edict IV.

" Even for a person to whom lavish liberality is im-

possible, the virtues of mastery over the senses, purity of

mind, gratitude and fidelity are always meritorious."

Edict XXI.
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Of all the Edicts of Asoka, the most important is the

thirteenth Edict entitlerl the ' True Conquest.' It is the

edict in which the Emperor has proclaimed to the world

at large his full belief in the efficiency of the Buddhist law

of piety as a real force in makino- a true conquest of man,

not by weapons but by appealing to his moral sense and

conscience and by pointing out the ruin which he mav
bring upon himself and others by addictions to jiassions.

It runs as follows :

—

" His Majesty King Priyadarsin in the ninth year of his

reign conquered the Kalingas.^ '•'^ One hundred and fifty

thousand persons were thence carried away captive, one

hundred thousand were there slain, and many times that

number perished.

'' Ever since the annexation'^'' of the Kalingas, His

Majesty has zealously protected the Law of Piety, has

been devoted to that law, and has proclaimed its precepts.

"His Majesty feels remorse on account of the conquest

of the Kalingas, because, during the subjugation of a

previously uneonquered country, slaughter, death, and

taking away captive, of the ]ieople neces.sarily occur, where-

at His Majesty feels profound sorrow and regret.

" There is, however, another reason for His Majesty

feeling still more regret, inasmuch as in such a country

dwell Brahmans and ascetics, men of different sects, and

householders who all practice obedience to elders, obedience

'*" The Kaline:aa, Kalinigaiii ; the connt,rj' extencling along the coast

of Bay of Bcnf(.al from tho Mahanadi river on the north to or beyond

the Krishna river on the south ; often called ' the Three Kalinpfaa,'

which are supposed to l)e tlie kinpjdoms of Amaravati. In this edict

rhe name is used in both the sintrnlar and tho plural. The Dhauli and

.Taugada rock inscriptions are situ.ated in this conquered ])rovince,

'*" Conquered, vijita ;
' annexed,' ladheshn.
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to father and mother, oViedienoe to teachers, proper treat-

ment of friends, aeqiiaintance.«, comrades, relatives, slaves

and servants, with fidelity of devotion.' '^^'^ To such jieople

dwellino^ in that eountrv h<appen violence, slaughter, and

separation from those whom they love.

"Even those persons who ai-o themselves jirotected I'ctain

the affections nndiminishod :—ruin falls on their friends,

acciuaintances, comrades, and relatives, and in this way

violence i.s done to those who are personally unhurt. '

''

' All

this diffused miserv' '- is matter of regret to Ifis Majesty.

For there is no country where such communities are not

found including others besides Brahmans and ascetics, nor

is there any place in any country where the people are not

attached to some one sect or other.' '
'

" The loss of even the hundredth or the thousandth part

of the persons who were then slain, carried away captive,

or done to death in Kalinga would now l)e a matter of

deepregret to His ^Majesty.

" Although a man should do him an injury, His Majesty

holds that it must be patiently borne, so far as it can

possibly be borne.

" Even upon the forest tribes in his dominions His

Majesty has compassion, and he seeks their conversion,

inasmuch as the might even of His Majesty is based on

repentance. They are warned to this effect
—

' Shun

*'" That is to say, who practise tho dli.nrma. or Law of Piety. of

which a snmTnarv is given.

' ''

' That is to say, they are hurt in tlieir feelings.

'
'- ' Diffused misery,' equivalent to Buhler's ' all this falls severally

on men.' M. Senart denies the distributive sense of ]irntihhnpani, and

translates (i. 309) ' toiitcs les vialence!i dc ce genre.''

''•' This sentence is translated from the fuller form in the Kalsi

to.vt, as cnrrected by M. Senart from the newly discovered Oirnnr

fragment. .T. W. A. S. for 1900, )>. :V^9.
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1

evildoiug, that ye may escape destruction '; because His

Majesty desires fur all animate beings security, control

over the passions, peace of mind, and joyousness. *
° *

"And this is the chiefest conquest, in His Maje?ty''s

opinion—the conquest of the Law of Piet\- ; tliis also is

that effected by His Majesty both in his own dominions and

in all the neighbouring realms as far as six hundred

leagues ^-^^ even to where the Greek King named Autiochus

dwells, and beyond that Autiochus to where dwell the four

Kings severally named Ptolemy, Antigonus, Magus, and

Alexander ;^^*'' and in the south, the Kings of the Cholas,

and Paudyas, and of Ceylon,'"^' and likewise here, in the

King's dominions, among the Yonas, and Kambojas, in

Nabhaka of the Nabhitis, among the Bhojas and Pitinikas.

among the Andhras and Pulindas/''' everywhere men

follow the Law of Piety as proclaimed by His Majesty-

'
'

' ' Joyousness ' rablmsiye (Sliahb), madvani (Giriiar), niadava

(Kalsi). The translaLion of the first sentence of this paragraph is in

accordauce with M. Scnart's corrections.

'"^ ' League ' yojana, a varying measure, cuuiniuuly taken as e()uul

to seven or eight miles.

' '" Antiochus Theos, of Syria; I'toleuiy I'hiladelphus, of Egypt;

Antigouus Gonatas, of Macedonia ; Alexander, of E]))rus ; Magas, of

Cyrone.

'"•' The Chola capital was at Uraiyur near Trichiuopoly ; tlic Pandya

capital was at Madura. Tishya (Tissa) was the contemporary King of

Ceylon.
' '

" The Yonas (Yavanas) must mean the clans of foreign race (nni

necessarily (Jrcek) on ilic north-western I'rontier, inchidefl in tlir

Klnijiiro; the Kambojas seem to have been also a north-western tribe.

1 cannot offer any explanation of " Nabhaka of the Nabhitis' (Biihlcr).

riu' Andhras inhabiteil the counlr\ near tli^' Krisiina river, at tlir

southern '.\trumity of the Kalingas. Sulise(|uenlly, ihej' established a

powerful kin'jdom. 'I'hc Pnlindas seem to have occuiiied the central

parts oi' the I'eniusula. The I'itinikas may iuive been the inhabitants

of Taithana on the Godaveri. (Sec M. Senart in lud. Ant., XX, 31N, and
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" Eveu ill those regions where the envoys of His Majesty

do not penetrate, ^ ^ ^ men now practise and will continue

to practise the Law of Piety as soon as the}^ hear the ])ious

proclamation of His Majesty issued in accordance with the

Law of Piety.

" And the eoni^uest which has thereby been everywhere

effected, causes a feeling' of deligh(.

" Delight is found in the conquests made by the Law. * *'"

Nevertheless, that delight is only a small matter. His

Majesty thinks nothing of much importance save what

concerns the next world.

" And for this purpose has this pious edict been written,

to wit, that my sons and grandsons, as many as they may

be, may not suppose it to be theirs to effect a new conquest

;

and that even when engaged in conquest hy arms they may

tind pleasure in patience and gentleness, and may regard

as the only true conquest that which is effected through

the Law of Piety, ^"^^ which avails both for this world and

the next. Let all their pleasure be the pleasure in exertion,

which avails both for this world and the next."

Thus the kingdom of Righteousness which began with

Buddha with its eigiitfold noble path of right views, right

aspirations, right speech, right conduct, right livelihood,

right effort, right mindfulness, and right contemplation,

took a lirm stand in the land during the righteous

imperial rule of Asoka. muzzling for years to come the

J.R.A.S. for 1900, p. 340). The names euunierated arc those of bonier

tribes under the suzerainty of Asokii.

'•'' Missionaries were disiatcljetl in tlif cleventli or tAveU'lli year of

the reiRn.

'"" Biihler'a rendering Jiecidc'iitiilly oiiiitb (lie words Ladlia (blioti)

|)riti dlirania vijayaspi).

'"'
1 lliink I lia\e given tlie meaning corrcetly, and in aeeorilniief

\vi(ii the intention of JUiider.
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Brahman oligarchy, its Vedie Gods and animal sacri-

tices. It must be admitted to the credit of India and her

law-abiding sons that this stupendous change in her social,

religious, and political institutions was so quietly and

peacefully effected with no trace of bloodshed that even

to the irritated Brahman oligarchy it appeared as an

illusory phenomena brought about by ihe magic wand of

a skilful wizard. " This son of Suddhodana," says the

Agnipurana (Chapter 16, 8), " was the greatest deluder.

He dehided the Daityas and led them away from the Vedic

Dharma." Compared with persecutions and martyrdoms

which attended the spread of Christianity and its various

stages of its reform and the reign of terror which preceded

and followed political reforms brought about under the

intiuenee of Christianity in Europe* ^ - the quiet and peaceful

rise and fall of Jainism and Buddhism in India purely in

virtue of its intrinsic vitality and decrepitude ai)pears to

be a romantic tale, the like of which the world has never

seen. Whether this is due to the peculiar soil and climate

of India or to the inexplicable tempei-ament of her [)eople is

a ([uestion which history has yet to solve.
"^'^

'•« Earlr Church History by J. V. Bartl.

'^' The travels of the Chinese Pilgrim YuHn Chwang, Vols I and II.

16



LECTUEE Aai.

The Empire-building policy of the politi-

cians OF THE KaUTILYA PERIOD.

In thii kingdom of righteousness (Dhanimaehakka)

firmly set up by the Buddhists in India there was no

distinction between man and man, king or priest, monk

or householder, trader or tiller of the soil ; all were on the

same level. In Cduunon with others, each had his clearly

defined duty before him, the duty of conquering the six

inimical passions and of prejjaring himself for his final

Nirvana or emancipation from the bondage of transmigra-

tion. Except his own exertion, he had no need to seek

other means, of which there was n'^ne at all. He
needed neither a god nor a j)riest to help him in his attempt

to relieve himself. He was his own god or Satan according

as he walked on the righteous or unrighteous path. If he

were born a king, all that he had to do was to direct his

officers to superintend the works of Dhamma and insist

on every one's duty of observing the Law of Piety, tolera-

tion, and charity. None had need to pei-form mystic

sacrifices for securing mystic aims. As all had to tread

on the same path of Dhamma, there could be no enemies

and eonseciuently no war, necessitating the employment of

a huge army. If he were a rich trader, he might continue

his profession and accumulate wealth not for his own

selfish purposes an(^ ultimate destruction, but for the

meritorious purpose of charity to the needy. If he were

a priest, he could very well understand his own duty to

himself or better than others, inasmuch as he had a cultured

mind to aid him in his attempt to reach the final goal.
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He had no need for any texts or prater, revealed or

unrevealed, either for his own use or for the use of others.

The only qualification which man needed was the know-

ledoje of correct view, correct conduct, correct thought,

correct mode of obtaining a livelihood, correct speech,

correct meditation, and correct tranquillity.^^* If one suc-

ceeded in attaining that knowledge, it would be for one's

own good. One had no need to impose upon others and

claim privileges therefor.

In this kingdom of Righteousness, there was room

neither for a crafty high priest nor for an honest high

priestj neither for the sacred Vedas nor for the animal

sacrifices enjoined by the Vedas. The Brahman oligarchy

which had so much to do in the old social, religious, and

political order of the Aryans had to come down from its

old high pedestal and relinquishing its claims to exclusive

privileges, merge itself among the people with no distinc-

tion whatever. At the most he could be a monk, if he

could boast of a cultured mind. His Vedas and sacrifices

forget he must. It is more than probable that owing to

the conversion to Jainism and Buddhism of a number of

learned Brahmans that knew the traditional interpretation

of the Vedas and of Vedic sacrifices, the true Vedic learn-

ing was lost and that mere A'edic recitation remained with

the illiterate minority or majority that still obstinately

adhered to its old faith. Perhaps it was a majority of

Brahmans that stood aloof looking with mortification at

the wonderful spread of Jainism and Buddhism at the

expense of Brahminism in the land, since it is from those

irreconcilables that modern Brahmans have sprung up antl

revived their old \ edic lore.

' " ' Buddhist Suttas : Fonndatinn of the kingdom of Righteousnesa,

pp. 144-147.
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Now that Jaiuism and Bnddhism were spreadinjj in the

land like wild tire with no such devastation as wild fire

commonly does and with no malice, hatred or injury to

any one, what could the helpless Brahman do ? None

needed him as before, yet none injured him apparently.

He had no real grievance against any, but his own destiny.

The kings and the people whom he had under his clutches

left him to his destiny now. Hopeless and desperate as

wa«; the task which the Brahman had to undertake in order

to regain his lost supremacy in the land, be seems to have

entertained no doubts as to the means which he had to

employ to succeed in this attempt. Under similar circum-

stances the Western Brahman or trained politicians would

have surely appealed to arms, as he had more often than

once done in all his revolutionary propaganda, whether

social, religious or political. Time is precious with the

Western. He would not wait and spend time in thinking

of any peaceful means for success in his attempt. Brute

force has a charm for him and he employs it for good or

bad. But the Eastern Brahman differs from him in this.

He is not for arms where he believes that skill can crown

him with success. Though the Eastern has shown his

dogged determination in fighting as obstinately as the

Western in the battlefield, still it is certainly a mistake to

suppose that he prefers the sword to all other means as

much as the Western does. Even Professor Wilson, the

translator of the Vishnu Purana and other Sanskrit works

could not siiake himself off from this characteristic bias

or notion. While remarking on an ambiguous passage of

the Vishnupurana about the conflict of the Brahmans and

the Buddhists he seems to think that the Brahmans took

to arms and extirpated the Jaiilas and the Buddhists

whereas the truth is that the Brahmans overcame the

Buddhists rather by employing peaceful means than sword,
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The passage of the Vishnupurana together with his remark

runs as follows :

—

" The delusions of the false teacher paused not with

the conversion of the Daityas to the Jaina and Bnddha

heresies ; but with various erroneous tenets he prevailed

ujion others to apostolize, until the whole were led

astray, and deserted the doctrines and observances incul-

cated by the three V'edas. Some then spake evil of the

sacred books ; some blasphemed the gods ; some treated

sacrifices and otiier devotional cei'emonies with scorn ; and

others calumniated the Brahmans. ' The precepts/ they

cried, ' that lead to the injury of animal life (in sacrifices)

are highly reprehensible. To say, that casting butter into

flame is productive of reward, is mere childishness. If

Indra, after having obtained godhead by multiplied rites

is fed upon the wood used as fuel in holy fire he is lower

than a brute which feeds at least upon leaves. If an

animal slaughtered in religious worship is, thereby, raised

to heaven, would it not be expedient for a man who insti-

tutes a sacrifice to kill his own father for a victim ? If

that which is eaten by one, at a Sraddha, gives satisfaction

to another, it must be unnecessary for one who resides at

a distance to bring food for presentation in person. First,

then let it be determined what may be rationally believed by

mankind ; and then,' said theii- interpreeeptor, ' you will

find that felicity may be exjjected from my instructions.

The words of authority, mighty Asuras, do not fall from

heaven : the text that has reason is, alone, to be acknow-

ledged by me and by such as you are.' B}' such and

similar lessons the Daityas were perverted, so that not one

of them admitted the authority of the Vedas. When the

Daityas had thus declined from the path of the holy

writings, the deities took courage and gathered together

for battle. Hostilities, accordingly, were renewed ; but
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the demons were none defeated and slain by the gods, who

had adhered to the righteous path. The armour of reli-

gion whiah had formerly protected the Daitvas had been

discarded by them ; and upon its own abandonment

followed their destruction :

—

(Vishnupurana, Book III, Chap. VIII.)

Commenting on the last few sentences of this j)assage.

Professor Wilson remarks in the fool note as follows :

—

" We may haye, in this conflict of orthodox divinities

and heretical Daityas, some correct allusion to political

troubles growing out of religious differences, and the final

predominance of Brahmanism. Such ocenrrences seem to

have preceded tlie invasion of India by the Muhammadans

and prepared the way for their victories.'"

The translator seems to think that though the war

between the Buddhists and the Brahmans brought victory

to the latter, it rendered India too weak to repel the

disastrous attack by the Muhanimadans. But I

am inclined to believe that the success of the Brahmans

was to a greater extent due to tlie employment

of peaceful means than to onen warfare, though there

was, as will be seen later on, some war not however,

between the Buddhist monks and the Brahtnan priests, but

between Buddhist kin>;s and aboriginal tribes incited by

the Brahmans. The means employed by the Brahmans

seem to have been threefold : social change, religious reform-

ation, and |)olitical reorganisation, a> ueedtd by the times.

To free themselves from the Jaina and Buddhistic

invectives upon their social customs, they had to give up

some of their social customs such as plurality of wives,

widow marriage, and Niyoga or the custom of deputing a

stranger to beget a son on the wife of some one else.

Though approved of by Gautama, Bodhayana, and other

Sutra writers, these customs seem to have disappeared
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under the strong eoudemnation of the later Smriti writers

by the'tirst few centuries of the Christian era. Though

plurality of wives had knit the Brahman and other three

classes together and tended for the unification of all

classes, still the Brahma ns had been obliged to give it up

and to isolate themselves into a caste by adopting endo-

gamy. Likewise they had to give up flesh eating and by

becoming vegetarians they discontinued interdining with

non-vegetarians.

In the religious field they gave up most of their animal

sacrifices, or performed very few of them on rare occasions.

They now turned their attention to the study of the

Upauishads and improved their philosophy so as to include

all that the Jainas and the Buddhists had taught as their

own. The one excellent and attractive feature which the

Brahmanic philosophy had and which both Jainism and

to some extent. Buddhism entirely lacked was theism. The

Jainas consider world to be eternal, i.e., having neither a

beginning nor a creator, but destined to end. They admit,

however, the existence of a Brahma or Isvara, not as a

creator, but merely as an ideal Being to be meditated upon.

Nor is he considered as a Saviour. The Buddhists, on the

other hand, are agnostics and neither admit nor deny the

existence of a creator or saviour of the world. To refute

this doctrine by pointing out its hollowness, the Brahmans

had to take in the aid of their logic, as taught in the

Nyaya and Vaiseshika schools just then founded for the

very purpose. Side by side with these philosophic schools,

there was Badaiayana engaged in the stupendous task

of interpreting the various Upanishads so as to mean a

single central idea of Brahma, the transcendental Being and

its various aspects. Jaimini had a similar mighty task of

expounding Vedic exegetics, and Patanjali, the science of

meditation or Rajayoga. Panini, A araruchi and Pataujali
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had addressed themselv^es to the huge task of preparing an

excellent Sanskrit Grammar, the like of which the world

has never seen. It was for the purpose of having a pure

learned language with no scope for such ungrammatieal

forms as '' Korbhavan ? Sappoham," "Who are you?

I am a serpent." The error in this expression is that the

letter 'r' whicli has to come before ' pa' in Sarpa was

inserted, between • o ' and ' b ' ' in Korbhavan.' In order to

carry on their polemics against the Jaina* and the

Buddhists, the Brahmans s em to have required a refined

language in contrast with the vulgar Fali language in

which the separatists carried on their propaganda.

Likewise there arose at the same period a number of

Smriti writers or codifiers of customs, such as Bhrigu,

Yagnyavalkya, Parasara, Narada, and others who all endea-

voured to the best of their ability to take stock of all

ancient customs and record them, commending or con-

demning practices according as they appeared suitable or

unsuitable to the spirit of their times, in the light of the

reformed notions of the Jaina and Buddhist moralists.

Spurred on with the idea of representing Brahnianism in

the most brilliant colours, there were also others who turned

their attention to works on medicine and other useful arts.

They were Agnivesa, Charaka, Susruta, \'^atsyayana,

Sudraka, and Kahdas, to mention only a few among them.

Theism or Atheism or Agnosticism ? was the question

at issue between tlie Brahmans on the one hand and the

Jainas and the Buddhists on the other. The syllogism

which the Brahman logicians employed to defeat their

opponents in dispute was, as set forth in their works on

logic, of the followiug form :

—

The world is the work of an intelligent designer : what-

ever is the work of an intelligent designer, like a piece of

cloth or a pot ha^ an agent to de&ign. Therefore the world
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has an agent as its desig'nei'. That designer is termed

Brahma or Isvara or God or Creator. It appears that as

accomplished disputants, the Jainas and the Buddhists were

as good as the Brahmans. Finding it hai-d to vanquish

their opponents in dispute, the Brahmans seem to have

consoled themselves by giving expression to the lame

though significant threat, as set forth in the proverbial

saying that if there be no Creator, there would be no harm

to the theist ; but if there he one, the atheist would be

doomed.

Having thus vindicated themselves on the questions

affecting their social and religious views, the Brahmans

seem to have girded their loins to take advantage of the

changed political conditions of the times. In addition to

the three old famous political schools of Mann, Sukra, and

Brihaspati, no fewer than a dozen new political schools,

such as that of Parasara, Bharadvaja, Kaunapadanta,

Vatavyadhi, Visalaksha, Pisuna, Pisuna-putra, Bahudanti-

putra, Kautilya, Katyayana, Kinjalka, (xhotamukha and

Charayaua seem to have buried themselves in pi-opounding

political theories, some in favour of Kshatriya mojiarehv,

Bharadvaja in favour of Brahman monarchy,''"''^ and

Kautilya'''*^ holding both monarchical and rej)ubliean forms

of government equally good, all however being disposed to

shape their views in the interests of Brahmanism.' ''" All

these thinkers seem to have been unanimous in advocating

skilful intrigue as a means preferable to war to achieve an

end. Kautilya says :
—" The arrow shot by an archer may

or may not kill a singh' man ; but, skilful intrigue devised

bv wise men can kill even those who are in the womb.""'^

"" Arthasasfra, V. 6.

'"« lbi<1,l. 17.

"" Ibid, I. 3.

"" Artha., X. fi, & also compare XIII. 4, etc.

16
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Accordingly the means advocated by Kautilya to sueeess-

fully carry out au intrigue is conciliation, bribery, and

sowing the seeds of dissension.' " ^ Only when these means

fail, war is advocated as the last means to achieve an end.

In advocating: the battle of intrigue as a better means

than open warfare neither Kautilya nor his contemporary

politicians seem to have troubled themselves with the moral

aspect of the question. According to them the end that

is sought for is all in all. As to the means, it may be fair

or foul, moral or immoral. The business of a politician is

to learn the art of intrigue and seek the favour of a king

who is endowed with amiable qualities and possessed of

all the elements of sovereign power, such as regal qualities,

a good minister, a fertile territory, strong forts, sound

6naQce, a jwwerful army and a trustworthy ally,

'

"' ^ He has

then to turn his attention to the preparation of a plan to

conquer the king's enemies and make him an emj^eror. A
king may be a friend or an enemy according to the territory

he occupies with reference to that of the conqueror. Who-

ever is situated immediately on the circumference of the

conqueror's territory is his enemy. One next to the enemy

is his friend. Then comes thi' enemy's friend and then

the conqueror's friend's friend and the enemy's friend's

friend. Likewise in the rear of the conqueror there may

be two enemies and two friends. Along with these there

may be a neutral king and a mediator. Kautilya seems to

have had in his mind the twelve zodiacal signs of the

moon's or the sun's ecliptic in constituting a complete

circle with the territories of the 12 kings, the conqueror,

his five enemies, four friends, and two neutmls. That it is

probably the zodiacal divisions that have suggested the idea

^«"' lhid,lX. 17.

' '
» Artha, V. 4.
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of the circle of twelve kings, is hinted in verse 81 of the

second canto of the Sisupala Vadha. The verse translated

into English runs as follows :

—

" Just as the day-making Sun among the l^Bunsis

endowed with a prosperous career, so the conqueror who

conceals no desire to conquer is endowed with a prosperous

career among the 12 kings."

Politicians seem to have differed in their views regard-

ing the question of determining the probable constituents

of a circle of states that are likely to be at war with each

other. The unit of a circle of states likely to be at war

with each other according to Maya is said to consist of

four kings, a conqueror, his enemy, his friend, and a

neutral.* ^
' According to Puloma and Indra, the same is

said to consist of two more kings, a rear-enemy and a

mediator in addition to the four mentioned above. '
^

" In

defining a unit of a circle of states as that which consists

of three, four, six or twelve kings, the chief aim seems merely

to point out the minimum or maximam number of kings

to be subdued by the conqueror. That such is the aim,

is confirmed by Kautilya^s own statement in the Artha-

sastra. In XIII. 4, he says as follows:

—

'' Having seized the territory of his enemy close to

his country, the conqueror should direct his attention

to that of the Madhyama king ; this being taken, he

should catch hold of that of the neutral king. (1) This

is the first \va,y to conquer the world. In the absence

of the Madhyama and neutral kings, he should, in virtue

of his own excellent qualities, win the heart of his enemy's

subjects and then direct his attention to other remote

enemies. (2) This is the second way. In the absence

'"' Kamandaka, VIII. 2.

»'« Ibid, Vni, 21.
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of a circle ' of states, he shook! conquer his friend or his

enemy by hemming each between his own force and that

of his enemy or that of his friend. (3) This is the third

way. Or he may put down an almost invincible imme-

diate enemy. Having doubled his power by this victory,

he may attack a second enemy ; having trebled his

power by this victory, he may attack a third. (4) This

is the fourth way to conquer the world."

Thuj; in the view of Kantilya, friends or foes are merely

relative terms depending on their positions either remote

or immediate to the territory of the conqueror. So long

as a king happens to be of help to the conqueror and with

no territory adjacent to that of the conqueror, he is

regarded as a friend. The moment he happens to own

his territory close to that of the conqueror, he becomes an

enemy to be conijuered when the eoncjuevor C(»nsiders that

his resources of men and money are enough to undertake the

task. According to Kautilya might, expediency, and self-

aggrandisement are the chief objects for consideration and

religion, morality and agreements of peace are of second-

ary or no consideration.' '•' "Whoever," says Kautilya,

" is rising in power may break the agreement of peace."' ^"^

The means employed to achieve the end in view is

thus stated by Kautilya himself

:

" Intrigue, spies, winning over the enemy^s people,

siege, and assault are the five means to capture a fort."^
"•^'

How Kautilya succeeded in installing Chandragupta

Maurya on the throne of the Nandas by employing the

means mentioned above and paved the way for the mighty

empire of Asoka, the grandson of Chandragupta, is a

"•' Artha., VII., 17.

'* Ibul.

'" Artha., XIII. 4.
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historical fact known to all. It is intrigue carried on by

skilful employment of spies trained in all sorts of pro-

fessions that has enabled the politicians of the Kautilya

period to succeed in their mighty task of building an

empire favourable for the cause of Brahmanism. It is

Buddhism itself that is answerable for their success and

for its own downfall and ruin. Under the highly moral

religion of the Jainas and the Buddhists, their kings

became religiously and morally strong and politically too

weak to withstand the attack of drunken fanatics and

tumbled one after another like a pack of cards.



LECTURE VIII.

ESPIONAGE.

According to Kautilya and other politicians of his

period espionai^e is one of the five means to build an

empire by seizing' villaijes after villa;apes, cities after cities

and forts after forts.
*"

'^ Though the credit of organizing

an efficient system of espionage as a state machinery to

carry out their imperial policy belongs to the politicians

of the Kautilya period and t^sj^cially to Kautilya, there is

evidence to prove that it existed in some form or other

even earlier than the times of Kautilya, " Spies are the

eyes of kings " is a proverbial sa^'iug current among the

})eople from time immemorial. Even during the Vedic

l)eriod spies seem to have been largely employe<l not

merely to a.scertain validity or invalidity in the statements

of parties and witnesses in criminal and civil cases tried

by the l<ing or the state assembly, but also to gather

correct and reliable information as to the movements of

tribal settlements of inimical tendency or disposition. The

following passages from the Kigveda not only confirm

this view but also indicate the class of j)eople from whom
spies were recruited and why :

—

" Varuna, wearing golden mail, hath clad himself

in a shining robe ; His spies are seated round."

I. 25,13.

" Send thy spies forward, Heetest in thy motion ;

be never tleeeived, the guardian of this |>eople.

From him who, near or far, is bent on evil, and

"" Artha., XIII. 4.
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let no trouble sent from thee overcome us.''

IV. 4, 3.

" From the wide earth, O Varuiia, and Mitra, from

the great lofty heaven, ye, bounteous divers,

Have set in fields amid the plant;! your spies

who visit every spot and watch unceasing." VII.

e.i, 8.

" Varnna's spies, sent forth upon their errand sur-

vey the two world halves well-formed and fashioned.

Wise are they, holy, .skilled in mcrifiaes, the

furtherance of praise song.s of the prjident.^' VII.

87, 3.

"They stand not still, they never close their eyelids,

those sentinels of gods who wander round us.

" Not me,—go quickly, wanton, with another, and

hasten like a chariot-wheel to meet him." (Rig. X. 10, 8 ;

A. V. XVIII. I, 9).

The epithets (1) wise, (2) holy, (3) skilled in sacrifices,

(4) and furtherers of praise songs are evidently appli-

cable only to the priests. The reason why spies were

recruited from among the Brahmans is not also far to

.seek. The epithet, holy, sacred in person so as not to be

hurt either by friend or foe, supplies the reason. If spies

had not been recruited in the first instance from a class

of persons who, in virtue of their learning and capacity

to perform sacrifices correctly so as to secure good and

avert evil, were sincerely regardetl as sacred in person

and granted the six immunities referred to in Lecture IV

above, it is probable that the system of espionage itself

would have hardly lasted long and served its purpose.

It cannot be denied that human society is highly indebted

to the priestly class of its own make for its existence and

its progress. Though spies were recruited from all ehxsses

of people and messengers and envoys only from among
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the priestly class during the times of K.autilya* ^ ^ (Buddhist

Jatakas, V^I. 528), the above Vedie passage goes to show

that during the Vedie period Brahmaiis alone served as

spies, and that their person was regarded as inviolate.

The duty of these sacred spies was not merely to visit

every spot, and find out him who was bent on evil and

keep guard over fields and plants (Rig. VII, 61, 8), but

also to catch hold of criminals who might commit social

or religious wrongs. Hence under the apprehension of

these spies Yama rejects the love of his sister Yami and

asks her to find out another luisband for herself. (R-ig.

X. 10, 1-16.)

While in virtue of their personal inviolability, the

Brahmans in their capacity as spies served not merely to

police the Aryan settlements but also to act as envoys and

messengers in the settlement of international or intertribal

affairs, during the Vedie period, recruitment of spies at

later times .seems to have been made from other classes also

and especially from those who were poor and destitute and

thus, depended on the government for their subsi.stence'
"**

when the expansion of states from petty settlements

into large kingdoms recjuired an organised system of

espionage, on a large scale. No political department seems

to have given so much trouble to ancient statesmen as the

organisation of the institution of spies so as to be

serviceable to the state. It was a department that was

expected to serve the state in various capacities. While

its primary or principal duty was evidently to supply the

king and his minister or ministers with reliable informa-

tion touching the eoiiduet of public servants in carrying

out the work entrusted to them and of the people at large

in their dealings with the government or with each other

' ' Artha, I. 16.

'"» Artha., I. 12.
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among themselves, it was also required to train its spies

in various capacities ; spies to act as cultivators, traders,

ascetics, astrologers, wizards, foretellers, dancers, players

actors, cooks, sweetmeat-makers, poisoners, medical men,

cowherds, milkmen, milkmaids, pedlars, shop-keepers, vent-

ners, sellers of cooked Hesh and cooked rice, artisans,

handicraftsmen, goldsmiths, silversmiths, mendicant men
or women, sorcerers, prostitutes, washermen, weavers and

men of as many profession as were found in any civilized

society of those times.

Spies were classed into five groups.

(1) Idlers or spies with no definite occupation or pro-

fession except that of closely and pryingly watching the

movements of men and women and of ascertaining the

motive of their actions.

(2) Foretellers acquainted with palmistry, astrology

and other sorts of learning of the same kind and engaged

in detecting crimes.

(3) Spies with the profession of agriculture.

(4) Spies with trade as their profession.

(5) Ascetics with shaved head and braided hair, pre-

tending to be engaged in practising austerities.

In addition to these five classes or Samsthas as they

were called by Kautilya there were also three more groups,

such as, (1) Satrins or apprentices, (2) Tikshnas or fire-

brands, murderers with deadly weapons in their hands

and (3) Rasadas, poisoners. These three groups were called

wandering spies in virtue of their constant touring through

different countries. To assist spies of all these seven

groups and also to carry out the work of espionage inde-

pendently by themselves there were also women spies, such

as mendicant women, cooks, nurses and prostitutes.'
'^'

"" Aithaaastra I. 11 ; 1

17
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Of these eight classes, the first five were under the

manag'ement of five offices or institutions independent of

each other and with large landed estates or manufactories

worked by themselves for their maintenance without

entailing no revenue-expenditure on the state. In other

words, they seem to have been self-supporting institutions

combining in one the duties of four of our modern depart-

ments, the Police, the Intelligence, the Educational, and

the Poorhouse.

The other three classes called wandering spies seem to

have been under the supervision of the government itself,

i.e., the king and his ministers, and having no communi-

cation with or knowledge of, the work carried on by the

five institutes. When the information gathered from these

three different sources, i.e., the five institutes, the wander-

ing spies, and women spies was of the same kind, it was

considered reliable and steps were taken to act up accord-

ingly. If the information suj)plied by one or two sources

did not tally with that gathered from the other two or

more sources, the spies concerned were doomed and severely

punished, dismissetl or hanged, so as to secure the safety

of the king and his kingdom. So delicate and dangerous

was the work of the system of espionage that under its

poisonous breath and sting neither private citizens nor

public servants could be sure of the safety of their person

and property. Hence in order to avoid this risk to life

and property, great caution seems to have been taken in

giving credence to these tales and no credence seems to

have been given to them unless those tales issuing from

three different sources not in touch with each other were

exactly of the same type.

In addition to these spies and superior to them in rank

and duty, there were also envoys, messengers and Dbhaya

Vetanas or Recipients of salaries from two states, wlio
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acted partly as spies and partly as ambassadors doings the

duty of extradition of criminals and traitors and of observ-

ino^ the treaties of pea -e and war iu the courts of foreign

kin^s. Recipients of salaries from two states were how-

ever required to leave their wives and children as hostages

in pledge of their trustworthy character under the custody

of kings by whom they were missioned to reside in the

court of their allies. Accustomed as we are with the

press, post, telegraph, telephone and other organs supply-

ing both the government and the public with reliable

information to act upon, with no risk worth men-

tioning, it may seem strange that ancient states had

succeeded in accomplishing their works with tolerable

safety on the strength of the information of untrustworthy

spies or news writers, as they were called by Megasthenes

and (Ireek writers. The times needed such an institu-

tion and there was no other means to get at the truth.

Indispensable as was this kind of intelligence department to

the state for all its information, there is evidence to believe

that kings had no reason to regret for the trust they

placed in their informants. It is stated that Arrion^*"^

was assured that the reports sent iu were always true, and

that no Indian could be accused of lying. Though his-

torians of India are inclined to doubt the strict accuracy of

the statements of Greek writers in this connection ^ **' the

importance attached to the institute of espionage iu the

Arthasastra and the daily audience given by the king to

the spies as one of his dail}' duties goes to show

that it was a triistworthy department and was probably

more reliable than some of our newspapers with their

party and racial prejudice. Thus thougii its trustworthiness

"" Vincent Smith's History oi' India, 2iu1 Kdition, pp. 127 & 135.

**' Vincent Smith's HisLorv of Indin, 2nd Eilition, p. 128.
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as a ne^rs aofency cannot be doubted, the moral aspect

of its work done in friendly or inimical states, as specified

in Books XI, XII, XIII, XIV, of the Arthasastra, may

however be questioned and condemned as open to the

objection of moraHsts. The employment of liery spies

to murder in cold blood a seditious minister or his relation

and to arrest the survivors on the charge of murder

imputed to them,' ^^ or to exact money from the people

under the pretext of undertaking remedial measui-es against

ominous occurrences, or to concoct false charges against

disloyal i)ersons so as to expose them to capital punish-

ments,'^^ or to administer poison in foodstuffs, water, milk,

wine and other articles of diet and beverage so as to

bring about death of an enemy's subjects by hundreds and

thousands' ^^ or to set fire to an enemy's palace or capital

town so as to bring about his death, or to slaughter an

enemy's army by using explosives aud poisonous smokes,

as stated in Book XIV of tlie Arthasastra, are undoubt-

edly unrighteous acts that are severely condemned by Bana.

the author of Kadambari, in the following words :

—

" Is there anything that is righteous for those for

whom the science of Kautilya, merciless in its attempts, and

precepts, rich in cruelty, is an authority ; whose teacher

are priests habitually hard-hearted with the practice of

witchcraft; to whom ministers, always inclined to deceive

others, are councillors; whose desire is always inclined for

the goddess of wealth that has been cast away by thousands

of kings ; who are devoted to the application of destructive

sciences ; and to whom brothers, affectionate with natural

cordial love, are fit victims to be murdered ?
"

(Kadambari, p. 109, Bombay Education Society Press.)

»»* Artha., V. 1.

»" Ihid,Y. 2.

»** Ibid, VII. 17.
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Though intrii^ue, espionage, poison, tiro, cold-blooded

murder and other measures of the same kind proposed and

employed by KaiUilya with the set purpose of bnildino:

an empire, i.e., the em[)ire of the Mauryas beginning with

Chandragupta on the ruins of the ancient Nandas tend

to make him a cruel tyrant or tyrannical minister bereft

of moral principles, of right and wrong and of justice and

injustice, still there is reason to believe that concerning

the administration of a territory, inherited, recovered, or

conquered, he was a benevolent despot always devoted to

the cause of righteousness and justice. This is what

he himself has stated regarding the administration of

kingdoms in general. {Artha., XIII, 5) :

—

" He should initiate the observttnee of all those customs,

which though righteous and practised by others, are not

observed in his own country, and give no room for the

practice of whatever is unrighteous, though observed by

others."

Evidently Kautilya belongs to that school of politicians

whose policy is to justify the means by the noble end

sought to be achieved. Even now there are a number of

{persons who consider it within the province of justice to

rob Peter and pay Paul, provided Paul is admitted a god or

an angel, and who. with the object of making a religious

or charitable endowment, do not hesitate to confiscate

justly or unjustly the property of a person of infamous or

unrighteous character or to levy blackmail from lowcaste

wealthy persons for some religious cause.

Evidently Kautilya seems to have ])elonged to this

school of thinkers who, though few in numbers now, appear

to have formed a majority in those far-off days inspite of

the prevalence of puritanic forms of moral thoughts based

upon the humanitarian principles of Jainism and Buddhism.

Strengthened with this thought Kautilya seems to have
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considered himself justified in planning, developing and

sueeessfully employing the five means to earry out his

policy of building an empire with Vedie religion and

Vedic sacrifices restored to their former glory.

Slender as might seem the means relied upon by

Kautilva to carry out his ambitious project of building an

empire on religious basis, there were also other means which,

besides giving considerable strength to his huge arniy of

spies, rendered the country quite ripe for his political

experiment. Though morally .strong under the influence

of the humanitarian religion of the .Tainas and the Buddhists,

the Military organisation of the kingdoms seems to have

been too weak to withstand an organised attack by enemies.

As admitted"*'* by Asoka, the non-Aryan states were

naturallv addicted to evil-doing and were waiting for an

opportunity to pounce u}»on the helpless Buddhist kingdom

either for |)lundfr or revenge. There is reason to believe

that like Asoka who is stated "**' to have deprived sixty

thousand Brahmans of their daily royal bounty and

entertained in their place an tHpial number of Buddhist

monks, tlu'rc were .laina and Buddhist kings before him,

who had treated the Bralunans with no less disrespect

than Asoka hiniself. It can he more easily imagined than

described how the despised and neglected Brahmans were

more eagerly waiting for an op})ortunity to avenge them-

selves upon the Buddhists than the wild tribes and non-

Aryan states in their habitual thirst for plunder and

territory. The Brahman politicians of the Buddhist period

seem to have drawn upon these enemies of Buddhism

for their huge army of spies and soldiers to consti-

tute the five means to build an empire. Absorbed in their

'"^ Edict XIII.

i8« Vincpnt Smith's Asokii, p. 162.
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constant meditation to conquer the inimical passions,

the Buddhist kings seem to have lost sight of these

external enemies that were planning fur their downfall.

The other two means which formed part of Kantilya^s

empire-building policy are tiie reinstatement of eon(juered

kings in the whole or part of their own territory on feudal

tenure and the sale of waste lands for colonization to such

rich persons as were found unHtted by their cdiaracter and

temper to establish themselves as rulers over their settle-

ments. In the view of Kautilya these were only make-

shifts, made use of in the interest of an imperial sovereign

state rather than the interest of the feudatory chief or the

colonizer, both of whom were expected to come to grief

in their attempts to fultil the terms of the agreement

entered upon by them with tiie suzerain power. This

is what Kautilya says regarding a feudatory Chief

(XIII. 5) :—

"Whoever of the enemy's family is capable to wrest

the conquered territory and is taking shelter in a wild tract

on the border, often harassing the conqueror, should be

provided with a sterile portion of territory with a fourth

part of a fertile tract on the condition of supplying to the

conqueror a tixed Mmoiuit of money and fixed number of

troops, in raising which he may incur the displeasure of

the people and may be destroyed Isy them/'

Similarly the colonizer was also expected to perish

in his attempts, contributing to the prosperity of his

suzerain Iprd. In reply to his teacher's objection that an

indiscreet colonizer may sometimes betray the weak points

of the suzerain lord himself, Kautilya says that "just as

he betrays the weak points, so also does he facilitate his

own destruction bv the suzerain lord.^

•»' Artlm., VII. 11.
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The peculiar feature of Kantilya's empire-building: policy

is evidently the utilization of all possible resources to

expand and aggrandise the imperial power and the employ-

ment of correct means to get rid of all possible enemies,

either internal or external without exposing the onn)eror

und his ministers to any form of public calumny.



LECTURE IX

THEOCRATIC DESPOTISM

It had been made clear from the foregoing lectures how

India had passed from tribal democracy to elective monarchy

with priestly domination in some cases and to government

by clans or to oligarchy in others ; and how elective monarchy

gave place to hereditary monarchy with or without

priestly supremacy ; and how under the influence of the

humanitarian doctrines of Jainism and Buddhism, here-

ditary monarchy freed itself from its thraldom to Brahman

hieracracy and took rest for some time or for some cen-

turies in the paradise of the Ganas or Gentes of the

Jainas or of the Saughas or brotherhood of the Buddhist

Dhammachakka or Empire of righteousness with their num-

berless Vasatis or Bastis and Viharas or Monasteries.

Now under the peaceful revolution brought about by

Kautilya and other politicians of his times^ it does not

appear that the (question of a form of government suitable

to India and her people, especially her Vedic priests or

Brahmans was left to its own evolutionary solution without

interference or meddling under religions bias. It is probable

that if she ha<l been left to herself or if the turn which

she had taken in her political movement under the influence

of Buddhism had been preserved undisturbed, she would have

certainly arrived under a limited monarchy subject to

popular will or under an oligarchy or government by Kulas or

clans like that of the Sakyas, VrijiUas, Mallakas, Mudi-akas,

Kukura8,Kurus, Panchalas and others. * ^ *^ But her politicians

»»" Artha., I. 17; XI. 1; Rhys David's Buddhist India, pp. 2, 19;

Jataka«, I. 504, IV. 145; V. 413 ; YI. 238, 575-7.
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did meddle \dth it, as their predecessors did on a number

of occasions before with a set purpose or motive. Now
the motive was to put down Jainism and Buddhism and

to restore Brahmanism to its former glory, though some-

what dwindled.

While the Buddhists were quite earnest in their desire to

perpetuate the principles of justice, charity, and brotherhood

and were inclined to prefer the old republican or rather

oligarchical form of government after their ideal Dhamma-

ehakka, Empire of Righteousness in which all had equal treat-

ment, rights and privileges, the politicians of the Kautilya

period were for a government in which the Yedic priestly

oligarchy had special privileges granted to it so as to excite

no clannish prejudice or hatred as before. They knew very

well that in the face of Buddhist opposition, the Brahmans

could not revive their claim to the old six immunities now

lost to them. If they had to be given at all any pre-

ponderanoy in the body politic, it should then evidently

be in some modified form. They could not be entirely

exempted from punishment for offences as before.

As a mark of respect to their learning, piety and

penance, a scale of punishments b ised upon class or caste

distinctions seems to have been devised making the

punishment inflicted on the Brahman class decidedly less

than that meted out to others. * ^ ^ Instead of exempting the

Brahman class as a whole from taxes and tolls on the lands

and merchandise possessed by them, a new custom of

granting to particular individuals Brahmadeyilca lands free

from tax and with restrictions to the right of sale and

mortgage seems to have been invented during the same

period. ' ^ "^ In some eases Brahmans seem to have been

""» Artha., III. 18, 19.

»»" Artha., II. 1.
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allowed to enjoy free grants of lauds made to temples and

Mutts/ ^
' after the manner of Jaina and Buddhist kings

who seem to have f^iven rich endowments to their Bustis

and Viharas or Buddhist monasteries Instead of clothing

and feeding the Brahmans as a whole in all places at the

expense of public revenue in satisfaction of their old

claim to exemption from cold, heat, thirst, and hunger,

special feeding houses after the Buddhist alms-liouses

seem to have been established in a number of sacred

places bv way of manifesting devotion to gods and

faith in reh'gion and charity. Thus though even hermits

too, had been compelled to pay taxes and suffer punish-

ment for offences like others^ ^2 f^\^Q indirect way of helping

Brahmans as a whole by richly endowing their temples,

Mutts, and other religious institutions in the name of

religion appears to be the invention of the politicians of

the Kautilya period. Following the Jaina and the

Buddhist monks who superintended the feeding of the poor

in their richly endowed alms-houses and monasteries, the

Brahman hermits and ascetics began to possess rich landed

estates attached to their temples and Mutts and to feed

Brahmans on all days,—a euston quite opposed to the

express text of the Upanishads.^ ''^ Though they are

forbidden to receive presents and own lands, they seem to

have begun to argue following the precedent of the

Jainas and the Buddhists that it was no sin to superintend

the land of gods and to feed the poor with the sole aim of

pleasing the gods worshipped by them in the interests of

the king and his kingdom.

Thus having found out an easy way of helping the

Brahmans and of reviving their Vedic religion, the

'•> Artha., II. 1.

'"'- Arthn., T. 13.

'"' Sannyasopauisbad, Chap. 1.
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politicians of the Kantilya period seem to liave entertained

no doubts as to the jmrticular form of government that

would answer their purpose of helping the cause of the

Brahman s. Neither democracy with power vested in the

hands of even the low-caste persons, nor oligarchy under

the sway of apostates and atheists would be of any help

to Brahmanism. The wa}'ward hereditary monarchies

of the Kshatriyas liated the Brahmans, renounced the

Vedas and embraced Jainism or Buddhism at their

pleasure. Hence the Kshatriyas who were found wanting

in their attachment to Brahmanism had to be replaced by

othei"s in the monarchical system of government. Though

Kautilya had opposed the opinion of Bharadvaja' '-'^ that

given an opj)ortunity. Brahman ministers might do well

to replace the Kshatriya rule by Brahman rule, and

j)referred to preserve the old order founded on jtopular

will, he seems to have given it up and preferred wild

chiefs of Sudi-a origin like Chandragu|)ta. Different as

are the accounts given in the Puranas and other literary

works regarding the descent of Chandragupta, they all

asrree in makini; him a Sudra. Kautilya is made to call him

a Vrishala in the jNludrarakshasa. According to the

Vishnu and other Purans the Kshatriya race came to an

end with Mahapadma, the last Kshatriya king and after

him the 'kings of the earUi' were of Sudra origin.* ®^' But

there is evidence to prove that though in the terrible

eonriict that ensued between the Brahmans and the

Kshatriyas, the ruling race had dwindled to a great extent,

there still existed a lew Kshatriya kings such as Pushyamitra

Samudragupta, Kumaragupta and others who were al

regarded to be of the Kshatriya descent, entitled to

'» artha., V.6.

'»» Viahnu, IV. 24.
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perform the horse paerifiee.^^*"' Still it emnot however be

denied that smarting with the pain of ill-treatment by the

hostile kings of the Kshatriya race, the Brahmans sought

the help of the Av^ild chiefs of Sndra descent against the

effeminate Buddhist kings and that the chiefs of forest

tribes availed themselves of the good opportunity to

establish themselves as kings in many of the Aryan

kingdoms. This is confirmed by the following passages

of the V^ishnupurana (LV. 24) :

—

" In Magadha, a sovereign named Visvasphatika, will

establish other tribes ; he will extirpate the Kshatriya race

and elevate Hshermeu, barbarians, Yadus. Pulindas, and

Brahmans to power. The nine Nagas will reign in

Padmavati, Kantipuri and Madhura. A prince named

Devarakshita will reign in a city on tlie seashore over the

Kosals, Odras, Pundrakas and Tamraliptas.—Men of the

three tribes, but degraded, and Abhiras, and Sudras will

occupy Saurashtra., Avanti, Sur.i, Arbuda, and Marubhumi

;

and Sudras, and outcastes, and barbarians will be masters

of the banks of the Indus, Darvika, tiie Chandrabhaga

and Kashmira."

Thus almost all Aryan kingdoms from the Himalayas

in the North to toe V'indhya range in the South and from

the Indus in the West to the mouth of the Ganges in the

East seem to have fallen again one after another into the

hands of Dravidiau races in the eontlict between the

Brahmans and the Buddhist Kshatriyas during the post-

Buddhistie i)eriod_, while to the south of the \"indhya

mountains the old Dravidiaus, the Cholas, I'andyas. and

the Keralaputras had all alony^ continued U> rule over their

respective kingdoms unmolested and umlisturbed by the

Arvans. Historians of India seem to have scarcelv

Viaceut Smith's History of India, pp. 273, 28-t, 287.
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noticed how as a substratum of the revival of Brahmanism

there appeared at the same time a real revival of Dravidiau

rule in the whole ot India. How far in this reassertion

of Dravidian rule mutual compromise between the two

civilizations, Dravidian and Aryan, was effected so far as

their respective social, religious, and political customs are

concerned, is a question that deserves careful study and

investigation. It is probable that temple worship and

car-processions in which Dravidian kings acted as the

servants of gods worshipped in the temples were largely

substituted for tlie Vedie animal sacrifices and that all

religious establishments were now placed under the

supervision of the Brahmans.

The Brahmans seem to have considered themselves

(juite justified in the revolutionary step they had taken to

replace the hostile Kshatriya rule by Dravidian rule.

Accordingly in reply to the question of Yudhisthira as to

*' who would protect the Brahmans and their Vedas, if

all the Kshatriyas proved hostile to the Brahmans ;
and

what then should be the duty of the Brahmans and who

would be their refuge," Bhisma is made to say in the

Mahabharata as follows'^" :

—

" By penances, by Brahmacharya, b}' weapons, and by

might, applied with or without the aid of deceit, the

Kshatriyas should be subjugated. If the Kshatriya

misconducts himself, especially towards the Brahmans, the

Vedas will subjugate them. The Ks/ui/ri^as liarp, aprniiy

from (hi' Brahmans ...All persons should take up

arms for the sake of the lirahmatis. Those brave persons

that fi^ht for the Brahmaus attain to these felicitous regions

in heaven that are reserved for persons that have always

studied the Vedas with attention I bow to

"" Santi Kajadharraaparva, Chap. 78.
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them and blessed be they that thus lay down their lives in

seekinor to chastise tlie enemies of the Brahmans

Be he a Sndra or Le /if a mfmher of any other order, he that

becomes a raft on a raftless current or a means of crossing-

where means there are none, certainly deserves respect in

every way. That person that dispels the fears of others

always deserves respect. What use is there of bulls that

would not bear burdens or of kine that would not yield

milk or of a wife that is barren ? Similarly, what need

is there for a king that is not competent to grant

protection ?"

Again in Chapter 123 of the Rajadharmaparva Bhisma

is made to say quoting the words of one called Kamanda

in the same tune as follovv^s :

—

" If the king does not restrain those wicked men of

sinful conduct, all good subjects then live in fear of him

like the inmates of a room in which a snake has concealed

itself. The subjects do not follow such a king. Brahmans

and all pious persons also act in the same way. As a

consequence the king falls into great danger and ulti-

mately deserves destruction itself. Men learned in the

scriptures have indicated the following means for checking

sin. The king should always devote himself to the stud}'

of the three Vedas ; he should respect the Brahmans

and do good offices unto them. He should be devoted

to righteousness. He should wait upon high-minded

Brahmans adorned with the virtue of forgiveness."

Having thus clearly defined the position and the privi-

leges of the Brahmans under the revived Dravidian rule,

the politicians of the post-Kautilya period seem to have

been equall\' careful in defining the rights and prerot;a-

tives of the monarehs also in the reformed ])<)lity. From

the dawn of the Vedic period down to the commencement

of the Kautilya period, no attempt seems to have been
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made to divinize a ru'er's person or his rights. Such

Yedie records as refer to his expulsion and restoration, on

the contrary, go to show that he was regarded merely as a

man under tlie power of the priestly oligarchy on the one

hand and of the people^s assembly on the other. The

custom of Niyoga or deputing a neighbouring king to

l)eget a prince on a sonless widowed queen '^'* seems to have

rendered such a claim inconsistent with his birth. In the

theory of Kautilya, the king is merely an accident : he

may be high-born or base-born,' ''•' a feudatory chief ^'"^ or

a colonizer,'-'" ' destined to be either a prince or a pauper.

So long as he is a king, he is a rewarder like Indra and

punisher like Yama in virtue of his possession of Indra-

Yamasthana-"^ ; so he deserves respect. Whatever might

be hi.s birth, he should adhere to the customs of the Aryasand

the rules of classes and religious divisions.'"*' He must be

guided by his Brahman ministers and must follow the

precepts of the Sastras. ^'^* Kautilya seems to have regarded

the Sudras among the Aryas and contrasted them with

the Mlechchas, or non-Aryan people.-'"'' It follows therefore

that he considered even Sudra kings as Aryan kings

practising Aryan customs. As caste-system with its

exclusive rights of connubium and commensality has not

as yet made its appearance during the Kautilya period, it

follows that any one could then become a Brahman or a

Kshatriya or a A'aisya in virtue of exercising the duties

assigned to those respective classes. Whatever might be

'»" Artha., V. 6.

i»» Artha., XIII.

'"•" Artha.. VIII. 11.

""' Artha., I. 13.

•-"•- Ibid, I. 1.3. 6.

'•"'•^ Ibid, I. 9.

"" Ibid, III. 13.

'•"• Artha., 1. 9; VI. 1.
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the opiniou of scholars on this particular question reg-ard-

ing the existence or absence of rigid caste system in the

fourth century B.C., this much is certain tliat neither

during the Vedic period nor in the times of Kautilya, divine

birth or right of kiugs seems to have been thought of. Then

it was either elective or hereditary monarchy entirely under

the power of the priestly oligarchy and the peoples'

assembly ; or it was a republic of elans or the Dhamma-

ehakka or the kingdom of righteousness of the Buddhists.

During the times of the empire-building politicians when

the old Dravidians were given facilities to regain their

royal power, it was again the Brahman priest"'""'' and the

assembly of ministers ^ "^ ^ (Mantriparishad) that were

expected to exercise some cheek over the revived Dravidian

rule.

This unfirm yet brave upstart, a mere flag in the hands

of his ministers, as termed by Kautilya, -''^'' seems to have

been looked upon as being too low-born to till up the high

place he was called to occu[)y. To make uj) for this want

the later politicians of India seem to have invented and

developed the idea of divine birth and rigiit of kings as

xlitf qua )ton to royal power. Accordingly the king is

declared as an incarnation of deities by Manu and other

later Smriti writers. This is what Manu says in V. 1)6-7 :

"A king is an incarnation of the eight guardian deities

oi" the world, the Moon, the Fire, the Sun, the Wind,

Indra, the Lords of Wealth and Water (Kubera and

Varuba), and Varna. Because the king is pervtuled by

those lords of the world, no ini[)urity is ordained for him
;

for purity and impurity of mortals is caused and removed

by those lords of the world."

-"« Arllia., 1. ',»
: VI. I.

-•'" Ibid, V. 0.
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Agaiu in VII. 1-8 Manu says in support of the divine

birth and right of kings more expHeitly in the following

words :

—

" Taking (for the purpose of creating a king) eternal

particles of Indra, of the Wind, of Yama, of the Sun,

of Fire, of Varuna, of the INIoon, and of the Lord of

Wealth (Kubera), the Lord created a king. Because a

king has been formed of particles of those lords of the

gods, he therefore surpasses all created beings in lustre.

Like the Sun he burns eyes and hearts, nor can any body

on earth even gaze on him Even an infant king must

not be despised (from the idea) that he is a mere mortal,

for he is a great deity in human form."

This picture of a king being a deity in human form,

as drawn by Manu in the above verses, should be contrasted

with the picture of a king, portrayed as a mere mortal in

the Vedas and the Arthasastra. I can conceive no other

reason for this sudden change of ideas about the right of

kings than the necessity of hiding the low birth of restored

Dravidian kings of the Buddhistic period and of strength-

ening their royal power so as to be able to guard the

interest of the Brahmans. This is purely a Brahmanic

coneeption consistent with their theistic religion. Neither

Jainism nor Buddhism could possibly entertain such

theistie notions consistent with their agnostic faith, or the

kingdom of righteousness based upon the ecpiality of

individual right«, be he a ])rince or [>auper. While in the

Braljmanie coneeption of [)olitical justice or injustice, the

king was held answerable to god Varuna for all his unjust

acts and was aeeordingly conipelleil to pay a line to Varuna

and distribute it among Brahmans in expiation of his

wrong deeds'-'"*^ the Buddhists seem to have held the king

"" Aitlia., IV. 13.
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directly responsible to the people for all his acts and taken

the law in their own hands in dealing with an errino; king.

Accordingly we are told in the Jatakas -'^" of kings put to

death for ontraging a woman (11. 1-l-Z'Z-o), for ingratitude

(I. S•ZC^), for endangering life (III. 574), for attem[)ting to

make a saeriHce of a princs or reprimanded and corrected

(YI. 155) for developing cannibalistic tastes (V. 4-7()), or

for not taking steps to avert a drought, as narrated in the

Vessantara Jataka (4<87-S) or fur causing famines by his

unrighteous acts (II. l."24; -'ifiS). This kind of treatment

of kings on naturalistic basis or on a footing of equality

with ordinary people would by no means be in harmony

with class or individual superiority and special births and

prerogatives. Hence in the interests of their own privi-

leges and consistently with their theistie conception, the

Brahmans seem to have divinized royalty irrespective of

its birth and race.

There is no doubt this innovation rendered monarchy

still more despotic and freed it from all popular check it

had till then. Still the same religion which elevated the

monarch and enabled him to enjoy his privileges, besides

conferring them on castes and creeds in his own interests

seems to have been used also to prevent him from

all acts unrighteous in the view of the Brahmans. In

addition to the theistie threats and dangers which

were used to keep him at bay, there were also political

threats and dangers due to court intrigue which kejit

him in constant aii[)reheiision of danger to his i)osition

and life. Thus though the credit of having established

a theocratic despotism with these safe cheeks is clearlv

due to the politicians of the post-Buddhistic period,

still, it deeply considered, the credit or blame for this

""" See Principal Subba Rao's tlie Jatakas and Indian Pob'ty.
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ehano-e seems to have rested with people themselves. It

may be taken for o-ranted that no statesman or politician

can rise far above the circumstances of his time and suc-

ceed in instituting a good or bad measure against the

will of the people at large. He must take into his consi-

deration the prevailing sentiments and views of the people

before taking steps to introduce any change in the social,

religious, or political conditions of the people. If the-

time is ripe for his experiment, he will succeed in it, but

if unripe, he will certainly be thwarted in his attem])ts

and will utterly fail. Hence it is the intellectual and

spiritual advancement of the people themselves that is

responsible for the success or failure of any social or

political change introduced among them.

The early Dravidian settlers of India who. consistent

with their totemistic religious views, worshipped stones,

trees, rivers, serpents and wild beasts seem to have been

utterly dissatisfied with the high morality of the agnostic

humanitarian religion of the Jainas and the Buddhists

and gladly welcomed the theistic religion of the Brahmans

who in their turn took the opportunity to enlarge and bring

to the forefront their Tantrie and Agamic cult of Athar-

vanic orio-in. At the same time the Brahmans seem to

have given up the old customs of intermarriage and inter-

dinin<T with other classes and reformed and recast their

religion on philosophic basis, as taught in the Upanishads.

While the Tanlric cult with its animal offerings is termed

Vamaehara, left-hand practice, the philosophic religion

of the Ujianishads was called the Dakshinachara or right-

hand jiractice.

Thus the chief features of the Brahmanie revival are :

(1) tlu- revival of the Dravidians, and ('2) their Tantrie

religion in Brahmanie g?rb, (8) the revival of Sanskrit

literature and language, (4) establishment of theocratic
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despotism with theistic cheeks and nrahmanie power at the

background, (5) decline and fall of Jainism and Buddhism,

and (6) the formation of castes. It should be noted that

attended though they might appear with sanguinary deeds,

all these changes deserve to be termed evoKitionar}^, haA ing

for their basis a general permanent mental change among

the people at large, as oontrasted with revolutionary re-

forms based upon a tem|)orary whimsical change in the

mental look-out of a few individuals. While a revolu-

tionary change disappears with its violent authors, evolu-

tionary changes persist till a genera] chano-e occurs "in the

sentiments and views of the people at large due to educa-

tion oi- to the preaching of reformers.



LECTURE X

THE CONOTTTON OF THE PEOPLE, INTELLEC-
TUAL, SPIRIT[^\L AND ECONOMICAL

In the raj)i(l hird's-pye view we have taken of the most

important ehano^es that had taken place in the social,

relio-jons, and ]iolitieal condition of the Aryan settleis in

India dnrin;^ tlie loii>i^ stretches of time commeneino- from

tlie Yedic period down to the fall of Buddhism, I have

dwelt at len«yth only on the political chancres, reserviuo^

the intellectual and economical vicissitudes in the condition

of the peo})le for consideration in a separate paper. Pro-

perly speakin«!^, there can be no j)()litical chancje unless it

is preceded by vast intellectual, s])ir itual and economical

changes in the condition of the peoi)le. Attention has

already been drawn to the radical changes which Jainism

and Buddhism had wrought out on the social, moral atul

religious views of the people, engendering equally iin])or-

taiit political changes in consequence. The intellectual

and economical changes that were interwoven with the

above changes were no less in magnitude. The marvellous

progress which Vedic and Buddhist India has made in

education is so well known and treated of in detail by so

many learned scholars that any attempt on my part to talk

of the Vedic poets, the authors of the Brahmans and the

Kalpasutras, the grammarians, the logicians, the philoso-

phers, the epic writers, the poets and others is merely a

sheer waste of time. Instead of wasting my time in

boasting of India's educational monuments and pyramids,

I tiiink I may do better in drawing your attention to some

of the broad principles which characterised the educational
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policy of the Brahmanic Jaina and the Buddhist hierarchy

or clergy. It is to be noted that ancient India knew neither

governmeut schools and colley,'es nor aided institutions with

professors paid for their teaehin*^ and students payiiii^ for

their learning. Education was free and for all. It was a sin

to sell or purchase education. It was as a sacred duty of

the student to go to his family-priest or any other

teacher in quest of learning as it was of the teacher

to impart education on the subject sought for. There

were no boarding houses. The student had to beg his

food and remain a bachelor as long as he studied. It was

the duty of the householders also to give a handful of

cooked rice to each of the begging students, however large

the number might be. Completion of education marked

(he period of marriage.

Sacred as was the duty of teaching and learning, no

subject, whether Vedic or Puranic, seems to have been

considered so sacred as to preclude it on caste considerations
;

for there were no castes in Vedic and Buddhistic India.

Women and Sudras who had been precluded later from Vedic

studies had during the \ edie period to learn at least such

Vedic hymns as they had to recite on occasions of sacri-

Hees.'-^'*^ Nishadas and Vratyas had the right to [)erforin

sacrifices and learn the necessary sacrificial hymns and

formulas. In spite of Badarayana's ingenious exjjjanation

of the word Sudra"'^ '
' as an epithet indicating grief in

Janasruti in IV. 2, o of the Chhandogyo-panishad, I am

int'lined (o believe that Janasruti was a king of the Sudra

class and (hat llaikva, a |-5rahmaii philosopiior ul' (he

time, had no hesitation or s<'i'U[)les in teaching him the

Vedantic philosophy, as reijuired. When at a later period

"'" Asval. Oiiliya, IK. i, J.

-'
' VcdaiiLa Sutras, I. 3, 34.
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woniL'ii and SuJras were precluded under the baneful influ-

ence of castes from the study of the Vedas and Upanishads

in the original, Puranie and other literary works embodying

the sacred ideas of the Vedas and the Upanishads were

written specially in their interests. Likewise the Jainas and

the Buddhists taught and wrote their religion and morality

in the Prakritic or Dravidian languages solely for the benefit

of the people at large. AVhile higher education was imparted

through the medium of either Sanskrit or Prakrit, primary

and secondary education seem to have been carried on in the

vernacular languages of the learners themselves. Sanskrit

was, as it still now is, the literary language of the

Brahmans and Prakrit of the Magadhi type the spoken

and literary language of the Jainas and the Buddhists.

Neither the Brahmans nor the Jainas and the Buddhists

seem to have been s[)aring in their efforts to improve the

vocabulary of the innumerable languages of the continent

of India so as to render each of them a fit vehicle to

convey higher scientific ideas. The magnitude of the

trouble which the Brahmans, the Jainas and the Buddhists

had taken to improve the various Dravidian languages can

be easily perceived if an attem[)t is made to reduce the

list of the words proper to each of the vernacular

by removing the huge number of Sanskrit and Prakrit

words imported into each. This task, gigantic though it

may be, will be of immense help in prej^ariiiir an estimate

of the comparative indebtedness of the civilizations, the

Dravidian and Aryan, to eacli other. It is likely that

without caring for such lioublesome ipiestions as Eastern

Kducalion, Western Education, National Education and

the like which are more likely easily asked than answeied,

the Dravidians earnestly took themselves to study and

assimilate the new scientific ideas of the Aryan invaders.

Thus in employing two languages as the medium of
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instruction, one for higher and another for primary

education, modern India has evidently adopted the same

procedure that ancient India had of old followed.

But so far as the curriculum of studies and the method

of improving education are concerned, ancieiit India seems

to have excelled modern India. Her curriculum was

simpler and more adapted to the needs of tlie student,

while her method of imparting education was catechistioal

and quite suited to the varying intellectual calibre, a'sthetic

tendency or aptitude of the learners. The primary course

expected to be completed before the student was invested

with the sacred thread consisted of reading, writing {fi/n)

and arithmetic {mwkhi/a)ia) ; while the secondary and higher

course comprised: (1) the Vedas, together with anf/aa,

such as phonetics, ceremonial injunctions, grammar,

glossary of words, prosody, and astronomy, (2) Sankhya

Yoga, and Lokayata, (3) Agriculture, cattle-breeding,

and trade, (4) and the science of polity,-'- (5) Military

arts and history, specially for the Kshatriyas.

While the subjects of the primary course seem to have

been eom[)ulsory, it appears that students were allowed

the option of selecting one, many or all of the subjects in

the secondary and higher courses according to theii'

individual capacity and taste. Though the art of writing,

which, as I have endeavoured to show elsewhere, was an

indigenous invention, was known in India so far back as

the 17th century before Christ, manuscri))ts available for

study seem to have been very few. Hence students seem

to hav^e been obliged to depend on the retentive capa-

city of their memory for their success in learning. It

api)ears that the student was taught a verso, half of

a verse or (juarter of a verse or an aphorism or two to

-'- Artha., T. .^>.
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begin with and that when he was found to have digested

its meaning and the reasoning by " hearing over and over

again what he eoulJ not clearly understand,^ * ^ he was

allowed to continue his studies in the same way till the

subject was completed. The one excellent feature of the

curriculum, worth of being noticed, is the inclusion in it

of such most useful subjects as agriculture, cattle-breeding,

and trade. Whether our modern curriculum may or may

not be so recast as to contain more of agricultural or

industrial arts and less of geography and history both

in the primary and secondary courses, is a (juestion that

seems to be deserving of consideration by educationists.

It appears strange that in spite of her despotic rule,

lack of easy communication, and anarchical tendency of

the people addicted to constant plotting against well-

established governments, which rendered it more necessary

to prohibit the study of political and military sciences in

those times than in modern India with her standing army,

well- organised police and other powerful protective means,

ancient India included in her curriculum of studies such

dangerous subjects as political and military sciences to

be studied by all at their option.

Another excellent characteristic feature of her educa-

tional policy was her eatechistical method of teaching as

efficiently as possible a fixed number of students one after

another by a single teacher. There can be no difference

of opinion on the defect of the modern method of entrust

-

ting to a single lecturer or professor the work of teaching

to classes consisting of more than 50 to 100 students of

varying mental calibre. The evils of imparting education on

class-system seem to have been felt even so far back as the

7th or 8th century A.D. and the utter failure of instructing

^'^ Artlin., T. .'),
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a class oi' even three students is thus depicted b\' Bhava-

bhuLi in the second Act of his Uttararama Charita

(Act II. 4) :—
" A teacher imparts kiiowledj^e equally to the iiitelli-

yjent and dull : neither does he sharpen the i^rasping power

ot" one, nor blunt that of another. Yet as regards

the result there is vast difference. It is this : a clear

gem has the power of receiving light and reflecting it,

but a clod of earth has not.^'

It is matter for delight that unlike our modern ortho-

dox community, ancient Aryans held in high esteem all

kinds of education, no matter from what source and

through what medium it had to be acquired. While they

were ready to impart to Sudras and women whatever they

knew,- '
^ they were not at all loth to supplement their

study by learning whatever the latter in their turn could

impart to them. This is confirmed by the following

statement made by Apastamba in his Dharma Sutra

(II. 11, '29, 11-12):—

" The knowledge which Sudras and women [)ossess is

the completion of all study. They declare that this

knowledge is a supplement of the Atharvaveda.- '
^ Accord-

ing to Haradatta, and the commentators on Ajjastamba, the

knowledge which women and Sudras possess is dancing,

music, and other branches of the Arthasastra. Since

medicine and witch-craft form the subject matter of the

Atharvaveda to a large extent, it is probable that women

and Sudras had as much knowledge of these subjects as

they have even now.

Another excellent feature of the education system of

ancient India is the rigorous disci[)line to which student*^

-' Asval. Glib., III. 4, 4.

-'= Mauu, 11. 238-l!42.
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were subjected in all their movements, social, religious,

and educational. No period in the history of India seems

to have been more uncongenial for the formation of

individual character than Vedie and post-Vedie age with its

promiscuity among women, laxity of marriage tie, religious

free thinking, espionage, and anarchical tendency among the

jieople at large ; and yet no system of education was more

adapted for the exercise of rigorous discipline over the

conduct of students and for the formation of character

than the system of Gurukulavasam, according to which

the student was required to live with the teacher and

observe the rules of the education code to the very letter.^ ^ ^

Character seems to have been considered as a moral trait

of personal bearing partly inherited and partly acquired.-'
'

'

In spite oC their attachment to the theory of political

expediency or the employment of means, fair or foul, to

achieve an- end with no attention to its moral aspect,

Kautilya and other politicians seem to have considered

character as niue-qaa-aon of the well-being of mankind, not

merely social and religious, but also })olitical well-being.

In the view of Kautilya lack of character in a man, be he

a king or i)rince, priest or prime minister, servant or

spy, spelled ruin to the whole state. Hence not content

with the usual four texts of character, bearing on the

four human pursuits, virtue, wealth, love, and spirituality,

as narrated in the Arthasastra (I. 10), Kautilya advises

the king to let loose a swarm of spies to watch and

report on the e n\ deeds of men and women, irrespective

of their class, creed and occupation.

There is no doubt that there were sj)ecial treatises on

agriculture, industry and trade, which fortned part of the

curriculum of studies. They are termed Krishitantra,

•"« Apa., 1. 1, 2 and 1. 2. 3.

-•>' Artha., I. 17.
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(ai^rieuUural science), gulinavrikshayurveda (botany),

Sulabliadhatusastra (metallurgy), and panyavyavahara

(trade-regulations). Having thus received necessary

training in these professions, people seem to have

engaged themselves either in agriculture or industrial

works ae3ording to their taste. There is evidence to

believe that the art of measuring the quantity of rainfall

was known -'^'^ and that no agricultural operations were

undertaken witliout ascertaining the quantity of rainfall

necessary for the cultivation of various crops.-
'

'' That

ancient kings paid special attention and care to agricul-

ture and industry, they being the chief source of revenue

to their states is evident from the following humane

rules of Kautilya :

—

''(1) Lands prepared for cultivation shall be given to

taxpayers only for life ; and uni)re}iared lands shall not

be taken from those who are preparing them for cultiva-

tion.

"" (-1) Lands may be conliscated from those who do not

properly cultivate them.

" {'A) The king shall bestow on cultivators material

heli> and remission of taxes and treat with fatherly kind-

ness those who have passed the period of remission of

taxes.

"(I) He siiall carry on mining operations and manu-

factiu'es and exploit timber and elephant forests, offering

facilities for cattle-breeding and trade, constructing roads

for traffic both by land and water, and setting uj) market

towns.

'•
(.")) He shall also construct reservoirs filled with water

either ])erennial or drawn from some other source.

•-" .\rtli:i., 11.5.

*'*• Aitha.. 11. '24.
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" (6) The kiii!^ shall exercise his right of ownership

with regard to lishiug, ferrying, and trading in vegetables

in reservoirs or lakes.

" (7) Elders among the villagers shall improve the

})roperty of bereaved minors till they attain their age ; so

also the property of gods.

" (8) There shall be in villages no bnildiugs intended

for sports and plays. Nor shall actors, dancers, singers

and other bands of amnsenients enter into villages and

disturb the villagers from their constant field work.

" (9) The king shall protect agriculture from the

molestation of courtiers, of workmen, of robbers, of

boundary guards, and of stray cattle.

" (10) He shall set apart pasture grounds for grazing

cattle."--"

Attention has already been drawn to the attempts of

ancient kings to coloniz3 waste lands by employing

wealthy [)ersons as tributary chiefs or Viceroys over the

proposed colony.

Besides agriculture, some industrial undertakings such

as mining, ex[)loitation of forests, licpior-manufactiire,

weaving, cattle-breeding, and coining seem to have been

carried on under state supervision also in addition to

private enterprise. Though mining, weaving and other

industrial operations were undertaken by ancient states

as a profitable concern, they seem lo have also served the

purpose of poor-houses opeuetl for the relief of the poor

and the helpless. This is confirmed by the following

statement of the Arthasa^lra (II. 23) :

—

" Tho.se women who do not stir out oF their houses,

those whose husbands are gone abroad, and those who are

erii)ple or girls may, when obliged to work for subsistence,

-•'"
Aitlia., II. 1 anil 2.
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be provided with work (spinning out threads with

due courtesy through maidservants of the weaving

establishment."

In this way ancient kings seem to have relieved

themselves of unnecessary expenditure of state-revenue

in discharging the obligatory duty of providing for the

maintenance of the orphans, the aged, the infirm, and

helpless women (Artha., II. 1).

Much doubt is entertained as to the existence of

coined money in Vedic India. Satamana,- -
' Krishnala'''-

-

Nishka and other Vedic words which in later liteiature

signify coins of specific weight and form are taken to

mean weights and ornaments in tiie Yedas. ''-'' The table

of coins is thus stated in Smriti literature (Smritichandrika,

Vol. Ill, p. S.'iO) :—

= ... 1 Krishnala

= ... 1 Masha

= ... 1 Suvarna

= ... 1 Pala or Nisldca

= ... 1 Dharana

= ... I Silver ]Masha

= ... 1 Dharana or purana

= ... 1 Silver Sataman or

Nishka

HI 1 Copjwr panaor Karshapana= T Pala of silver.

There is do doubt that trade in Vedic India was

largely carried on by bartering commodities (Rig., IV.

•24-. 10), settling the price in terms of a cow, taken as a

unit of value or Rupa. In Rigveda VIII. 1, .5 a j)icture

or imao-e of India is offered in sale for ten cows. Still
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there is no reason to deny that in the Yedie period a

beginning was made to fix the price of commodities in

terms of Krishnalas or Nishkas, as in those of a cow, and

pave the way for the introduction of gold and silver

eurreney at a later period. From this it may be inferred

that coinage of money was at the outset a mercantile

device and became at a later period state monopoly on

account of its being a profitable source of revenue to the

state in the form of discount and commission and other

charges.--'* Whether the art of coining money was Baby-

lonian convention or Indian is a question which I have

reserved for future investigation.

Being coeval with division of labour, trade was a

social necessity and was carried on with little or no restric-

tions imposed upon it by kings ; or in other words it

was free trade. The policy of fair or protective trade

came later. As already pointed out, monarchy began with

the right to levy a tax on agriculture and trade for the \mr-

pose of meeting the necessary expenses of the government.

As the machinery of the government became more and

more complex, kings began to expand the sources of the

revenue by multiplving the number of taxes they had a

right to impose on agriculture and trade. Even so far

back as the 4th century B. C. politicians seem to have

been divided in their opinion as to the desirability of

having a free or protective trade polic3\ The difference

of views on this vexed (pu^sfion which even now remains

unsettled is thus referred to in the Arthasastra (VIII. 4):

—

" My teacher says that of the t ^o, the Sujterintendent

of the boundary and the trader, the former destroys

traffic by allowing thieves and taking taxes more than he

« = * Artlia., Tl. 12.
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ought to, whereas the trader renders the country pros-

perous by a favourable barter of commercial articles.

" No, says Kautilya : the Superintendent of the boun-

dary increases traffic by welcoming the arrival of merchan-

dise, whereas traders unite in causing rise and fall in the

value of articles, and live by making profits, cent, per

cent, in panas or Kumbhas (measures of grain)/'

Thus Kautilya was not merely a protectionist as

opposed to his teacher who was a free-trader, but some-

thing more. He seems to have regarded trade as a necessary

evil, for he terras traders as thieves (Artha., IV. 1) :

—

"Thus traders, artisans, musicians, beggars, buffoons

and other idlers who are thieves in effect though not in

name shall be restrained from oppression on the country."

Again in IV. 4, he says :

—

" There are thirteen kinds of criminals who, secretly

attempting to live by foul means, destroy the peace of

the country. They shall either be banished or made to

pay an adequate compensation according as their guilt is

light or serious."

Who formed these thirteen kinds of criminals is very

difficult to determine. Among the followers of various

l)rofessions of bad repute mentioned in the fourth Adhi-

karana of the Arthasastra^ there are about eighteen

persons whose movements are said to be closely watched.

They are: (1) weavers, {i) washermen, (8) goldsmiths,

(4-) examiner of coins, (')) scavengers, (6) physicians,

(7) musicians, (8) traders, (!») beggars, (10) buffoons,

(11) false witnesses, (I'i) wizards, (lo) poisoners, (14-)

counterfeit coiners, (1.")) robbers, {\i\) murderers. (17)

judges and clerks given to bribery and (18) debauched

persons.

All these eighteen classes have been termed disturbers

of public peace (Kantaka); and the precautionary

21
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measures to be taken against them have been clearly stated

in the 4th book of the Arthisastra. Thus restrictions

against the freedom of the people in their agricultural,

industrial or commercial pursuits seem to have varied

with the nature of the government, they being very few

in the republican form of ihe government that prevailed

from the Vedic down to the Kautilya period. It may be

asserted without fear of contradiction that subsequent to

the Kautilya period, the people of India had to contend

against various restrictions against their economical

pursuits and that inspite of those restrictions, they had

not much disturbance in their enjoyment of plenty and

peace. The three essential factors conducive to a nation's

plenty, peacj a-id security are th.i active industrial habits

of the people, their religious morality and the government.

The first two, industry and religion, act and react upon

each other. Honest industry promotes honest religious

or moral thinking and the honest and self-denying tenets

of a religion such as those of Jainism and Buddhism tend

to make the people more contented than profiteering

industrial pursuits and help the government in governing

the people with little or no friction. It is the pure religious

fervour of the people that enabled the kings of the Vedic

and Buddhistic periods'to commend security within and to

concentrate their attention against enemies without. I

believe that it is the same religious fervour that has

contributed to the preservation of the peace in India during

the recent four years' horrible conflagration in Europe.

Laxity in morality and religion produces immoral and

licentious proceedings, and renders the government more

and more despotic. Thus the decline of Jainism and

Buddhism is marked by rise of despotic governments in

India, as a self-preserving measure.
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2 2SElection of Kings and Delegation of Sovereignty

Besides the disenssion of scientific and sacrificial sub-

jects, political subjects such as land-disputes, criminal

complaints, cases of gambling, election of kings, war and

peace questions and the like seem to have engaged the

attention of the members of the religious and political

assembly. From Vaj. S., XX. 1 7 where the poet pra3s to be

absolved from the sin he and his companions might have

committed ' in village or in wild, asstmbl}^ or corporeal

sense, to a Sudra or Aryyaorto either's disadvantage,'--^

it appears that the political assembly was guilty of giving

wrong judgments in some cases, especially against the

Sudras and the agricultural people. As a supreme judicial

organ of the state, the assembly seems to have had powers

not merely to confiscate the food and other property of a

citizen or to expel the head of a family (Taitt. S., III.

4, 8, 5-6) evidently for misconduct, but also to degrade

a king to the rank of the common people or of the elan of

nobles, as implied in the following passage of the Nidana

Sutra (VII. 10):—
" The sacrifice fo be performed for the prosperity of

a Vaisya is the next. They say that this is for the pros-

perity of a Vaisya who, as an ordinary noble, is inclined to

attain sovereignty. But Sandilya adds to this the rite of

installation with anointment, thinking that this is a

sacrifice for the ])rosperity (restoration) of a noble (nljuah)

"= Maitra S., IV. 7, 4
*-" Cf. Maitra S., I, 10, 2 ; Chliaiulopya, V. 36.
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whoj on account of his reckless foolhardiness and habitual

addiction to gambling, has retired."

Also the custom of delegating sovereign power to the

Adhvaryu priest for two years during a horse-sacrifice

undertaken by ancient kings is a far more reliable evidence

that the king was entirely at the mere}' of the peoples'

assembly and especially of the priestly class. The delega-

tion of royal power to the Adhvaryu priest is thus stated

in the Bodhayana Srauta Sutra (XV. 4) :

—

" Here (in the horse-sacrifice), those who anoint a

Kshatra as the king anoint the Adhvaryu (in his stead).

He (the Kshatriya king) says— ' O Brahmans and princes,

the Adhvaryu will be the king these two years ; obey him
;

whoever does not obey him, the whole property of him

they will confiscate.' Accordingly the Adhvaryu is the

king these two years."

Apastamba (XX. 2, 12; 3, 1-2) also says the same

thing, but makes no mention of any penalty for dis-

obedience :

—

" He (the king) hands over the kingdom to the

Adhvaryu ; and sa3's, * O Brahmans and princes, this

Adhvaryu is your king ; whatever loyal respect is due to

me, the same from you may be shown to him ; whatever

he does by you (or to you), the same shall be considered

as authoritatively done to you. As long as the sacrifice

lasts, the Adhvaryu becomes the king."

Confiscation of property seems to have been one of the

usual penalties meted out for political offences ; for

Bodhayana lays down the same punishment to be inflicted

on a person who, disregarding the royal proclamation, lets

out mares to mingle with the sacrificial horse that is let out

to roam about^-' at its will. Prom the delegation of royal

- = ' Bodhayana Sranta, XV. 8.
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power to Brahraans it is clear that though the Kshatriyas

were created for royal sway and for furnishing soldiers

to protect the Iranian and Aryan settlements in India,

royalty was not yet considered to be a monopoly of a class

or family. There is evidence to believe that this delega-

tion of royal power was prevalent prior to the split between

the Devas and the Asuras, inasmuch as one of the sons of

Virochana, an A sura king, is said to have performed a

horse-sacrifice with Brahman priests.^
2'^'

Aitareya Br., VIII. 4, 22.
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Sacrificial Fasting as a Form of Passive Resistance

In all the contliets, whether between man and man,

or between the king and his people, or between the king

and his sons or wives, one of the most powerful weapon,

successfully employed by the weak against the strong,

seems to have been the vow of abstinence observed till

death or till the removal of the cause of dispute, whichever

might happen earlier. This vow is termed Atma-medha,

self-immolation in the Kathaka Samhita and j»j/'a^rvyyr/?TSr/

in the epics and other later literary works, and it appears

to have originated from the ^ edic \ rata or the formal

taking of the vow of abstinence, enjoined on all persons

that undertake to perform a sacrifice. The day or dajs

when this Vrata is observed are called Upavasatha or

fast-days and the number of these fast-days may be one

or more according to the intention and capacity of the

sacrificer. And in favour of those who are, however,

incapable to observe the vow of abstinence in connection

with any Vedic rite, an expiatory offering into the fire with

the words * Tvam Agni Ayasyayasan,^'''^ etc.,' is enjoined.

It is likely therefore that the observance of the vow of

abstinence which forms part of all Vedic sacrifices

inclusive of those sacrifices which are enjoined upon a

people desirous to install, expel or restore a king or upon

a king, desirous to surmount difficulties in collecting

taxes from his refractory and turbulent subjects or in

"» Ekagnikanda, I. 5, 18.
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commanding obedience from his people, army or kinsmen

or restoring order in his own or conquered country v/as

converted as a most useful political weapon within the

reach of all. The success or effectiveness of this form of

passive resistance or threat depended upon the universal

belief of the people of those days that the state, city or

the house in which one or more persons, especially

Brahmans, whether men or women, are allowed to starve

to death either intentionally or otherwise will sooner or

later come to ruin, aud that those who are the causes of

such deaths will be the worst sinners and fall into the

hell. This belief is found expressed in the beginning of

the Kathopanishad.-^" Here in atonement for the sinful

act of allowing Nachiketas to fast for three days in the

house of Yama, the king of the departed souls, in his

absence, the latter is stated to have given to the former

any three boons the guest might choose. The Atma-

medha sacrifice is thus described in the Kathaka Samhita

(^9, 9) :-
" Having created all creatures, Prajapati found him-

self impoverished. He then discovered the eleven victims

and offered them. So whoever finds himself impover-

ished should nourish himself by offering (the eleven

victims). He should offer these eleven victims in any

sacrifice. Ten are the vital airs in man, and the

soul is the eleventh. With these he nourishes all

the constituents of his own being. Agni is made up

of all the gods ; with Agni's victim all the gods are

therefore propitiated. The soul is Agni's victim. Speech

is Sarasvati's victim ; because it is Sarasvati's victim, he

unites speech with the soul, making a couple thereby.

Then Soma's victim : Soma is the bearer of the seed

;

'" See alsu Satapalha Brahiuana, II. 1, 4, 2.
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verily it is the couple that bears the seed. Then the

victim of Pushan : the beasts are such ; verily it is Pushan

that procreates. Then the victim of Brihaspati : Brahma

is Brihaspati ; verily Brahma lords over the beasts. Then

the victim of all-gods : these people belong to the all-gods
;

these he unites with Brahma. Then the victim of Indra :

the Kshatra or ruling power is Indra; he places the

Kshatra in lordship over the people. Then the victim

of the Maruts : the elans belong to the Maruts ; the

clans he unites with the Ruling joower. Then the

victim of Indra-and-Agni : verily splendour and power

are Indra-and-Agni ; he unites the clans with the

Ruling power through splendour and power. Then Savitri's

victim is for procreation. Then Varuna's victim is

for liberation. Prajapati under Varuna created all these

beings. They all abandoned him and went up. He

desired that they should be near him. So he performed a

penance : he was about to mcrijice hi)thseff (atmanam

medhnya ulabhata). Then they approached him and were

afraid of him; they bowed down ; hence it is that all

these beings move about stuck to the earth ;
they all wor-

shipped him bringing tributes (bali), the earth with

sacrificial ground, the herbs with sacred grass, the waters

with sprinkling water, the trees with offering sticks and

stakes, the sheep and goats with beasts, with curd and ghi

the cows ; verily the gods are the givers of tributes.

Prajapati is no other than sacrifice ; to him all these

bring tribute. Whoever knows that they bring him tribute

(will attain happiness)."

Kathaka S. XXIX. 9.

. The moaning of this passage, when divested of it.s

technical obscurities, is this : whoever desires to attain

an object surmounting all opposition should undertake

the performance of any one of the sacrifices laid down in
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the Vedas and instead of taking the trouble of procuring

the goat and other eleven saeriHeial victims appropriate to

the eleven gods, Agni, Sarasvan, Soma, Pushau, Brihaspati,

the All-gods, Indra, the Maruts, Indra-and-Agni, Savitri,

and Varuna, he should sacrifice himself as a fit victim,

apparently by fasting, composed as he is of eleven parts,

the ten vital airs and the soul, corresponding to the eleven

sacrificial victims, after the manner of the Atma-medha

performed by Prajapati when he found himself deserted

by the oifspring of his own creation. It is taken for

granted that his opponents would be terrified and would

help him to attain his desired object in the same way as

the world did towards Prajapati.

There can be no doubt that the Atma-medha form

of passive resistance was invented by the Vedic poets to

check the licentious proceedings of some of their Asura

kings. While from Kathaka, V. 6, where a poet prays

wishing plenty of food, people and wealth, wide imperial

sway and a good assembly to an Asura king, we are

given to understand that there were some good Asura

kings, another passage from the same Samhita (XII. 2)

describes the Asuras as licentious ( ManasvitarAh) and

prescribes a sacrifice under the name Sangrahana, capturing,

in view of captivating the mind of the Asuras. Besides

using self-immolation, the Vedic Aryans seem also to

have had recourse to the policy of divide et impera

by preferring Mitra-worshippers to Varuna-worshippers

(Kathaka S., XXI. 10 ; Maitra S., III. 10) and vice vend,

or by honouring Indra more than Varun and rice verm

(Taitt. S., VI. G, 5) in view of replacing in the kingdom

a V^aruna-worshipper by an Indra-worshi])ping king, or

putting the peoi)le against the king- '
' and vice versa. This^

'" Maitra S., II. 1, 9 ; III. 3, 10 : Taitt. S., II. 2, 11 : Kathaka S.,

XXI. 10; XXIX. 8.
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passive resistance, usually undertaken to defeat an opponent

in a civil dispute,^ ^ "^ to recover a bad debt, or inheritance,'^ ^ ^

to compel a king to change his unjust attitude^ ^ ^ or to with-

drawan unjust imposition,-^* to expel a tyrannical king, '^2*^

minister'^ ^^ or official, to put down rebellion of the people

against the king,^ ^ ^ to restore a banished king,^ " ^ to reclaim

a king from his wicked habits,- '* '^ to avert premature deaths

due to the sinful acts of a king,'-' ^ * or to open the eyes of

a stubborn opponent to his reckless attitude,^ ^^ or to avert

an impending punishment^ ^'' or public slander or contempt,

is found resorted to not merely by the weak, but also the

strong prior to active retribution.^ ^^ From Rajatarangini

VI. 1 i, it appears that ancient kings used to send spies

to find out and report voluntary cases of prayopavesa or

fasting to death and to redress such grievances as were

the causes of these long fasts. It is probable that Kaikeyi's

success in her attempt to prevail upon Dasaratha to send

Rama in banishment and instal Bharata, her own son, in

his place, is due to her threat of committing suicide by

starvation. There can be no doubt that in those far off

days when men sincerely shuddered at the mere thought of

-*"- Taitt. S., II. 2, 3.

»•" Artha Saatra, V. 1 (p. 298 Trans.) ; Taitt. S., III. 1, 9.

-» A. V.,V. 18.

"5 A. v., III. 29. 586.

-•'« A 2SS Taitt. S., II. 3, I ; III. 4, 8 ; Rajatarangini, V. 4,68.

^3' A. v., VII. O-i.

2^» A. v., I. 29.

^ " The Ktory of Asaraanjaso, son of Sagara.

'-*> Vide the stor.y of Sambhnka in Rama}'ana.

"»2 Ramayana Ynddhakanda, Chap. 2).

'"^ Ibid, Kishkiutlhakanda, Chap. 55.

-*
Cf. Rajatarangini, IV. 82, 99; V. 468; VI. 25, 336, 343 ;

VII. 13,

1088, 1157, 1611 ; VIII. 51, 110, 656, 709, 768, 808, 937, 2224,

2733, 2739.
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their being the cause of human death by starvation, the

prajopavesa form of passive resistance proved a most

effective weapon in the hand of the weak and the oppressed

against their wicked oppressors, and that that power was also

misused on a number of occasions. But with the advance

of science and scientific rehgious thoughts the sentimental

basis and handle of this effective weapon have long been

shattered, and blown to the wind and the resumption of this

form of passive resistance in the name of Satyagraha now

is nothing but a suicidal attempt at rebuilding a ruined

castle on a sandy ground with no solid foundation to stand

on. Equally useless seems to be the refusal on the part

of the people to j^ay taxes and supply men for the army

as much as the same form of resistance on the part of the

people, on the one hand, and the attempt on the part of the

king's officers to put down the resistance, on the other, seem

to have occasioned much bloodshed even in those far-off

days of Kautilya.^'*^

»*' Arthasnstra, V. I.
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State-ownership of Land

One of the most interesting o£ the fundamental poli-

tical principles that deserves our attention here is the

question relating to king's or emperor's right of ownership

of land and man. This is an important question that has

long been exercising the minds of statesmen and politi-

cians all the world over and has not yet been detinitely

settled. The question is whether an emperor or his feudal

chief can justly claim and exercise his right of ownership

over the land and men in his empire or state. This has

been answered in two different ways. The ^IimS,nsakas

or the school of the Vedic exogetics headed by Jaimini

hold that neither an emperor (SArvabhauma) nor a feudal

chief (Mandalika) is justified in exercising any right of

ownership over the state land or his people, whether father,

mother or children or his servants. They say that he is

only entitled to a fixed share of revenue in kind in virtue

of his protective care and that the land and other natural

things of the state are common to all. This is the conclu-

sion arrived at by Jaimini and his commentators who have

discussed the point in all its bearings (Mimansaka Sutras,

VI. 7, 2).

Quite opposed to this is the view held by Kautilya, the

author of the Arthasastra. He says for example, that the

king shall exercise his right of owtiership with regard to

fishing, ferrying, and trading in vegetables in reservoirs

or lakes (II. 1) ; that besides collecting revenue, the king

shall keep as a state monopoly both mining and commerce
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(II. 1£) ; and in view of justifyino- the levy of an extra

water-tax (II. 24-) his commentator, Bhattasvarai, quotes a

verse in which the state-ownership of land and water is

clearly mentioned. The verse runs as follows :

—

" Those who are well versed in the Sastras admit that

the king is the owner of both land and water and that the

people can only exercise their right of ownership over all

other things except these two." (P. 144, Eng. Trans.)

The view that is held by the Mimansakas seems to be

the view that is still current in the transactions of the

villagers in India : whenever they sell a piece of land, they

declare in the bond the transfer of eight kinds of enjoy-

ment, such as (I) nidhi (treasure-trove), (2) nikshepa

(deposit hidden in the earth), (8) water, (4) trees, (5)

stones, (6) agAmi, anything that may come in future,

(7) sanchita, anything that is standing, and (8) Akshina,

imperishable. This declaration is evidently opposed to the

view held by Kautilya and other later politicians who held

that any treasure-trove contained in the earth, any deposit

of money and the like concealed in the earth, and salt and

other minerals together with water are what the king alone

can justly claim as his property.

As the Mimansaka view of land-tenure is in agreement

not merely with the history of social evolution all the

world over, but also with the nature of the political consti-

tution which obtained in India during the Vedie and the

BrA,hmanic periods, the historical importance of Jaimini's

view on this (piestion cannot be overvalued. Hence I add

here below my own translation of the Sutras of Jaimini

together with their commentaries by PRrthasArathi Misra :

The sutras (VI. 7, i) are thus commented upon by

Parthasarathi Misra :

—

It is declared in the A'^edas that in the Visvajit sacrifice

the sacriiicer makes a ii:\h of all that is his own. There
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as to the doubt whether even the cognates that are desig-

nated by the word ' sva/ ' one's own/ are to be given over

or only such wealth as he can claim to be his own, it ma}-

be asserted that in the absence of partieularisation, all that

is implied by the word ' sva,' one's own, should be given

over ; for it is possible to render father and others sub-

servient to others ; the act of bringing a thing under the

ownership of another man is what is meant by a gift, hence

father and others should also be given over.—But it is not

so ; evidently they cannot be made over as a gift, in as

much as a gift in the real sense of the word means ' the

relinquishing of one's ownership of a thing and the placing

of it under the ownership of another ' ; accordingly (a

father cannot be given over), for a father.eannot become

no-father, though he is given over. But only that which

can be called one's own in virtue of his exercising his right

of lordship over it can be given over as a gift ; for, when

such a thing is gifted, tlie original owner gets rid of his

ownership and the donee acquires it. Also the word * sva,'

' one's own,' means in virtue of its diverse significant

power 'self,' 'one's own,' 'cognates,' and 'wealth.'

Of these several meanings, it means a single particular

meaning in a particular context. Since among the mean-

ings it is only wealth that forms a proper article of gift,

the word ' sva ' is here used only in that sense. Hence

only wealth, but not father and others.

As to the question whether that which is the broad

earth should be gifted or not, the holder of the primd

facie view speaks of it as an article of gift, thinking that

it is the wealth of the emperor. But this is no one's

property (sva). Consisting as it does in the protection

of, and the removal of the wicked from, his state, sove-

reignty (rajya) means the collection of taxes from the

agriculturists and others and of fines from the guilty
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(dancjya) ; this much is the relation (between the king

and his state), but no lordship or ownership (svamitva).

Hence no emperor shall make a gift of the broad earth,

nor a feudal chief his feudal land.

As to the doubt, whether a Sudra who attends upon a

master as his servant in view of doing the religious duty

should be given over as a gift or not, it may be said that

he should be given over, in as much as it is inclusively

favoured by the epithet " all " and also it is possible to

render him subservient to another. But as there is no

master's ownership with reference to him and as there is

the possibility of dislike on his part to accept subserviency

to another, he should not be given over. —But a slave

(dasa) may after all be given over as a gift.

In the seventh discourse of his Yivada-bhangaruava/- ^"^

Jagannatha Tarkapanchanana agrees with the Miman-

sakas in the view that the king is no owner of the land

and is entitled only to certain amount of tax on it, the

cultivator of the land being by time-honoured custom its

real owner with right of alienation. The context in

which he states this view is the sale of a slave girl by one

of many brothers, in the house of each of whom she is made

to work in turn, as agreed upon during the time of the

division of inheritance. The slave woman is compared to

the land which may change hands by sale. The transla-

tion of the text is as follows :

—

Brihaspati says that a single woman should be made

to work in each house {i.e., the house of each of the brothers)

according to the share of inheritance.—Well, there arises a

doubt hero whether the slave woman should or should not

go to work on the appointed days in the houses of other

brothers, if she is sold to a stranger by one of the brothers

»*• A 28-4, Maniucript, Government Oriental Library, Mj'sore.
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on the day when she had to work in the seller's house

—

we reply thus : the purchaser has acquired the same kind

of property right in her that the seller had in her before

selling. Hence the purchaser has right to command her

service only for as many days as she attended on her

seller by turns in the middle of each month. It is also

for this reason that in the kingdom (country) purchased

by a king, his right of possession of the countiy extends

only to the collection of taxes on it ; and at the same time

there remains the right of ownership vested in the culti-

vator, in virtue of which he is entitled to the produce.

Hence also the claim of a cultivator who cultivates a

piece of land and enjoys the produce after paying taxes

due to the king, to its ownership is admitted on all hands.

Hence it is that when the owner of the land sells the

land, the purchaser acquires the same right of ownership

in virtue of which he is entitled to its enjoyment after

paying the taxes due to the king ; and that the cultiva-

tor's ownership of the land is never denied, as such denial

is quite opposed to custom (vyavahara). Accordingly since

various kinds of ownership with regard to a single pro-

perty are accepted, it must be presumed that claims of

two different persons to the same kind of ownership with

regard to a jnoperty are opposed to each other.
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